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Abstract 
In the real world there are three types of multivariable control systems. The first one 
is when the number of inputs is equal to the number of the outputs, this type of 
multivariable control system is defined as a squared multivariable control system and 
the main type of controller designed is a decoupling controller which minimizes 
interactions and gives good set-point tracking. The second type of multivariable 
control system is where the number of inputs is greater than the number of the outputs, 
for this type of system the main controller designed is a fail-safe controller. This 
controller remains stable if a sub-set of actuator fail. The third type of multivariable 
control system is the number of outputs is greater than the number of inputs, for this 
type of system the main controller designed is an override control system. This 
controller only controls a sub-set of outputs based on a lowest wins control strategy. 
All the three types of multivariable control systems are included in this thesis.  
 
In this thesis the design of multivariable decoupling control, multivariable fail-safe 
control and multivariable override control as considered. The invention of 
evolutionary computing techniques has changed the design philosophy for control 
system design. Rather than using conventional techniques such as Nyquest plots or 
root-loci control systems can be designed using evolutionally algorithm. Such 
algorithms evolve solutions using cost functions and optimization.  
 
There are a variety of system performance indicators such as integral squared error 
operator has been used as cost functions to design controllers using such algorithms.  
 
The design of both fail-safe and override multivariable controllers is a difficult 
problem and there are very few analytical design methods for such controllers. 
Therefore, the main objective of this thesis is to use the genetic algorithms to involve 
both fail-safe and override controller multivariable controllers, such that they perform 
well in the time-domain.  
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Chapter One 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1  General Review of multivariable control system design 
 
The design of multivariable controller has been the subject of much research effort 
since it was introduced late 1960’s. The majority of design techniques involve the 
design of square systems where the number of inputs equal to the number of outputs. 
In practice there are many situations where the multivariable control systems are not 
square. Such control systems have had less research effort applied to them, but are 
still important research topics. 
 
The multivariable control system design was first investigated by Rosenbrock H.H. in 
1969 (Rosenbrock, 1969). He developed a method called the “inverse Nyquist array” 
and used an inverse Nyquist array to design multivariable controller. The inverse 
Nyquist array method involved an inverse matrix which is put in series with the 
system’s transfer function matrix with the controller matrix. It is easier to invert 
square matrices, so the design method carried out by Rosebrock was for square 
system. Moreover, the resulting controller was complicated and difficult to tune. The 
controller is made of three matrixes; the first matrix is a permutation matrix, the 
second matrix has determinant equal to one, and the third matrix is a diagonal tuning 
matrix. In 1973, David Q. Mayne introduced a computer-aided procedure using 
Nyquist diagrams and root-loci (Mayne, 1973). This method uses computer process to 
choose the controller parameters and both the Nyquist diagram and root-loci to check 
the system stability. This method designs the controller with computer process and 
speeds up the transient response. However, this method requires the multivariable 
control system to be divided into several individual single loop control system, and 
then designing each single loop control system, finally, the combined single loop 
controllers are collected together to make the multivariable controller. This method 
was not straight forward for designing multivariable control systems. At the same 
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time Macfarlane A.G. and Belletrutti J.J. introduced the characteristic locus design 
method (Macfarlane and Belletrutti, 1973). This method combines the Bode-Nyquist 
method with the state-space method to guarantee the stability. However, this method 
cannot guarantee to provide a high system performance of the controller. In 1981 
Zames G. introduced the H infinity method (Zames, 1981). The H infinity method is 
used to design the controller for a square system. The benefit of this method is that the 
controller is designed with stability and a good performance of the system guaranteed. 
However this method requires a large amount of math calculations and the final 
controller is very complicated.  
 
1.2  Non-square multivariable control system 
 
In the real world most systems are multivariable control systems, for example the 
number of inputs ( m ) and the number of outputs ( l ) are both greater than one. There 
are two types of multivariable control systems: the first type is the number of inputs 
( m ) is equal to the number of outputs ( l ), this is known as square multivariable 
control system. The second type is the number of inputs ( m ) is not equal to the 
number of outputs ( l ), which is known as non-square multivariable control system. 
The design method for non-square system has been extended from square system 
design method. Latawiec K.J. Banka S. and Tokarzewski J. have extended the square 
multivariable LTI discrete-time system design method into Non-square LTI (linear 
time-invariant) discrete-time system design method (Latawiec K.J. Banka S. and 
Tokarzewski J., 2000). Latawiec K.J. and Hunek W.P. improved the non-square LTI 
discrete-time system design method into non-square continuous-time system design 
method.( Latawiec and Hunek, 2002) Sarma K.L.N. and Chidambaram M. have 
extended the two simple design methods which is called Davison’s method (Davison, 
1976) and Tantto and Lieslehto method (Tanttu and Lieslehto, 1991) for designing 
centralized controller from square systems to non-square systems with right half-plane 
zeros (Sarma and Chidambaram, 2005). They applied those two methods into two 
examples, and compared each other system performance and settling time. Davison’s 
method gives better ISE performance and less settling time compared with Tanttu and 
Lieslehto method.  
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Additionally there are two types of non-square multivariable control systems: one is 
where the system has more number of inputs than number of outputs (m>l) and the 
other is where the system has less number of inputs than the number of outputs 
(m<l).In the situation of m>l, there are more inputs than the outputs in the system, 
which means the number of actuator in the system is more than the number of output, 
so the fail-safe method can be used to design this kind of systems.  
 
The aircraft pitch roll control is the one of the classic example for fail safe control 
system design. The aircraft pitch roll control uses the elevators, inboard ailerons, 
outboard ailerons and canard to control the pitch and roll angle. The control system is 
used to control each elevators, inboard ailerons, outboard ailerons and canard angle to 
control the aircraft pitch and roll angle. If one of the elevators, ailerons or canard fails 
the results could cause the system to become unstable. Normally, the control structure 
of the aircraft pitch roll can be described like figure 1.1 (Bosworth, 2012): 
 
 
In this architecture, the system has four inputs: the angle of elevator, inboard ailerons, 
outboard ailerons and canard, and two system outputs: roll angle and pitch angle. 
Because there are two more actuators than the system outputs, then the system could 
should be able to cope with two actuator failures. Therefore, when looking into the 
design of aircraft roll and pitch angle control system the fail safe control theory 
becomes one of the options to consider. 
 
Task 
Flight 
control 
Elevator 
Inboard 
ailerons 
Outboard 
ailerons 
Canard 
Aircraft 
system 
Roll angle 
Pitch angle 
Figure 1.1: Control architecture 
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In this fail-safe multivariable control system the system will remain stable even if 
some actuators fail.  
 
However, in the case of the number of inputs is less than the number of outputs (m<l), 
the control system can only take control over m  control loops and this become a 
lowest-wins or overrides control systems. One of the classic example of an override 
control system is jet engine control system. This kind of system can be shown like 
figure 4.1: 
 
Mostly, aircraft engines are using fuel flow rate and inlet guide vanes to control 
engine’s spool speed and the engine’s burned gas temperature and the total thrust 
(Tudosie, 2011). Only two of three variables can be controlled at any time. 
Surprisingly, if engine speeds and temperature become too high, the engine thrust is 
not controlled as the control system switches to control the two variables which are 
too high. 
1.2.1  Fail-safe control system design 
1.2.1.1 Actuator failure in multivariable control system 
 
Safety and reliability are the one of the key tasks in design multivariable controllers or 
complex industrial plants. Indeed, it is one of the most significant aspects of the 
design specification. The safety and reliability are very important in all design 
considerations and even relate to the cost. It may result in many financial fines if plant 
failures occur. This area forms a very important area for research in multivariable 
control system design. The fail-safe logical systems have been developed by Mine H. 
and Koga Y. to ensure that the system outputs remain stable even in failure situations. 
Throttle INPUT 
PARAMETER 
SETTING BLOCK 
Y1 
Ym 
CONTROLLER(S) 
Qi 
A5 
AIRCRAFT 
JET-ENGINE 
(controlled object) 
F (thrust) 
Y1 Yn 
Figure 1.2: Aircraft engine’s automatic control system 
Y1 
Yn 
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A fault-tolerant controller design has been provided in the methodology for single 
actuator failure in multivariable control system. (Fripp, 1988) Fripp used the Pseudo 
Inverse method to design an controller for multivariable control system in a single 
actuator failure situation. The method guarantees the system’s stability for a single 
actuator failure. Furthermore, this methodology cannot be used to design a fail-safe 
controller for multi actuator failure in multivariable control systems. R.N. Fripp’s 
method can provide a stable system in both non-actuator failure and single actuator 
failure situations, but the failure does impact the performance of the system. Robert 
R.J., Medanic J.V. and Perkins W.R. has developed centralized and decentralized 
control design methodology to provide guaranteed stability and H performance in 
both non-actuator failure and actuator failure situations (Robert et al, 1992). However, 
their guaranteed stability and H performance only work for predesigned actuator 
failure. Zhao, Q. and Jiang, J. has developed a robust method to provide guaranteed 
system stability and acceptable performance in both non-actuator failure and actuator 
failure (Zhao and Jiang, 1998). Yang, G.H., Wang, J.L., Soh, Y.C. and Liao, F. has 
developed a reliable control design method to design an unchangeable controller to 
provide guaranteed stability and H performance (Yang et al, 2001 and Yang et al, 
2002). 
 
All the passive design methods can provide guaranteed stability and acceptable 
performance, but not optimal performance. One technique for design such controllers 
is the use of genetic algorithm (Porter and Jones, 1992). Genetic Algorithm could be 
used to design the controller to provide guaranteed stability and optimal performance 
for both non-actuator failure and actuator failure situations.  
 
1.2.1.2 Override control system design 
 
The override control method is used to deal with control system with less inputs than 
the outputs. Each output should maintain a designed set-point range. In this type of 
system only one of these outputs can be controlled by one input. Glattfelder, 
Schaufelberger and Fassler introduced override control for the first time in 1983 
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(Glattfelder et al, 1983). They investigated the stability of the override control. The 
controlled loop may be switched during the system when it is running if another 
output variable starts to go up and goes above its maximum limit. In an override 
control system the switching action uses rules to prioritize the lowest errors 
(Alejandro and Joseph, 1993). Because the error in each loop is calculated by the 
system output minus the set point, and the set point is the limit which the system 
output should not cross. Therefore, the lower value of error means the output is closer 
to the limit set or above the limit. Therefore, if the lowest error wins this means the 
variable most above it limit loop is always under control. In 1988, Glattfelder and 
Schaufelbereger extended their override control stability method into disctete-time 
single loop override control (Glattfelder and Schaufelbereger, 1988). Recently 
applications of override control have been developed into many different control 
systems. In 2007, Chen X.S., Zhai J.Y., Li Q. and Fei S.M. have combined override 
and model predictive control together to design the grinding control strategy (Chen et 
al, 2007). They just add override control into the system to avoid mill overloading and 
to optimize the fresh ore feed rate. However, they do not improve the override control, 
just use it as Glattfelder and Schaufelbereger’s version. In 2010, Tran T. has added 
overriding control and manifest variables together into closed-loop system, to ensure 
the system is stabile with minimum knowledge of the system model (Tran, 2010).  
Again, he just used Glattfelder and Schaufelbereger’s override control method.  
 
One of the classic example of an override control system is the jet engine control 
system (Tudosie, 2011). Mostly, aircraft engine is using fuel flow rate and inlet guide 
vanes to control engine’s spool speed, the engine’s burned gas temperature and the 
total thrust. Because the jet engine control system is a closed loop system, the 
feedback signals become the controller’s inputs; such as the engine’s spool speed and 
engine’s burned gas temperature. However, the number of the outputs (such as spool 
speed, burned gas temperature, the total thrust and the number of the outputs is three) 
is greater than the number of the input (such as fuel flow rate and exit area, and the 
number of inputs is two). Therefore the controller can only control two outputs at one 
time and the two outputs which are above their limit needs to be controlled. During 
this situation the controller can switch between the control loops to prevent variables 
in the engine exceeding safety limits and this is why override control is important. 
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1.3 Optimisation of Multivariable control system 
 
In 1971 Michael Athans introduced Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control 
(Athans, 1971). LQG is one of the most fundamental optimal control theories. It is a 
combination of Kalman filter and linear-quadratic-regulator (LQR). The Kalman filter 
and LQR are designed and computed independently. LQG is going to minimize the 
quadratic cost function, which is related by the state variables and the system input, 
and two more matrixes should be chosen by the designer, the two matrixes are related 
to the system’s performance and stability. The first disadvantage of the LQG 
method’s is the tuning of the trade-off matrixes is very difficult, the second 
disadvantage is the quadratic cost function calculation is very complicated as the 
equation is a large matrix equation and it requires a significant amount of calculation 
to compute. In 1986, D.S. Bernstein, L.D. Davis and D.C. Hyland have improved the 
quadratic cost function for reduced-order modelling, estimation and control in the 
discrete-time case (Bernstein et al, 1986). However, they still need Lyapunove 
method for further stability checking.  
 
In 1975 D.W.Clarke and P.J.Gawthrop introduced a self-tuning controller into single 
input and single output system (Clarke and Gawthrop, 1975), they used the recursive 
least-squares algorithm in square-root form to identify the systems parameter and then 
used the pole and zero method based on the identified system parameters to design the 
controller parameter. It 1979 Ulf Borisson introduced the multivariable minimum 
variance self-tuning controller (Borisson, 1979). He improved the self-tuning method 
into multivariable system. He used self-tuning control theory to design a controller to 
control unknown parameter linear multivariable system. The method also used a 
recursive least squares estimator to identify the system’s parameter and design the 
controller.  
 
In 1981 Zames G. introduced the H infinite method (Zames, 1981). The H inifinite 
method is used to design the controller for a squared system. The benefit of this 
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method is the controller is it will provide the stability of the system and a good 
performance of the system however this method requires a lot of math calculation.  
 
The concept of using genetic algorithm to solve optimisation problems was 
introduced by Holland J.H. in 1975. This technique can be applied to the issue of 
control system design and control system tuning. Moreover, genetic algorithm have 
not been used to design multivariable control systems for non-square plants. 
Therefore, in this thesis, the genetic algorithm has been adopted for the design of such 
controllers.  
 
To solve optimization problems the GA requires an objective function (also call cost 
function) and the GA will evaluate the objective function for given input parameters 
(Neeraj and Kumar, 2014). Because in this thesis, the genetic algorithm is applied for 
multivariable control system, there are two types of system output performances: set 
point tracking and interaction. So the objective function for the genetic algorithm used 
in this thesis is made up of the system output to set point changes plus the other 
output interactions. However, some of the system outputs required a constraint, for 
example, if the overshoot is too big when the optimized system is obtained, or if the 
interaction is too big, then the overshoot constraint should be used (Gilbert and Tan, 
1991). The genetic algorithm can accommodated constraint easily. Because the 
number of cost functions in optimisation does not always equal to one (Ishibuchi et al, 
2006). There are two main type of GA: the first type is where there is single cost 
function to be optimised, this type of GA is called single objective GA, the second 
type is where there is more than one cost function to be optimal at same time, this 
type of GA is called multi-objective GA. Both single cost function genetic algorithm 
and multi-objective genetic algorithm will be considered in this thesis. 
 
The main purpose of decoupling multivariable control system design is finding the 
best transient response of the system with minimum interaction. In such control 
system design problems finding the controller which gives the best performance is 
called system optimisation. Therefore, the goal of optimisation is to design a 
multivariable controller which can provide a fast transient response with small 
interaction in all channels (Coit et al, 2004). Because the system error could be 
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positive or negative, and if the integral the system’s errors are used, the integral of 
error can be positive or negative, and adding all the integral of errors together, the 
positive error could cancel with the negative errors. Therefore, normally the error will 
be squared. There are three main cost function could to define a system’s performance, 
these are: Integral Squared Error (ISE) (Mukherjee, and Mishra, 1987) 
 
The Integral Squared Error (ISE) is calculated by 
  dteISE
2  
Where e is the system output error.  
 
Integral Absolute Error (IAE) (Graham and Lathrop, 1953) And Integral Absolute 
Error (IAE) is calculated by 
 dteIAE   
Wheree is the system output error. 
 
Integral Time-weighted Absolute Error (ITAE) (Graham and Lathrop, 1953). And the 
Integral Time-weighted Absoluted Error (ITAE) is calculated by 
 dtetITAE    
Wheree is the system output error.  
 
All the three cost functions use a system’s output performance that can includes a set 
point change or disturbance rejection.  
 
If the cost function use Integral Square Error (ISE), the ISE will focus on the larger 
errors rather than smaller errors. The square of a large error will be much bigger, and 
if GA is going to minimise the ISE, and the ISE will tend to eliminate the large error 
quickly, but the ISE can leave small errors at the end of the transient response. 
Normally, at the end of running a genetic tuning algorithm which uses ISE as its cost 
function, the system output will exhibit a fast response, but may have low amplitude 
oscillation (Tavakoli and Tavakoli, 2003). 
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If the cost function use Integral Absolute Error (IAE), the IAE does not add any 
weight to any of the errors. If the GA is going to minimise IAE, at the end of running 
the IAE, the system output will be slower than when using the ISE, but usually the 
IAE result will have a quicker settling time as compared to ISE (Boz and Sari, 2009).  
 
If the cost function use Integral Time-weighted Absoluted Error (ITAE). The ITAE 
will weigh the errors more at the end of the transient response. The advantage of 
ITAE is the system output will settle down much quicker than ISE and IAE methods. 
However, the disadvantage of ITAE is that the initial system response may be slower. 
This is because the cost function is making sure the errors at the end of the transient 
response will be small (Maiti et al, 2008).  
 
In this thesis the controllers used are Proportional and Integral controllers. The 
integral term ensure zero steady state error. Therefore, the ITAE and IAE algorithms 
are not an effective. Moreover, the ISE cost function penalises the large errors 
because ISE algorithm involves error squared. So the initial system response should 
be improved. Therefore, in this thesis the cost function chosen is ISE.  
 
1.3.1 Single objective genetic algorithm design for multivariable 
control system 
 
The single objective genetic algorithm is the standard genetic algorithm and it is 
widely used for solving many problems. The Genetic Algorithms (GA) uses the 
evolution concepts such as selection, crossover and mutation to generate new 
solutions to optimize and to search for solutions. The genetic algorithm was first 
introduced by Holland J.H. in 1975 (Holland, 1975). This is the standard genetic 
algorithm which includes selection process which is based on the fitness of each 
individual; the fitness is calculated using a cost function. This also includes the 
crossover and mutation to generate the next generation of the population. In the same 
year, Holland J.H. improved his standard genetic algorithm into a steady-state genetic 
algorithm (Holland, 1975). This algorithm is not like the standard version, the 
standard genetic algorithm will generate a new population from the previous 
population, but the steady-state genetic algorithm maintains the population and 
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updates the individuals. In this technique the diversity of the population is poor. In 
1989, Goldberg D.E. introduced messy genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989). 
Compared with the standard genetic algorithm, the messy genetic algorithm has three 
differences. The first one is messy coding: the length of an individual is not fixed; and 
second one is the messy operator: the crossover is no longer exists and instead a splice 
and cut method is used with this method, individuals will cut at any position and the 
second part of each individual will switch; and the third difference is tournament 
selection. The tournament selection randomly chooses several individuals from the 
population, and they are comparing each other, and the best fitness individual wins. 
To compare this with standard selection, the tournament selection selects the best 
individual from fixed size random individuals rather than all of the population, so the 
tournament selection is much quicker. However, the tournament selection has a 
chance to miss the global best individual. Furthermore, this algorithm is very 
complicated. In 1995, Rowe J. and East I. introduced the direct replacement genetic 
algorithm (Rowe and East, 1995). This algorithm is very similar to the steady-state 
genetic algorithm but this algorithm does not have mutation. Therefore, this algorithm 
is quicker than the steady-state genetic algorithm. After 1990 many researchers 
combined the genetic algorithm with other optimization methods, this kind of 
combination genetic algorithm is called Hybrid Genetic algorithm. Like Weare R., 
Burke E. and Elliman D., they combine different crossover operator to make the better 
children (Weare et al, 1995). Like Wan W. and Birch B. has combined the genetic 
algorithm with a new local search procedure (Wan and Birch, 2013). They used the 
new local search procedure to generate new children, the main idea is that the new 
child is only generated by the best parent and it will be kept if and only if it is the best 
in the children population and also is the best in the parent population. This procedure 
will slow down the genetic algorithm but it has a better chance to find the best 
globally individual.  
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1.3.2 Multi-objective genetic algorithm design for multivariable 
control system 
 
Many real world problems involve the optimisation of more than one variable, and 
requires a group of variables to be simultaneously optimised. The single cost function 
genetic algorithm can deal with this situation by adding a weighting factor to each 
individual objective. However, it is difficult to choose the weighting factor. Because 
of this the multi-objective genetic algorithm has been developed (Ishibuchi et al, 
2006). Moreover, many real-world problems have no single optimal solution, but have 
a set of optimized solutions; these solutions are optimal in the wider sense. No single 
solution is better than the others when all objectives are considered. This type of 
solutions is called a non-dominated Pareto-optimal solutions (Weile et al, 1996). 
 
During 1993 to 1995, Fonseca and Fleming’s (Fonseca and Fleming, 1993) extended 
the single objective genetic algorithm to multi-objective genetic algorithm. There is 
no cost function in multi-objective genetic algorithm, and instead the ranking is done 
by the domination method. All the best non-dominated solutions are Pareto-optimal 
solutions and by including a fitness sharing method to maintain the diversity of the 
solution a set of non-dominated optimal solutions can be obtained. Srinivas and Deb’s 
(Srinivas and Deb, 1995) also improved the single objective evolution algorithm to 
non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA). This algorithm needs to find 
member of the population which dominate other solutions and has to search the 
population again and again to find out the rank of each individual therefore this 
algorithm is very slow. Horn, Nafploitis and Goldberg (Horn et al, 1994) has 
improved the single objective genetic algorithm to Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm 
(NPGA). This algorithm uses tournament selection based on Pareto dominance. This 
algorithm is fast but it has the chance to lose the best solutions. Because tournament 
selection is not going to select the best individual from the total population, but it 
selects the best individual from a fixed size individual, and those individuals are 
randomly chosen from total population. Therefore, there is a chance that the local best 
individual is not going to be selected, and then the best is missed.  
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Zitzler and Thiele improved the multi-objective evolution algorithm by using the 
Strength-Pareto Evolution Algorithm (SPEA) (Zitzler and Thiele, 1998). In the SPEA, 
the an extra population is added, and this extra population keeps the non-dominated 
solutions, and combines this extra population with the current generation population. 
However, the size of the extra population can easily grow too large and this could 
slow down the search procedure. Knowles and Corns improved the multi-objective 
evolution algorithm by using Pareto-Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) (Knowles 
and Corne, 1999). In the PAES, the single-parent and single-child algorithm is used. 
This compares the child with the parent, if the child is dominating the parent, the child 
is the parent for the next generation; if the child is not dominating the parent, this 
child will be killed and a new child will be found. But this algorithm needs an extra 
algorithm to maintain diversity of population. An interesting multi-objective genetic 
algorithm has been developed by Deb K., Pratap A., Agarwal S. and Meyarian T. in 
2002 called the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (Deb et al, 2002). This 
algorithm is an improved version of the NSGA. This algorithm not only finds out if 
the individual is dominated by other individuals but also finds out how many other 
individuals are dominated by it. The greater the number of individuals dominated the 
higher fitness the individual gets. This algorithm used crowding distance method to 
maintain the diversity of the population. Crowding distance methods finds out the 
distance of the two closest solutions, a larger crowding distance is better. In 2011 Yan 
T., Guo G. and Wu L. improved multi-objective genetic algorithm by using granular 
ranking and distant reproduction (Yan et al, 2011). The granular ranking is dominated, 
if the individual is not dominated by others; the rank which is highest belongs to the 
Pareto front solution. The distance reproduction is calculating the distance between 
the solutions; if the distance is small it will not be chosen to generate the child. This 
maintains the diversity of the population.  
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1.4 Aim and objective 
 
The aim of this thesis is using single cost function genetic algorithm and 
multi-objective genetic algorithm to optimise the design of square and non-square 
multivariable decoupling control systems. The performance of the multivariable 
system is measured by the set point tracking performance plus the interaction 
performance defined as an ISE cost function. For square multivariable control systems 
design, single cost function genetic algorithm and multi-objective genetic algorithms 
using the Pareto front method are used to design controllers which provide optimal 
performances under different situations. 
 
There are two type of non-square multivariable control system design method: fail 
safe method and override method. The fail safe method is when for the number of 
inputs is greater than the number of outputs. There is no formal design method for 
multiple actuator failures. The single cost function genetic algorithm is used to design 
both multivariable fail safe system under single actuator failure and multiple actuator 
failures. The genetic algorithm can optimise system performance under all non-failure 
and failure situations. Moreover, multi-objective genetic algorithm using the Pareto 
front method can design a family of solution which provide optimise solution under 
different situations.  
 
The override method is where the number of outputs is greater than the number of 
inputs. There are not many design methods and there is no general method for 
addressing the design. However, genetic algorithm could design the controller for this 
kind of system. Moreover, if the controller exists then the genetic algorithm will 
design a good controller that makes the system have good transient response.  
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1.5 Outline of the thesis 
1.5.1 Chapter one: introduction 
This introduction will introduce the two types of multivariable control systems: 
square multivariable control system and non-square multivariable control system. It 
will also review the methods for the design of each type of multivariable control 
system.  
1.5.2 Chapter two: square multivariable control system design 
In this chapter the design of square multivariable control systems by using single 
objective genetic algorithm and multi-objective genetic algorithm will be used to 
design multivariable control systems. 
1.5.3 Chapter three: fail-safe control system design 
In this chapter the design of single failure and multi failure fail-safe control system 
will be used to design multivariable control systems which can deal with single and 
multiple actuator failures. 
1.5.4 Chapter four: override control system design 
In this chapter the single input multi outputs override control system and multi inputs 
multi outputs override control systems will be addressed. The issue of limit cycling in 
override control system is reviewed. Single objective and multi-objective genetic 
algorithm design for both override control system are considered. Finally, the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm is shown to be able to determine the range of set 
points over with a designed controller will either limit cycle or nor limit cycle.  
1.5.5 Chapter five: conclusion 
In this chapter all the results of design will be discussed and single objective and 
multi-objective genetic algorithm methods are discussed.  
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Chapter Two 
GENETIC DESIGN OF SQUARE 
MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
2.1 Introduction 
 
A square multivariable control system is when the number of the input is equal to the 
number of the output and both the centralized and decentralized control systems are 
square multivariable control system. The centralized control system uses all process 
input and output measurements to simultaneously determine all the manipulated 
variables. In such controller’s decoupling is the main design issue. This involves good 
set-point tracking characteristic and corresponding low levels of interaction on other 
channels. The decentralized control system uses one process input and one output 
measurement to separately determine each manipulated variable, and can give rise to 
significantly more interaction.  
 
The multivariable control system design was first investigated by Rosenbrock H.H. in 
1969 (Rosenbrock, 1969). He used a method called “inverse Nyquist array” and drew 
an inverse Nyquist array corresponding to design the controller. The inverse Nyquist 
array method used an inverse matrix which is the system’s transfer function matrix 
with the controller matrix, and only squared matrix can be inverted in this way, so the 
system has to be square. Moreover, the analysis for the controller in this design 
method is carried out in the frequency domain. The controller in this design is made 
up to three matrixes; the first matrix is a permutation matrix, the second matrix has 
determinant equal to one, and the third matrix should be diagonal. In 1973, David Q. 
Mayne introduced a computer-aided procedure using Nyquist diagrams and root-loci 
(Mayne, 1973). This method uses an algorithm to design the controller parameters and 
both the Nyquist diagram and root-loci to check the system stability. However, this 
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method requires the multivariable control system to be divided into several individual 
single loop control systems, and then designing the single loop control system, then 
combine those single loop controllers together to make the multivariable control 
system. This method is not a straight forward method and it is difficult to do. In the 
same year Macfarlane A.G. and Belletrutti J.J. introduced the characteristic locus 
design method (Macfarlane and Belletrutti, 1973). This method combines the 
Bode-Nyquist method with the state-space method to guarantee stability. However, 
this method cannot guarantee to provide a high system performance. In 1981 Zames 
G. introduced the H method (Zames, 1981). The H  method is used to design the 
controller for a squared system. The benefit of this method is that the controller is 
designed with stability and a good performance of the system. However this method 
requires a large amount of computation and the final controller has a very complex 
structure which makes implementation difficult.  
 
In order to control the square multivariable control system, the Proportional, integral 
and derivative (PID) method is widely used (Singh and Mitra, 2014). The reason PID 
methods are widely used is that PID controllers have a simple structure, have good 
robustness as well as good performance. When a PID controller is used in a feedback 
control loop, it calculates an error value as the difference between a measured output 
and a designed set point (Rusnak, 2000). The PID controller attempts to minimize the 
error by changing the system input. The main design problem on the PID controller is 
the design of the Proportional, integral and derivative parameters of PID controller. 
The proportional term produces an output value that is proportional to the current 
error value, the integral term is the sum of the instantaneous error over time and gives 
the accumulated offset that should have been corrected previously, the derivative term 
is calculated by determining the slope of the error over time and multiplying this rate 
of change by the derivative gain (Ying, 2011). However, the derivative term is not 
commonly used in practice because it can amplify noise in the control system and 
cause the control system to become erratic. Because of the poor noise performance of 
derivative control, the PI controller is considered in this thesis.  
 
There are lots of developments of the PID method in single-input and single-output 
system which have been produced. In 1986, Rivera, D.E., S. Skogestad and M. Morari 
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introduced an internal model control based on PID controller design using a first order 
process model (Rivera et al, 1986). Their development was to improve the 
performance of the single input single output (SISO) system with time delay. In 1988, 
Chein, I.L. extended their work into a second order process model (Chein, 1988). 
After that, Wang, Q.G., C.C. Hang and X.P. Yang used the frequency response 
approach with least squares algorithm to develop a PID controller, this method can 
make the controller high-order to achieve high performance. Katebi, M.R. and M.H. 
Moradi introduced the predictive PID controller for SISO and first or second order 
systems however the performance is not improved much (Katebi, and Moradi, 2001). 
One year later M.H. Moradi., M.R. Katebi, and M.A. Johnson extended the SISO 
predictive PID controller into MIMO systems by using a polynomial form (Moradi et 
al, 2002). Tan, K.K., S.N. Huang, and T.H. Lee presented a PID control design based 
on the generalized predictive approach for a second order system with time delay 
(Tan et al, 2000). However, their method only dealt with SISO system. Later on 
Qamar Saeed, VAli Uddin and Reza Katebi developed a multi inputs and multi 
outputs predictive PID controller using the same approach (Saeed et al, 2010). 
 
One of the most effect design technique for multivariable control system was 
proposed by B. Porter and A. Bradshaw at 1979 (Porter and Bradshaw, 1979) for 
stable or unstable plants. One of the main task is designing an effective multivariable 
control system depends on where the system transmission zeros are. The method to 
determine the multivariable transmission zeros was introduced by B. Porter and J.J. 
D’Azzo (Porter and D’Azzo, 1977) and indicated if the system is minimum phase 
system or non-minimum phase system. If the system is minimum phase system that 
the control system can be generally designed to be a good performance. However, if 
the system is non-minimum phase system then those control system may exhibit poor 
closed-loop performance. F.A. Himmelstoss, J.W. Kolar and F.C. Zach shows the 
stabilization of the non-minimum phase system is considerably more difficult 
compared with minimum phase system (Himmelstoss et al, 1991). 
 
An example of a multivariable system which have both minimum phase and 
non-minimum phase was introduced by B. Porter and A.H. Jones (Porter and Jones, 
1984). In this system, the zero’s location is depend on the value of  .The 
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asymptotically stable plant is two input and two output system, and the transfer 
function is:  

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
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……………………………...…………………………..(2.1) 
 When 2 , the square multivariable system is non-minimum phase system, 
because the poles and zeros of the system are in the right hand place;  
 when 3 , the square multivariable system is functionally uncontrollable, 
because when 3 , the zero is at the origin;  
 when 4 , the square multivariable system is minimum phase system, because 
the zeros is in the left hand place.  
 
E. J. Davison also introduced multivariable control system design method (Davison, 
1976). He introduced a method which deals with problem of finding a controller for 
an unknown system, and the system should exhibit asymptotic tracking independent 
of input disturbances and parameter variations in the system. J. Pentinnen and H.M. 
Koivo also introduced a method which determining a multivariable robust PI 
controller for an unknown linear multivariable stable system (Pentinnen and koivo, 
1980). They design the Proportional controller to use the interaction of the system, 
these interactions are detected by the observing the output of the system to step inputs. 
B. Porter and A.H. Jones introduced a method to design PID controller for square 
multivariable control system (Porter and Jones, 1986). They improved Davison’s 
method for multivariable control system design. This method uses the steady state 
equation matrix to design the integral controller parameters and used the decoupling 
matrix (Parzen, 1997) to design the proportional and derivative controller parameters. 
The design techniques involve manual tuning diagonal controller matrix such that the 
control system archival stable performance with good tracking and low interaction 
effect. However, this method only works for minimum phase system.  
 
Furthermore, there is no suitable controller tuning method for multivariable control 
systems. Moreover, most of multivariable control systems cannot be simplified into 
single-input and single-output system. Moreover, the number of controller parameters 
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in multivariable control system is much more than the number of controller 
parameters in single-input and single-output system. Therefore, automatically tuning 
of the PID controller parameters for multivariable control systems has not been 
achieved with using theoretical methods.  
 
Genetic algorithm can be used to tune multivariable control system. There are two 
main approaches. One is to tune the decoupling controllers such as the one proposed 
by Porter and Jones (Porter and Jones, 1992). In such cases there are a set of 
proportional, integral and derivative gains to select. The other option is to allow the 
genetic algorithm to choose all of the parameters of the multivariable controller. In 
such case there are more parameters but this may result in better performance. In 
order to facilitate a comparison of the genetic design of multivariable control system, 
two controllers are considered. The first is a structured decoupling controllers as 
proposed by Porter and Jones which as a set of diagonal tuning parameters for the 
genetic algorithm to optimal. The second is a fully parameters controller, where the 
genetic algorithm has to optimal all of these controller parameters.   
 
The first type of controller is:  
      

t
dtteGteBu
0
1* 0  (Porter and Jones, 1986) ………...(2.2) 
where 
 BIeCAB nAt  1* ………………………………….…………..…………….(2.3) 
and  
  BCAG 10  …………………………………………………….………………(2.4) 
and  
A, B and C are steady space equation matrix, t is the sampling time, nI is the identity 
matrix with n by n size;  
Where 
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are diagonal matrix. Therefore, in square multivariable control system, all theΔandε
to be tuned, and the total number of parameters need to be tuning are i and i  
(i=1,2,3 … m).  
 
The second type of controller is where all the parameters of the control matrix kp and 
ki can be searched for. In this system the controller equations for the multivariable 
Proportional-Integral controller is given by: 
   
t
ip dttekteku
0
 ………………………………………………..………(2.7) 
Whereu is the system input, pk is the proportional gain, ik is the integral gain, and 
 te is the error of the system output and set point. If this is a two input two output 
system,  
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and in square multivariable control systems, both controller parameters are 
mm  matrices. Therefore, the total number of parameters need to be tuned are 
pijk and iijk (i=1,2,3…m and j=1,2,3,…m). 
 
The GA is going to find the optimal solution using a cost function. Therefore, the cost 
function is very important to GA. The cost function selection is also a measure of the 
controlled system’s performance. These measures are used to compare the system’s 
performance between different control situation or different controller parameters. 
There are three main cost function of a controlled system’s performance, these are: 
Integral Squared Error (ISE)(Mukherjee and Mishra, 1987),  
 
The Integral Squared Error (ISE) is calculated by 
  dteISE
2 ………………………………………………………….…..(2.10) 
Where e is the system output error.  
Integral Absolute Error (IAE) (Graham and Lathrop, 1953) And Integral Absolute 
Error (IAE) is calculated by 
 dteIAE  ……………………………………………….………….…..(2.11) 
Wheree is the system output error. 
And Integral Time-weighted Absolute Error (ITAE) (Graham and Lathrop, 1953). 
And the Integral Time-weighted Absolute Error (ITAE) is calculated by 
 dtetITAE   ……………………………………………………….…..(2.12) 
Wheree is the system output error.  
 
All the three cost functions use the system’s output simulated performance and can 
includes a set point change and may include a rejection to a disturbance. The system 
is tuned under a fixed situation, which will involve a set point change. The running 
time of any simulation should be long enough for the system responses to settle down.  
 
If the cost function used is Integral Square Error (ISE), the ISE will focus on the 
larger errors rather than smaller errors. The square of a large error will be much 
bigger, and if GA is going to minimise ISE, and the ISE will tend to eliminate the 
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large error quickly. Normally, at the end of running a genetic tuning algorithm which 
uses ISE as its cost function, the system output will exhibit the fastest response which 
possible under this type of control (Tavakoli and Tavakoli, 2003). 
 
If the cost function used is Integral Absolute Error (IAE), the IAE does not add any 
weight to any of the errors. If the GA is going to minimise IAE, at the end of the 
simulation, the system output will be slower than the ISE result, but usually the IAE 
result will have quicker settling time as compared to ISE (Boz and Sari, 2009). 
 
If the cost function used is Integral Time-weighted Absoluted Error (ITAE), The 
ITAE will weight the errors more at the end of the system’s output. The advantage of 
ITAE is the system output will settle down much quicker than ISE and IAE methods. 
But the disadvantage of ITAE is the slow system response (Maiti et al, 2008). 
 
The single input and single output system has open-loop transfer function: 
 
19.0
4.0 8.1



s
e
sG
s
…………………………………………………………….…..(2.13) 
is chosen as an example that shows the different closed loop step responses results for 
a proportional-integral controller which have been genetically tuned for optimal 
performance. In this case ISE, IAE and ITAE where each used as the cost functions. 
Then the closed loop step response results is shown below (Tavakoli and Tavakoli, 
2003): 
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Figure 2.1: Closed loop step response resulted from applying proposed PID 
parameters 
As figure 2.1 shows, the closed loop step response result optimized by ISE has the 
quickest system response, and the settling time of ISE, IAE and ITAE are similar. 
Because the GA could use any cost function, ISE, IAE or ITAE could be used as cost 
functions in GA to optimise the system’s performance. In this work the ISE is used 
because it gives the fastest response.   
 
The total ISE is equal to the sum of ISE for each output, and each output ISE is equal 
to the ISE calculated by the set point tracking plus the ISE calculated by the 
interactions in the other channels due to the set-point change. For example, there is a 
three inputs and three output system: 
 
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333231
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131211
………….…………...…………………….…..(2.14) 
there are set point tracking on  sg11 ,  sg 22 and  sg 33 , all others are interactions.  
 
Then ISE for each individual outputs will be like below: 
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Where ISE11, ISE22 and ISE33 are the ISE caused by the set point change, ISE21 and 
ISE31 are the interaction ISE caused by the set point 1 change. ISE12 and ISE32 are the 
interaction ISE caused by the set point 2 change. ISE13 and ISE23 are the interaction 
ISE caused by the set point 3 change. 
 
The total ISE for the three outputs cause by the set point change in output 1: 
ISE1=ISE11 + ISE21 +ISE31 
The total ISE for the three outputs cause by the set point change in output 2: 
ISE2=ISE12 + ISE22 +ISE32 
The total ISE for the three outputs cause by the set point change in output 3: 
ISE3=ISE13 + ISE23 +ISE33 
 
Therefore, for the single cost function GA, the cost function ISE (Integral Square of 
Error) is calculated by: 
   332211
2
ISEISEISEdtee      
where i is the weight factor of each ISE. 
 
2.2 Genetic algorithm 
2.2.1 Introduction 
 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are a rapidly growing area of artificial intelligence. In 
1973 Rechenberg I. introduced evolutionary computing in his work “Evolution 
strategies”. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) developed in 1975 (Holland, 1975). Genetic 
algorithm is the one of the best known evolutionary computation methods which is 
able to deal with a wide range of difficult optimisation engineering problems.  
The Genetic algorithm starts with an initialled population of solutions and improves 
the population towards the optimum solution (Back, 1996). This process is improved 
by an evaluation procedure (fitness function) that finds out the fitness of each member 
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of the population. As an optimisation tool (Bach and Schwefel, 1993) GA is a random 
search algorithm that uses random choice as a tool and coding of the parameter space 
to improve the population. A GA is different from traditional optimisation and 
searches procedures in the following respects: 
 GA works with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves. 
 GA searches from a population of points, not a single point 
 GA uses objective function information, not derivative or other auxiliary 
knowledge. 
 GA uses probabilistic transition, not deterministic rules. 
 
The advantage of GA is it tracks the solution in a search space with more individuals 
so they are less likely to get stuck in a local minimum like some other methods (Back 
and Schwefel, 1991). The genetic algorithm is good, flexible and easy to implement, 
allowing a variety of problems to be formulated and solved without much change or 
improvement to the code. The disadvantage of GA is the computational time. It can be 
slower than some other methods, but with modern computers it is not as much of a 
problem.  
 
The basic idea behind GA is simply to do what nature does. The population improves 
over time through competition (keep the fittest) and controlled variation (crossover & 
mutation). In this way, the best elements of the current population has a higher chance 
to be used in the next population (child population) and whether the element is good 
or bed depends on the fitness, a stronger fitness is better. For example, the parent 
elements are selected according to their fitness; the more suitable they are the more 
chances they have to reproduce. Since the child population is always produced by the 
best elements (the highest fitness) of the parent population, the average fitness of the 
population will improve as the generation grows and the overall fitness of the new 
generation will always be better than the old one (Clark et al, 1987). The first 
population can be initialised randomly from the search space. The cycle of evolution 
is repeated until the optimal result has reached.  
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In general, the outline of the basic genetic algorithm (2.2) is as follows: 
[Start] Generate random population of n chromosome x in the population 
[Fitness] Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x in the population. 
[New population] Create a new population by repeating following steps: 
[Selection] Select cow parent chromosomes from a population according to their 
fitness (the better fitness, the bigger chance to be selected) 
[Cross over] With a crossover probability cross over the parents to form a new 
offspring (children). 
Start 
Initialization 
Generation=0 
Selection 
Crossover 
Mutation 
Generation<loop 
Generation+1 
End 
No 
Figure 2.2: The basic cycle of genetic algorithm 
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[Mutation] With a mutation probability mutate new offspring at each locus (position 
in chromosome). 
[Accepting] Place new offspring in a new population. 
[Replace] Use new generated population for a further run of algorithm. 
[Test] If the end condition is satisfied, stop and return the best solution. 
[Loop] Go to step 2. 
 
The GA has two main types: the first is the single cost function GA, the second is 
multi cost function GA(multi objective GA). The main goal of single cost function 
GA is to find the best solution. The best solution could be the minimum or the 
maximum value of a single cost function (Bandyopadhyay and Saha, 2013). The 
single cost function could be single objective or multi objectives, in multi objectives 
situation, each objective requires a weighting factor to be added into each objective, 
and the final cost is the sum of weighted costs. This technique will convert the multi 
cost function into a single cost function (Ishibuchi et al, 2006). The minimization or 
maximization of the objective is dependent on each problem. If the problem is a 
maximization optimization problem, the genetic algorithm just selects the maximum 
fitness values of each individual; if the problem is a minimization problem, the 
genetic algorithm need an extra technique to convert the minimization problem into 
the maximization problems. There are two types of ways to convert minimization 
problems into maximization problems: the first one is let the 
 
Cost
Fitness
1
 ……………………………………………………….…..(2.15)  
And the second way is 
 CostMaxFitness  ……………………………………………….…..(2.16) 
Where Max is chosen by the designer (Rani and Kumar, 2012). For the first case, the 
minimization problem involve converting the problem into an maximization problem. 
However, if the value of Cost is becomes small, the value of Fitness can become to 
big. Furthermore, if the differences between two Costs are small, then the difference 
between Fitness will even be smaller, this will make the Genetic Algorithm program 
less able to differentiate between good and very good solutions. The second technique 
is to calculate the Fitness by choosing a positive constant (Max) and subtractly the 
cost from the GA cost, If the value of “Cost” is small, the value of “Fitness” is going 
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to big. However, the value of Max should choose carefully if the value of Max is 
chosen too big, the difference between Fitness will be large, then the Genetic 
algorithm program again cannot differentiate between two costs; and if the value of 
Max is chosen too small, the Genetic Algorithm program will not work as (Max – 
Cost) become negative. Moreover, the genetic algorithm is going to optimise the 
system’s performance, in control system design the cost function used is ISE, and the 
ISE need to be minimised to optimise the system’s performance. In addition, the 
Fitness calculated by the first technique is non-linear, and the Fitness calculated by 
the second technique is linear if the value of Max is chosen carefully. For example, if 
the genetic algorithm has improved the ISE from 20 to 5, and the value of Max is 
chosen as 21. So plot out the Fitness calculated by the two techniques are show 
below: 
Figure 2.3: Fitness calculated by the first technique against cost 
 
As figure 2.3 shows, the Fitness is calculated by the reciprocal of cost technique, with 
this technique, the Fitness increase is going to become bigger as the Cost reduces. 
This means the smaller cost get a much better chance to be select by the GA.  
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Figure 2.4: Fitness calculated by the second technique against cost 
 
As figure 2.4 shows, the Fitness is calculated by the max minus cost technique, as it 
shows, the fitness is linear increase as cost improvement. However, this technique 
require the designer to choose the value of Max carefully, if the value of Max is 
chosen too big, the difference between Fitness will be large, then the Genetic 
algorithm program again cannot differentiate between two costs; and if the value of 
Max is chosen too small, the Genetic Algorithm program will not work as (Max – 
Cost) becomes negative. To compare these two techniques, the advantage of the first 
technique is the calculation is robust, because the Fitness is all ways positive. The 
advantage of the second technique is that if the value of Max is chosen carefully, the 
Fitness calculated by this technique will be better than the Fitness calculated by the 
first technique, because this technique will directly kill those individuals that do not 
have such good cost, as the (Max – cost) becomes negative. The disadvantage of the 
first technique is the difference between two costs is non-linear, if the difference 
between two costs is very small and the cost is large, then GA under this technique 
will find it is very hard to differentiate which is better; the disadvantage of the second 
technique is the value of Max is very hard to choose at the first time the algorithm is 
ran, if it is too big, then the GA is very hard to differential two costs, if it is too small, 
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then the GA is not going to be able to initiate a population, so the value of Max may 
have to be found by running the GA a number of times to find out typical values of 
cost, then the value of Max is chosen a little bigger than the value of cost. For 
example, consider the system which has open loop transfer function: 
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Figure 2.5: Fitness against the number of generation 
 
As the figure 2.5 shows above, the fitness under two cost techniques shows the (max 
– cost) technique coverage quicker than the reciprocal of cost technique. The genetic 
algorithm will find the optimal solution by using both cost function if the running 
time is infinity. However, the convergence of max minus cost better, so in this thesis 
the max-cost technique is used. 
 
In a genetic algorithm, the parameter range is very important, because it is related to 
how the GA finds out the optimal solutions. Moreover, the parameter range normally 
is not easy to choose. Therefore, the concept of parameter range movement has been 
included into the GA program. The parameter range movement method is when the 
best individual becomes close to the upper or the lower range limit, and then the 
whole range moves up or down. Normally the “close to the upper or the lower range 
limit” means 10% of the total range size, and how much percentage is chosen by the 
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designer. Normally if the range needs to be moved, the range will move up or down 
by 20% of the total range, the exact percentage to move is chosen by the designer. 
After the range movement, the GA needs to re-decode and re-scale the parameters 
again with the new range, to make sure the GA binary number and the real parameter 
number are not changed. Without adopting this technique, the parameter range is not 
granteed to coverage to the optimal solution.  
 
2.2.2 Multi-Cost function Genetic Algorithm (Multi-objective Genetic 
Algorithm) 
 
In many control problems, there is more than one objective that needs to be optimised, 
the technique used to optimization these kind of problems is called Multi-objective 
optimization (Osyczka, 1985). The Multi-objective optimization problem is going to 
optimizes all the objective functions and normally those objective functions are 
conflicting or against each other. Such that improving one objective and reduces other 
objective. To optimize all objective function means to find out such a solution which 
will make one individual objective function optimal and have the other cost functions 
as optimal as possible. In multi-objective optimization problems, there is no single 
optimal solution, indeed there are family of optimization solutions. Because in 
multi-objective problems, the optimal solutions are the a set of compromise (or 
trade-offs) solutions (Edgeworth, 1881). Vilfredo Pareto used this idea to introduce 
the Edgeworth-Pareto optimum method or Pareto optimal (Pareto, 1896). In this 
method, a family of solutions are found which would improve one objective and at the 
same time does not make the other objectives worse. The set of Pareto optimal 
solution are called non-dominated solution, because those solutions are not dominated 
by other solutions. The plot of the non-dominated solution is called the Pareto front. 
In 1989, the Pareto-based technique called Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm 
(VEGA) suggested by Goldberg and Schaffer (Goldberg, 1989). This VEGA uses 
non-dominated ranking and selection to find out the Pareto front. They used the 
technique called “Fitness Sharing” to maintain the diversity of the population 
(Goldberg and Richardson, 1987). The fitness sharing technique will reduce the 
individual’s fitness if two individuals are similar. The Genetic algorithm based on the 
Pareto-front method is easy to implement, and does not involve choosing any 
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weighting factors which can be very difficult to choose in single cost function Genetic 
Algorithm. Moreover, the weight factor is even more difficult to choose if the 
objectives are in different variables and the multi-objective genetic algorithm avoids 
this problem. Therefore, the multi cost function GA has been used in this thesis. There 
is no straight minimum or maximum cost function in multi-objective genetic 
algorithm, but instead the domination method is used. All the best non-dominated 
solutions are Pareto-optimal solutions and include the fitness sharing method to 
maintain the diversity of the solution. Srinivas and Deb’s (Srinivas and Deb, 1995) 
has improved the single objective evolution algorithm to Nondominated Sorting 
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA). This algorithm needs to dominate the population again 
and again to find out the rank of each individual therefore this algorithm is very slow. 
Horn, Nafploitis and Goldberg (Horn et al, 1994) has improved the single objective 
genetic algorithm to Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA). This algorithm uses 
tournament selection based on Pareto dominance. This algorithm is fast but it has the 
chance to lose the local best. Because tournament selection is not going to select the 
best individual from the total population, but it selects the best individual from a fixed 
size individual, and those individuals are randomly chosen from total population. 
Therefore, there is a chance that the local best is missed. In 1995, Chipperfield A. and 
Fleming P. introduced the multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGAs) into the design 
of a squared multivariable control system for a gas turbine engine (Chipperfield and 
Fleming, 1995). This multi-objective genetic algorithm method is evolving a family 
of Pareto-front solutions, these solutions allow the designer to examine the trade-off 
the individual objectives.  
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For multi-objective GA, the Pareto optimal method is used. And the chart of this 
method is shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the Pareto front method, the rank of non-dominated is equal to the number of the 
result better than it. Which means the rank of non-dominated will be plus one if there 
is one other result which dominates it (Zitzler and Thiele, 1998). The rest of the 
procedure is similar to the single objective GA. Compared with the single objective 
GA, the multi objective GA optimises all the multi objective functions simultaneously. 
Therefore, there is no single best solution to be found, but a family of Pareto solutions 
exist. An individual solution belongs to the family of Pareto solutions as there is no 
other solution that can improve at least one of the objectives and improve another 
objective simultaneously (Horn et al, 1994). 
Start 
Generation=generation+1 
Is gen<max 
gen ? 
Sharing in 
current front 
Identify 
non-dominated 
individuals 
Create 
population 
Generation=0 
Yes 
Stop 
Figure 2.6: Flow chart of pareto front method 
No 
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In addition, as different optimisation problem requires the minimization or 
maximization, the Pareto front solution can be optimisation by minimization or 
maximization. If the problem involves minimization, the Pareto front has the form 
show below: 
 
Figure 2.7: the concept of Pareto dominance. 
 
As figure 2.7 shows, Point C is dominated by points A and B. Point A and B are 
better than point C both for objective 1 and objective 2. Point A does not dominate 
point B and point B does not dominate point A, because point A is the best point with 
respect to the objective 2 compare with point B and point B is the best one with 
respect to objective 1 compare with point A. In fact, points on the full line are not 
dominating each other. Hence all the points are located on the full line are 
non-dominated and possible optimal solutions, and they belong to the non-dominated 
Pareto solution (Kalyanmoy, 2002). 
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B 
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b
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If the Pareto front solution involves maximisation, the Pareto front has the form show 
below:  
 
Figure 2.8: the concept of Pareto dominance. 
 
As figure 2.8 shows, Point C is dominated by points A and B. Point A and B are 
better than point C both for objective 1 and objective 2. Point A does not dominate 
point B and point B does not dominate point A, because point A is the best point with 
respect to the objective 2 compare with point B and point B is the best one with 
respect to objective 1 compared with point A. In fact, points on the full line are not 
dominating each other. Hence all the points are located on the full line are 
non-dominated and efficient solutions, and they belong to Pareto solution 
(Kalyanmoy, 2002). 
 
2.2.3 Multivariable control system design methods 
 
2.2.3.1 Introduction 
The design of multivariable control systems involves the selection of controller matrix 
parameters and optimizing the controller parameters against a cost function. The cost 
function could include set-point tracking and interaction and could involve a number 
of channels each with different variables. The optimisation could also be done using 
either a single cost function or a multi-objective cost functions.  
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In order to design digital set-point tracking PI controllers, it requires mathematical 
models of linear multivariable plants. Both state space and transfer function matrix 
forms are able to model the linear multivariable systems. The Proportional and 
Integral controller matrices embodied in the tuneable digital PI controllers introduced 
by B. Porter and A.H. Jones (Porter and Jones, 1984) is considered firstly. They are 
similar to those introduced by Davison, Pentinnen and Koivo. The controller uses the 
structure of the multivariable system to select both the proportional and integral 
controller structures, and then requires the tuning of m controller gains associated 
with the proportional controller and m controller gain associated with the integral 
controller. 
 
2.2.3.2 Analysis 
Consider the state space equation of the open-loop system is: 
uBXAX  …………………………….………………………….…..(2.18) 
and 
XCy   …………………………….……………………………..…….…..(2.19) 
Where nRX  is the state vector and u∈Rm is the input vector, y∈Rm is the output 
vector. The plant transfer function matrix is: 
    BAsICsG n
1
 …………………………….…...…………………..…....(2.20) 
And  
  mmRBCAG   10 ….…………………………………………………..…..(2.21) 
And  
    mmnAt RBIeCAtH   1 (Porter and Jones, 1984) ………………...…..(2.22) 
In order to design digital error-actuated set-point tracking PID controller for the open 
loop steady space equation system, the discrete time system set 
time  ,...2,,0 TTTT  . Then the state and output equation become:  
kkk uXX  1 ….…………………………………………………………...(2.23) 
And 
kk xy  ….………………………………………………………………….....(2.24) 
Where  
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  nk RkTxx   
  mk RkTuu   
  mk RkTyy   
 ATexp  
 
T
BdtAT
0
exp  
C  
And the T is the sampling period. (Porter, 1982) 
The controller equation is: 
 1 kkdkikpk eeKzTKeTKu ….……………………………………....(2.25) 
Therefore, the closed loop steady space equation becomes: 
v
I
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f
z
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KKTKKT
f
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
 
00
0
1
1
1
….…....(2.26) 
And 
 











k
k
k
k
f
z
x
y 00 ………………………………………………………...…..(2.27) 
where mkk Ryve  is the error vector, 
m
kk Ref  1 is the stored error 
vector, mRv  is the set-point input vector, the digital integral of error vector 
m
kkk RTezz   11 …………………………………………………....…..(2.28) 
And the controller parameter 
  mmp RTHK   1 ………………………………………………...…….…..(2.29) 
  mmi RGK   01 ……………………..……………………………………..(2.30) 
  mmd RTHK   1 ….…………………………………………………….....(2.31) 
where  
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 











m
mdiag



00
00
00
,...,,
1
21  ………………………………..…...(2.32) 
 











m
mdiag



00
00
00
,...,,
1
21  ………………………………….…..(2.33) 
 













m
mdiag
00
00
00
,...,,
1
21  ….……………………………....(2.34) 
are positive diagonal tuning matrices which chosen by the designer to achieve 
satisfactory closed-loop control system performance. Moreover, the three positive 
diagonal tuning matrices can be designed by the Genetic algorithm, and 
m ,...,, 21 , m ,...,, 21 and m ,...,, 21 are the parameters designed by 
Genetic algorithm. However, in this thesis, only PI controllers are considered, so 
only m ,...,, 21 and m ,...,, 21 need to be designed, and the total number of 
parameters is 2m.  
 
Because Genetic algorithm can design any number of parameters, the Genetic 
algorithm can design the whole controller matrix which is  
kikpk zKeKu  ……………………...…………………………………...…..(2.35) 
Where 
m
kkk RTezz   11 ……………………….………….………………..…..(2.36) 











pmnpm
npp
p
kk
kk
K


1
111 ...
….……………………………….……………………..(2.37) 
and  











imnim
nii
i
kk
kk
K



1
111
 ……………………………………………………..…..(2.38) 
where pmnp kk 11 and imni kk 11 are the parameters for the proportional controller 
and the integral controller, in this case there are
2m parameters for the proportional 
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controllers and 2m parameters for the integral controllers need to be chosen. To 
compare with the previous method the total number of parameters is m2 , the GA will 
have to search for a larger number of parameters, so this method will take longer time 
to coverage but should give better results. 
 
Because binary numbers are used in genetic algorithm not real number, but the 
parameter ranges are chosen using real numbers. Therefore, the genetic algorithm 
needs to decode and scale the real number parameter range into binary number 
parameter range. Therefore, if the parameter range is too big, and the number of 
binary bit is not long enough, the accuracy of the decoded and scaled binary number 
will be poor. So the parameter range should be chosen very carefully by the designer. 
There are two examples to show the parameter accuracy after decode and scale in two 
ranges.  
 
For example, in GA, each parameter could be coded by a 10 bits binary number, the 
parameter range is from 0 to 1024. So the decode and scale the binary number will be: 
 
Figure 2.9: The decode and scale between binary number and real number 
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Figure 2.10: The decode and scale between binary number and real number 
 
As figure 2.9 and 2.10 shows above, if GA code parameter in 10 bits binary number, 
that means there are 1024 points in the parameter range. If the parameter range is 
from 0 to 1024, binary number can scale the parameter range in 1024 point, that is 
1,2,3…1024 integer numbers. The difference between each number is one, and all the 
number between are missing. If the parameter range is from 0 to 2048, binary number 
can scale the parameter range in 1024 point, that is 2,4,6…2048 even integer numbers. 
The difference between each number is two, and all the number between are missing. 
Therefore, if the parameter range is increased and the number of binary number bit 
are not changed; the parameter will lose accuracy. Therefore, the range of parameter 
should be narrow enough and the true optimal solution should lie inside the range.  
 
To demonstrate the effect of parameter range select, the following minimum phase 
system is chosen as an example for the parameter range variation: 
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Where 1y and 2y are the system output; 1u and 2u are the system controller input. This 
system have PI controller: 
kikpk zKeKu  …………………………………………………………..…..(2.40) 
Where 
m
kkk RTezz   11 ….………………………………………………….....(2.41) 
The steady space equation is: 
uXX
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and 
XXCy 






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0011
……………………………………….….…..(2.43) 
Because this is minimum phase system, then the PI controller can be calculated by: 
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To compare the GA convergence speed for different parameter ranges, the genetic 
algorithm was used to tune in the same situation but with different parameter ranges. 
In this example, GA is choosing 1 2 1 and 2 , and each parameters range is zero to 
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one and the GA is run for 5000 generations. Then the parameter range was change to 
zero to 10, and then the GA was re-run for same number of generations. Figure 2.11 
shows the ISE against the number of generation with different parameter range.  
 
The graph below is the plot: 
 
Figure 2.11: the ISE against the number of generation with different parameter range 
 
As above the result shows, if the parameter range is too wide, genetic algorithm 
program will take a longer time to converge. Therefore, the right range of parameter is 
very important to speed up the convergence of the genetic algorithm. 
 
When designing multivariable controllers not only the range of parameters is 
important, but the sign of each of the parameters has to be chosen as well. This is 
because in a multivariable system the sign of the controller parameters is not easily 
evident. When design decoupling controllers as proposed by Porter and Jones, the 
parameter sign can be chosen by the sign of 
1H and  01G . Moreover, because the 
diagonal tuning matrices ,   and are positive, so the sign of them are easy to 
choose. The parameter range size can be chosen by plus and minus 10% to 20% of 
1H and  01G multiply by the diagonal tuning matrices ,   and . If this is done 
then the range of parameter should be well suited for running the GA program.  
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2.3  Single objective genetic algorithm multivariable control 
system design 
 
In this chapter, an asymptotically stable plant is used as example, and 4,3,2 . This 
is interesting because the system’s zero location is depend on the value of  .The 
asymptotically stable plant is two input and two output system, and the transfer 
function is:  
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ss
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
….…………………………………………………....(2.44) 
 When 2 , the square multivariable system is non-minimum phase system, 
because the poles and zeros of the system are in the right hand place;  
 when 3 , the square multivariable system is functionally uncontrollable, 
because when 3 , the zero is at the origin;  
 when 4 , the square multivariable system is minimum phase system, because 
the zeros is in the left hand place.  
 
2.3.1 The asymptotically stable plantα=2 (Non-minimum 
phase) 
 
The asymptotically stable plant when 2 is chosen, and the two inputs and two 
outputs closed loop control system has open loop transfer function  
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Therefore, the state space equation is given by: 
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………………………..….…..(2.46)                                  
and 
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XXCy 


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

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……………………………………….….…..(2.47) 
And the system input    
t
ip dttekteku
0
…………………...….…..(2.48) 
Where 
yve  ………………………………………………………………..….…..(2.49) 
v is the set point andy is the system output 
 
The controller sign is given by 
   CBinvK p ………………………………………….…………………...(2.50)                                             
and  
 1))0((GK i ……………………………..……………………………......(2.51) 
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And the Simulink block diagram is shown in Figure 2.12: 
 
Figure 2.12: Square multivariable control system transfer function 
 
2.3.1.1 Single cost function genetic algorithm top design the 
diagonal tuning matrix 
 
Because, the asymptotically stable plant when 2 is non-minimum phase system, 
the initial decoupling approach of Porter and Jones does not work. For this reason the 
approach of Davidson will be adopted where both proportional and integral controller 
structure are based on
1))0(( G . Therefore, 1))0((  GK p instead it. Therefore, the 
Kp is calculated by:  
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And  






































































2
1
1
1
1
0
0
33
23
10
01
20
01
1000
0100
0030
0001
1100
0011
))0((



GK i
………...…...(2.55) 
 
In this controller the parameter of the proportional and integral controller structures 
are fixed and there are four tuning parameters 2121 ,,  and to be chosen by GA. All 
the four parameters ranges are:  
 101   
 102   
 101   
 102   
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 100, the 
parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes the set point 
tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The 
genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the 
following values were then obtained from the genetic algorithm: 
The four parameters are: 















5758.00
05914.0
0
0
2
1 …………………………………………..(2.56) 
And  













5992.00
03607.0
0
0
2
1


 …………………………………………....(2.57) 
Therefore, the total PI controllers are: 
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







































7273.17742.1
1515.17742.1
5758.00
05914.0
33
23
0
0
33
23
2
1
pK
…..……..(2.58) 






































7977.10821.1
1984.10821.1
5992.00
03607.0
33
23
0
0
33
23
2
1


iK
…………...(2.59) 
The system performance is calculated using an ISE, and each ijISE wherei is the 
number of the output andj is the number of the input.  
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.13: the output 1 of GA design 
2121 ,,  and  with the set-point 
changing and interaction 
 
Figure 2.14: the output 2 of GA design 
2121 ,,  and  with the set-point 
changing and interaction 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output and it is calculated by:  
2121111 ISEISEISE    
And 
2241232 ISEISEISE    
In this design, the weight factor i are all equal to one. ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for 
a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in 
V1 V2 
y2 
V2 
y1 
y2 
V1 
y1 
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set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the 
interaction ISE of output 1 due to change in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single 
GA design controller are:  
The 421518227.5337731 ISE  
The 012244142.9777332 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
4337620370.511506
012244142.977733421518227.53377321

 ISEISEISEtotal  
2.3.1.2 Single cost function GA design the whole controller 
parameters 
 
It is possible or the GA to design the whole controller, which is given by:  







43
21
pp
pp
p kk
kk
K ……………………………………...………………………...(2.60) 
And 







43
21
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
K ....................................................................................................(2.61) 
Therefore, 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik are the parameters need to be design 
by GA. 
 
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 300, the 
parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes the set point 
tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The 
genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the 
parameter range movement code has also been included, and the cost function 
minimizes the sum of ISE for the two outputs. The range of each parameters are: 
 41.201.21 pk  
 41.081.02 pk  
 98.038.13 pk  
 96.156.14 pk  
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 14.274.11 ik  
 16.024.02 ik  
 59.099.03 ik  
And 
 84.144.14 ik  
When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 









8792.10720.1
6064.03007.2
pK ……………………………………………….….(2.62) 








6490.18118.0
0483.09427.1
iK ………………………………………………….….(2.63) 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.15: the output 1 of GA 
design 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik an
d 4ik with the set-point changing and 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.16: the output 2 of GA design 
1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik wi
th the set-point changing and 
interaction 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
As the figure 2.15 and 2.16 shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for 
each output is calculated by: 
2121111 ISEISEISE    
And 
y2 
V2 
V2 
y1 
V1 
V1 
y1 
y2 
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2241232 ISEISEISE    
In this design, the weight factor i are all equal to one. ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for 
a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in 
set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the 
interaction ISE of output 1 due to change in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single 
GA design controller are  
The 128765134.9196061 ISE  
The 596949119.4961522 IEE  
The total cost is equal to 
7257140254.415758
596949119.496152128765134.91960621

 ISEISEISEtotal  
A comparison of the performance of the designed tuning approach or full parameter 
tuning approach is show in table 2.1: 
  
ISE1 (Combine 
ISE for change 
in set-point 
1) 
ISE2 (Combine 
ISE for change 
in set-point 
2) 
ISE1+ISE2 
Genetic algorithm design for 
tuning the diagonal matrix 
227.5338 142.9777 370.51151 
Genetic algorithm design for 
tuning the full controller 
134.9196 119.4962 254.41576 
Table 2.1: the ISE comparison between genetic algorithm diagonal matrix design and 
full controller design 
 
As the table 2.1 shows, the ISE1, ISE2 and total ISE from the full controller design are 
better than the diagonal matrix design. This means that when the single cost function 
genetic algorithm is used to design the full controller it is obtains a better result than 
when the single cost function genetic algorithm is used to design the diagonal tuning 
matrix.  
 
However, as figure above shows, the ISE of the system output is small, but the 
interaction is very large and it may be too big, so it will have to be reduced by 
re-designing the controller. There are two ways to reduced it. The first is adding a 
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weighting factor on the interaction. The second technique is where the cost is 
increased if the interaction is greater than the designed amount and the “designed 
amount” is choosing by the designer.  
 
2.3.1.3 Single cost function GA design with weight factor 
 
Because the multivariable controller parameter design can have lead to large there 
may be a requirement of reduce the amount of interaction. There are two ways to 
reduce the interaction: the first one is adding a weighting factor on the interaction ISE; 
the second is using a constraint on the interaction. For the weighting factor on 
interaction method, the weighting factor is chosen by the designer. Because this 
design method uses weight factor to reduce the interaction, the GA will pay more 
attention on interaction. The weight factor is choosing by the designer and there are 
three situations: the first one is the weight factor is less than one, in this case, the GA 
will pay more attention on the set point tracking output because of reducing the 
weight of interaction ISE; the second one is the weight factor is equal to one, this 
result will be the same as the pervious full controller parameter design; the third one 
is the weight factor is greater than one, in this case, the GA will pay more attention on 
the interaction because of increase the weight of interaction ISE.  
 
2.3.1.4 Single cost function GA design with weight factor less 
than one  
 
In this design situation, the weighting factor added for the interaction will be less than 
one. So the two weight factor will be chosen as 0.1 for example, two cost function 
become: 
21111 1.0 ISEISEISE  …………………………………………………...(2.64) 
And 
22122 1.0 ISEISEISE  …………………………………………………...(2.65) 
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
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for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2.  
 
Then the single cost function GA applied again, and the GA is design the full 
controller parameters which are 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik . The Max is 
chosen as 300, the parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function 
minimizes the set point tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for 
both channels. The genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population 
size of 100. The range of each parameters are: 
 82.342.31 pk  
 73.033.02 pk  
 69.009.13 pk  
 92.252.24 pk  
 10.370.21 ik  
 91.051.02 ik  
 53.013.03 ik  
And 
 81.241.24 ik  
When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 








8344.28793.0
6511.07264.3
pK                                    







6717.24293.0
8281.09690.2
iK  
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And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.17: the output 1 of GA 
design 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik an
d 4ik with the set-point changing and 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.18: the output 2 of GA design 
1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik wi
th the set-point changing and 
interaction 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by: 
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are  
The 921406125.2707221 ISE  
The 309684114.773915 2 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
2310900240.044638
309684114.773915921406125.27072221

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
 
V1 
V2 
y1 
y2 
V1 
y1 
y2 
V2 
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2.3.1.5 Single cost function GA design with weight factor 
greater than one  
 
In this design situation, the weight factor added for the interaction will be greater than 
one. So the two weight factor will be chosen as 10 for example, two cost function 
become  
21111 10 ISEISEISE  ……………………………………………………..(2.66) 
And 
22122 10 ISEISEISE  …………………………………………………….(2.67) 
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. 
 
Then the single cost function GA applied again, and the GA is design the full 
controller parameters which are 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik . The Max is 
chosen as 300, the parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function 
minimizes the set point tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for 
both channels. The genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population 
size of 100. The range of each parameters are: 
 02.262.11 pk  
 01.141.12 pk  
 47.187.13 pk  
 30.190.04 pk  
 72.132.11 ik  
 35.075.02 ik  
 39.179.13 ik  
and 
 25.185.04 ik  
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When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 









9993.06092.1
1061.17208.1
pK  









0491.15173.1
5515.05401.1
iK  
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.19: the output 1 of GA 
design 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik an
d 4ik with the set-point changing and 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.20: the output 2 of GA 
design 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik an
d 4ik with the set-point changing and 
interaction
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by: 
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are  
V1 
y2 
V2 
y1 
y1 
V2 
y2 
V1 
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The 183817205.6209321 ISE  
The 140837183.0742382 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
3246540388.695170
140837183.074238183817205.62093221

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
As the weight factor results shows, the weight factor could affect the GA design. If 
the weight factor is less than one, the set point tracking will be faster but the 
interaction will also increase. If the weight factor is greater than one, the interaction 
decrease but the set point tracking performance is reduced. Therefore, there is an extra 
method could added into design that is constraint. 
 
2.3.1.6 Single cost function GA design with weight factor 
under constraint 
 
Because this design method uses a weight factor and constraint together, only the 
controller with interaction under a certain value (this is chosen by the designer) will 
be selected by the GA. When the weight factor is less than one, the GA program will 
pay more attention on the set point tracking, this will make the set point tracking has 
best performance and large interactions. If the weight factor is equal to one, the GA 
program will pay equal attention on the set point tracking and interaction, this will 
make the set point tracking have less performance than the weight factor less than one, 
but the interaction will be less than the weight factor less than one case. If the weight 
factor is greater than one, the GA program will pay more attention on the interaction, 
this will make the interaction smaller but the set point tracking performance will not 
be as good.  
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2.3.1.7 Single cost function GA design with weight factor less 
than one under constraint 
 
In this design situation, the weight factor added in interaction will be less than one. So 
the two weight factor will be chosen as 0.1 for example, two cost function become: 
21111 1.0 ISEISEISE  …………………………………………………...(2.68) 
And 
22122 1.0 ISEISEISE  …………………………………………………...(2.69) 
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. 
 
The constraint is choosing as the interaction overshot will less than 20% as example, 
this means the interaction overshoot will be less than 20% of the set-point change 
causing that interaction. This “20%” is choosing by the designer, in this example, if 
the overshot in interaction is bigger than 20%, then the fitness of this individual is 
setting to zero. Then the single cost function GA applied again, and the GA is design 
the full controller parameters which are 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik . The 
Max is chosen as 300, the parameter range movement code is used, and the cost 
function minimizes the set point tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the 
other loop for both channels. The genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with 
a population size of 100. The range of each parameters are: 
 92.152.11 pk  
 91.031.12 pk  
 35.175.13 pk  
 08.168.04 pk  
 74.134.11 ik  
 29.069.02 ik  
 32.172.13 ik  
and 
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 25.185.04 ik  
When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 









8295.04681.1
0586.17151.1
pK                                         









1197.15421.1
4972.05598.1
iK    
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.21: the output 1 of GA 
design 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik an
d 4ik with the set-point changing and 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.22: the output 2 of GA design 
1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik wi
th the set-point changing and 
interaction 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by: 
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
V1 
y1 
y2 
y2 
V2 
V2 
V1 
y1 
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for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are  
The 225897187.3388091 ISE  
The 363057195.004732 2 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
5889540382.343541
363057195.004732225897187.33880921

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
2.3.1.8 Single cost function GA design with weight factor 
equal to one under constraint 
 
In this design situation, the weight factor added for the interaction will be equal to one. 
So the two cost function become: 
21111 1 ISEISEISE  ……………………………………………….……...(2.70) 
And 
22122 1 ISEISEISE  ……………………………………………….……...(2.71) 
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. 
 
The constraint is choosing as the interaction overshot will less than 20% as example, 
this “20%” is choosing by the designer, in this example, if the overshot in interaction 
is bigger than 20%, then the fitness of this individual is setting to zero. Then the 
single cost function GA applied again, and the GA is design the full controller 
parameters which are 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik . The Max is chosen as 300, 
the parameter range movement code is also used, and the cost function minimizes the 
set point tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. 
The genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100. 
The range of each parameters are:  
 76.136.11 pk  
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 61.001.12 pk  
 09.149.13 pk  
 90.050.04 pk  
 58.118.11 ik  
 24.064.02 ik  
 16.156.13 ik  
and 
 14.174.04 ik  
 
When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 









8225.04194.1
0015.15376.1
pK                                         









9392.03112.1
3561.04520.1
iK    
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.23: the output 1 of GA 
design 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik an
d 4ik with the set-point changing and 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.24: the output 2 of GA design 
1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik wi
th the set-point changing and 
interaction
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
V1 
y2 
V2 
y1 
y1 
V2 
y2 
V1 
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As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by: 
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are 
The 022091189.0566201 ISE  
The 101328189.7473552 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
1234190378.803975
101328189.747355022091189.05662021

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
2.3.1.9 Single cost function GA design with weight factor 
greater than one under constraint 
 
In this design situation, the weight factor added for the interaction will be greater than 
one. So the two weight factor will be chosen as 10 for example, two cost function 
become:  
21111 10 ISEISEISE  ……………………………………….…….……...(2.72) 
And 
22122 10 ISEISEISE  ………………………………………………..…...(2.73) 
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. 
 
The constraint is choosing as the interaction overshot will less than 20% as example, 
this “20%” is choosing by the designer, in this example, if the overshot in interaction 
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is bigger than 20%, then the fitness of this individual is setting to zero. Then the 
single cost function GA applied again, and the GA is design the full controller 
parameters which are 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik . The Max is chosen as 300, 
the parameter range movement code is also used, and the cost function minimizes the 
set point tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. 
The genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100. 
The range of each parameters are:  
 80.140.11 pk  
 91.031.12 pk  
 29.169.13 pk  
 14.174.04 pk  
 74.134.11 ik  
 47.087.02 ik  
 32.072.13 ik  
and 
 37.197.04 ik  
 
When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 









8394.04292.1
0558.15009.1
pK                                         









2225.14193.1
7339.04402.1
iK    
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And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.25: the output 1 of GA 
design 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik an
d 4ik with the set-point changing and 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.26: the output 2 of GA design 
1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik wi
th the set-point changing and 
interaction 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by:  
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are 
The 848532212.7431711 ISE  
The 545061203.8047322 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
3935930416.547904
545061203.804732848532212.74317121

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
 
V1 V2 
y1 
y1 
V2 
y2 
y2 
V1 
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To compare with those different design methods, the set point tracking and interaction 
output under different design setting are plot below: 
 
Figure 2.27: the output 
1 and 2 of GA design 
full controller 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.28: the output 
1 and 2 of GA design 
full controller with 
weight factor=10 and 
constraint on 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.29: the output 
1 and 2 of GA design 
full controller with 
weight factor=1 and 
constraint on 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.30: the output 
1 and 2 of GA design 
full controller with 
weight factor=0.1 and 
constraint on 
interaction 
 
Figure 2.31: the output 
1 and 2 of GA design 
full controller with 
weight factor=10 
 
 
 
Figure 2.32: the output 
1 and 2 of GA design 
full controller with 
weight factor=0.1 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
V2 
V1 
y1 
y2 
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If the results in different design method compare each other, the ISE and overshot are 
show below: 
 
ISE1 
(Combine 
ISE for 
change in 
set-point 
1) 
ISE2 
(Combine 
ISE for 
change in 
set-point 
2) 
Overshot in 
output 2 when 
set point 1 
change 
Overshot in 
output 1 when 
set point 2 
change 
GA improve decoupling 
method 
227.5 142.9 0 71% 
GA design the full 
parameters 
134.92 119.5 51% 65% 
GA design the full 
parameters with weight 
factor less than one 
125.3 114.8 61% 77% 
GA design the full 
parameters with weight 
factor greater than one 
205.6 183.1 10% 26% 
GA design the full 
parameters with weight 
factor less than one with 
constraint of 20% 
187.3 195 19% 20% 
GA design the full 
parameters with weight 
factor equal to one with 
constraint of 20% 
189.1 189.7 20% 20% 
GA design the full 
parameters with weight 
factor greater than one 
with constraint of 20% 
212.7 203.8 7% 19% 
Table 2.2: the ISE comparison and overshoot 
 
As table 2.2 shows, the B. Porter and A.H. Jones design method (system performance 
baseline) and genetic algorithm design for all the controller parameters, both can 
design the multivariable square system. However, the B. Porter and A.H. Jones design 
method only guarantee the system output stable but not the optimal output 
performance. When compared with the genetic algorithm design where all the 
controller parameters are selected by the genetic algorithm this system shows much 
better performance. However, the system output may give rise to large interactions. 
There are two techniques to reduce the interactions. The first one is adding a 
weighting factor into the interaction cost function. But the weight factor is very hard 
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to choose, if the weight factor is choosing correctly, then the system output interaction 
will reduced to below the designed level. The second technique is adding an 
interaction constraint. The cost function adjustment with this technique is simple and 
all ways guarantee the interaction to be less than a designed level with system output 
showing performance under this interaction constraint. This is achieved by making the 
fitness equal to zero if the overshot is bigger than a chosen value. With the constraint 
added into the interaction, the genetic algorithm can take a very long time to get 
started, because too many individuals have more than the designed maximum 
interaction.  
 
2.3.2 The asymptotically stable plant whenα=3 (functionally 
uncontrollable) 
 
In some cases the multivariable system to be turned by the genetic algorithm might be 
functionally uncontrollable. In such cases the genetic algorithm cannot design a 
suitable controller for the system. In order to demonstrate this the system describable 
on section 2.3 is consider when 3 . 
 
The asymptotically stable plant whenα=3 is chosen, and the two inputs and two 
outputs closed loop control system has open loop transfer function  
   
    


































2
1
2
1
2221
1211
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
u
u
ss
ss
u
u
sgsg
sgsg
y
y
………...………...(2.74) 
Therefore, the steady space equation is 
uXX
uBXAX
































10
01
30
01
1000
0100
0030
0001


………………………………...(2.75)                                
And 
XXCy 






1100
0011
……………………………………………....(2.76) 
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And the system input    
t
ip dttekteku
0
………………...…….…..(2.77) 
Where 
yve   
v is the set point andy is the system output 
 
The controller sign is given by 
   CBinvK p ………………………………………….…………………...(2.78)                                             
and  
 1))0((GK i ……………………………..……………………………......(2.79) 
Where 









2
1
0
0
.......................................................................................................(2.80) 
And  







2
1
0
0


 ………………………………………………………………….....(2.81) 
And the Simulink as below: 
 
Figure 2.33: Square multivariable control system transfer function 
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Therefore, the overall transfer function 
     
    

















1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2221
1211
ss
ss
sGsG
sGsG
sG ……………………………………(2.82) 
And the system input 
   
t
ip dttekteku
0
………………………………………………………..(2.83) 
where  







2221
1211
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k ………………………………………………………………..(2.84) 
And 







2221
1211
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k ……………………………………………………………….....(2.85) 
and 11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik and 22ik are the parameters need be to design by 
genetic algorithm. 
 
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 500, the 
parameter range movement code is also used, and the cost function minimizes the set 
point tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. 
The genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100. 
The range of each parameters are: 
 66.266.01 pk  
 15.185.02 pk  
 86.014.13 pk  
 12.212.04 pk  
 74.774.91 ik  
 90.110.02 ik  
 91.991.73 ik  
and 
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 55.145.04 ik  
 
When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 








1181.11388.0
1527.06551.1
pK                                      







5529.09124.8
8991.07365.8
iK                                       
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.34: the output 1 of GA design 
with the set-point changing 
 
Figure 2.35: the input 1 and input 2 
during time 
 
Figure 2.36: the output 2 of GA design 
with the set-point changing 
 
Figure 2.37: the input 1 and input 2 
during time 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 2; 
u1 is the input 1; u2 is the input 2. 
y1 
y2 
u2 
u1 
u1 
u2 
y1 
V2 
y2 
V2 
v1 
y1 
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As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by: 
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are  
The 56073261.46014241 ISE  
The 59874299.83266872 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
3935930416.547904
59874299.832668756073261.460142421

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
It should be noticed that in this case, the outputs from the system do not track, and the 
interactions do not goes to zero. In such cases the final value of ISE cost function will 
converge to a constant value. However, In this case, it will continue to grow as the 
simulation time is increased. This is because the system is functionally uncontrollable. 
This is shown by the control input increasing constantly even when the outputs appear 
to have setting down. This feature should be checked by the simulation and a warning 
given that the system cannot achieve set point tracking, because it is functionally 
uncontrollable.  
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2.3.3 The asymptotically stable plant whenα=4 (minimum 
phase) 
 
The asymptotically stable plant when 4 is chosen, and the two inputs and two 
outputs closed loop control system has open loop transfer function  
   
    


































2
1
2
1
2221
1211
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
4
1
1
u
u
ss
ss
u
u
sgsg
sgsg
y
y
……………...…...(2.86) 
Therefore, the state space equation is 
uXX
uBXAX
































10
01
40
01
1000
0100
0030
0001


………………………………..(2.87)                                   
and 
XXCy 






1100
0011
…………………………………..…………..(2.88) 
And the system input    
t
ip dttekteku
0
…………….………….....(2.89) 
Where 
yve  ……………………………………………………………......….…..(2.90) 
v is the set point andy is the system output 
 
The controller sign is given by 
   CBinvK p ………………………………………….………..….....…...(2.91)                                             
and  
 1))0((GK i ……………………………..……...…………………..….....(2.92) 
Where 









2
1
0
0
.......................................................................................................(2.93) 
And  
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






2
1
0
0


 …………………………………………………………….……...(2.94) 
 
And the Simulink as below: 
 
Figure 2.38: Square multivariable control system transfer function 
 
2.3.3.1 Single cost function genetic algorithm design the 
tuning diagonal matrix 
 
In this case the multivariable controller will be designed by the technique of Porter 
and Jones. Where the controller structure is chosen from the plan transfer function and 
set of diagonal controller parameters are tuned. 
 
Therefore, the overall transfer function 
     
    








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
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


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1
1
1
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1
1
2221
1211
ss
ss
sGsG
sGsG
sG …………………………..………..(2.95) 
And the system input 
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   
t
ip dttekteku
0
……………………………………………..………....(2.96) 
where  
  







 
2
11
0
0
)( BIeCAinvK n
At
p ……………………………….……....(2.97) 
And 
  





 
2
11
0
0


BCAinvK i …………………………………………..……...(2.98) 
and 1 , 2 , 1 and 2 are the parameters need be to design by genetic algorithm. 
 
The controller sign is given by 
   
t
ip dttekteku
0
 
Where 
  







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2
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and  
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2
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Therefore 
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0001
einv
invK p
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














2
1
0
0
0.03170.0587-
0.1008-0.1800
pK ………………………...……...….(2.101) 
and  
    BCAinvKi 1          

























































2
1
0
0
10
01
40
01
1000
0100
0030
0001
1100
0011


invinvK i
 













2
1
0
0
0.0300-0.0300
0.0400 0.0300-


iK ………………………...…….…….(2.102) 
So this pK and iK  are the parameter of the proportional and integral controllers, and 
this is the start point of the single objective GA running. 2121 ,,  and are the four 
parameters choosing by GA. All the four parameters are positive. All the four 
parameters ranges are:  
 101   
 102   
 101   
 102   
The constraint is choosing as the interaction overshot will less than 20% as example, 
this “20%” is choosing by the designer, in this example, if the overshot in interaction 
is bigger than 20%, then the fitness of this individual is setting to zero. When the 
single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 200, the parameter range 
movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes the set point tracking 
property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The genetic 
algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the following 
values were then obtained from the genetic algorithm: 
The four parameters are: 















0.68810
01.8201
0
0
2
1 …………………...…………………….(2.103) 
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And  













1.95890
01.7966
0
0
2
1


 …………………………………………..(2.104) 
 
Therefore, the total PI controllers are: 



































0.02180.1068-
0.0693-0.3276
0.68810
01.8201
0.03170.0587-
0.1008-0.1800
0
0
0.03170.0587-
0.1008-0.1800
2
1
pK
……………………………...(2.105) 

































0.0587-0.0539
0.07830.0539-
1.95890
01.7966
0.0300-0.0300
0.0400 0.0300-
0
0
0.0300-0.0300
0.0400 0.0300-
2
1


iK
……………………………...(2.106) 
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.39: the output 1 of GA design 
the diagonal matrix with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.40: the output 2 of GA design 
the diagonal matrix with the set-point 
changing 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
V1 
V1 
V2 
y2 
y1 
y1 
V2 
y2 
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As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by: 
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are  
The 5753416084.06210611 ISE  
The 1665217106.1421322 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
3240559190.204238
1665217106.1421325753416084.062106121

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
2.3.3.2 Single cost function GA design of all parameters of the 
controller 
 
Rather than the genetic algorithm design the diagonal matrix, the genetic algorithm 
can design the entire controller given by: 







43
21
pp
pp
p kk
kk
K ……………………………………………………………....(2.107) 
And 







43
21
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
K ..................................................................................................(2.108) 
Therefore, 1pk , 2pk , 3pk , 4pk , 1ik , 2ik , 3ik and 4ik are the parameters need to be design 
by GA. 
 
The constraint is choosing as the interaction overshot will less than 20% as example, 
this “20%” is choosing by the designer, in this example, if the overshot in interaction 
is bigger than 20%, then the fitness of this individual is setting to zero. When the 
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single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 50, the parameter range 
movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes the set point tracking 
property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The genetic 
algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100. The range of 
each parameters are:  
 6973.16973.01 pk  
 4826.74826.62 pk  
 3.94892.94893 pk  
 0.4392-1.4392-4 pk  
 2.3571-3.3571-1 ik  
 7.23436.23432 ik  
 5.25684.25683 ik  
and 
 3.3609-4.3609-4 ik  
When the single cost function GA has applied, the following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 







0.9392-3.4489
6.98251.1973-
pK                                     







3.8609-4.7568
6.73432.8571-
iK                                      
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And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.41: the output 1 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.42: the output 2 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by:  
21111 ISEISEISE   
And 
22122 ISEISEISE   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. Therefore, the ISE for single GA design controller are 
The 36488568.374956491 ISE  
The 1338649612.71722472 ISE  
The total cost is equal to 
0703535221.0921812
1338649612.717224736488568.3749564921

 ISEISEISEtotal  
 
If this result compared with the diagonal matrix GA design, the ISE and overshot are 
show below: 
V1 
y1 
V1 
y2 
y2 
y1 
V2 
V2 
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ISE1 
(Combine ISE 
for change 
in set-point 
1) 
ISE2 
(Combine ISE 
for change 
in set-point 
2) 
ISE1+ISE2 
GA design with diagonal 
matrix 
84.06210616 106.1421322 190.2042383 
GA design with full 
parameter 
8.374956493 12.71722471 21.09218120 
Table 2.3: the ISE comparison and overshoot 
 
As the result show, both designs have good system output performance, and full 
parameter genetic algorithm design provides a better solution. Because this system is 
minimum phase system, the system output does not have large interaction.  
 
2.4 Multi objective GA  
 
For the single objective GA the weighting factor i has to be chosen. If the output 
units are the same for the all outputs, the ISEs can be added together. If the output 
units are not the same each ISE cannot be directly added with each other because of 
scaling issues. This could appear where one output was measured in ℃(temperature) 
and another output was measured in bar (pressure) or Newton (force). This means the 
sum of ISE and all outputs is difficult to assess. However, multi objective GA can 
solve this problem. 
 
Compared with single objective GA, the multi objective GA searches for a family of 
optimal solution with each individual part of the multi-objective function is optimised 
in its own right. Therefore, there is no single best set of parameters to be found, but a 
set of Pareto solutions in the parameter range set. By using non-dominated solution 
the multi-objective genetic algorithm optimised an individual cost function, but all 
other cost function are also considered by the dominance condition.  
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Figure 2.43: the concept of Pareto dominance. 
 
As figure 2.40 shows, Point C is dominated by points A and B. Points A, B and D are 
better than point C both for objective f1 and objective f2. Point A does not dominate 
point B and point B does not dominate point A because point A is the best point with 
respect to the objective f2 and point B is the best one with respect to objective f1. 
Point A dominate point D in objective f2 only, point B dominate point D in objective 
f1 only. Hence points A, B and D are non-dominated and efficient solutions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D 
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2.4.1.1 Multi-objective genetic algorithm design for the 
asymptotically stable plantα=2 (Non-minimum phase) 
 
For the multi objective Pareto front method, this example chosen was the same as that 
in chapter 2.3, the two inputs and two outputs example are chosen as below: 
 
Figure 2.44: Square multivariable control system transfer function 
Therefore, the overall transfer function 
 
   
    

















1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
2221
1211
ss
ss
sGsG
sGsG
sG ……………………………………....(2.109) 
And the system input 
   
t
ip dttekteku
0
……………………………………………………....(2.110) 
where  







2221
1211
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k ……………………………………………………………....(2.111) 
And 







2221
1211
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k ………………………………………………………………...(2.112) 
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and 11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik and 22ik are the parameters need be to design by 
genetic algorithm.  
 
When the multi-objective GA has applied, the two objectives are the set point tracking 
property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The genetic 
algorithm was run for 1000 generations with a population size of 1000. The range of 
each parameters are: 
 41.201.21 pk  
 41.081.02 pk  
 98.038.13 pk  
 96.156.14 pk  
 14.274.11 ik  
 16.024.02 ik  
 59.099.03 ik  
And 
 84.144.14 ik  
 
However, there are two objectives which are the two outputs ISE: 
211111 ISEISEISEObjective   
And 
221222 ISEISEISEObjective   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. 
The system will have big interaction with normal GA design (as chapter 2.3.1shows), 
and this large interaction is not desirable for the system performance. Therefore, the 
interaction constraint has been included in the multi-objective GA as well. The idea 
with the constraint is if the interaction is bigger than 20% (this percentage is choosing 
by the designer) this individual will not put into the population.  
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The Pareto front plot could be drawn in graph below:  
 
Figure 2.45: the Pareto front plot for example in chapter 2.4 
 
As the Pareto front plot shows, the single objective GA result from chapter 2.3.1.8: 
the 1.8911 ISE and the 9.7812 ISE is very closed to one of the optimal solutions. 
The benefit of the Pareto front method is that the decision maker can choose the 
different objective combinations for different requirements on ISE1 and ISE2.  
 
The three interesting results are selected from the family of non-dominated Pareto 
front solutions which are the minimum ISE1, ISE2 and the sum of ISE are shown in 
table 2.4: 
 
Objective 1 for 
Combine ISE for 
change in set-point 1 
Objective 2 for 
Combine ISE for 
change in set-point 2 
sum of two objective 
1 182.2758165 253.3179327 435.5937492 
2 187.1730229 198.0417338 385.2147568 
Table 2.4: the part results from the non-dominated Pareto front solutions 
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The result for the minimum objective1 
The ISE1 value from multi-objective genetic algorithm is little smaller than the single 
cost function genetic algorithm, ISE2 and the sum of ISE from the multi-objective 
genetic algorithm are similar with single cost function genetic algorithm, the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm could provide the optimal performance in ISE1 and 
others are still good. 
As the table show above, the red marked ISE1 channel value is the lowest one, then 
the controller for this design are: 







0.72371.3502-
0.8559-1.5460
pK                                     







0.94811.3050-
0.4990-1.3607
iK                                      
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.46: the output 1 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.47: the output 2 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
The result for the minimum objective2 
The ISE2 value from multi-objective genetic algorithm is little smaller than the single 
cost function genetic algorithm, ISE1 and the sum of ISE from the multi-objective 
genetic algorithm are similar with single cost function genetic algorithm, the 
V1 V2 
V1 
y2 
y1 
V2 
y2 
y1 
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multi-objective genetic algorithm could provide the optimal performance in ISE2 and 
others are still good. 
As the table show above, the red marked ISE2 channel value is the lowest one, then 
the controller for this design are: 







0.68191.3493-
0.8537-1.5421
pK                                     







1.00881.3041
0.4875-1.3605
iK                                      
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.48: the output 1 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.49: the output 2 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
The result for the minimum sum of two objectives 
The sum of ISE value from multi-objective genetic algorithm is closed to the single 
cost function genetic algorithm, ISE1 and ISE2 from the multi-objective genetic 
algorithm are similar with single cost function genetic algorithm, the multi-objective 
genetic algorithm could provide the optimal performance in sum of ISE and others are 
still good. 
As the table show above, the red marked ISE1 channel value is the lowest one, then 
the controller for this design are: 
V1 
y2 
V2 
y1 
V1 V2 
y1 
y2 
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






0.68191.3493-
0.8537-1.5421
pK                                     







1.00881.3041
0.4875-1.3605
iK                                      
 
And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.50: the output 1 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.51: the output 2 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V1 
V1 V2 
y2 
y1 
V2 
y1 
y2 
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2.4.1.2 Multi-objective genetic algorithm design for the 
asymptotically stable plant whenα=4 (minimum phase) 
 
For the multi objective Pareto front method, this example has chosen the same as 
chapter 2.3, the two inputs and two outputs example are chosen as below: 
 
Figure 2.52: Square multivariable control system transfer function 
 
Therefore, the overall transfer function 
     
    

















1
1
1
1
3
4
1
1
2221
1211
ss
ss
sGsG
sGsG
sG ......................................................(2.113) 
And the system input 
   
t
ip dttekteku
0
……………………………………………………....(2.114) 
where  







2221
1211
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k  …………………………………………………………......(2.115) 
and 






2221
1211
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k …………………………………………………………….(2.116) 
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11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik and 22ik are the parameters need be to design by 
genetic algorithm. 
 
When the multi-objective GA has applied, the two objectives are the set point tracking 
property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The genetic 
algorithm was run for 1000 generations with a population size of 1000. The range of 
each parameters are: 
 6973.16973.01 pk  
 4826.74826.62 pk  
 3.94892.94893 pk  
 0.4392-1.4392-4 pk  
 2.3571-3.3571-1 ik  
 7.23436.23432 ik  
 5.25684.25683 ik  
and 
 3.3609-4.3609-4 ik  
 
There are two objectives which are the two outputs ISE: 
211111 ISEISEISEObjective   
And 
221222 ISEISEISEObjective   
In this design, ISE11 is the ISE of output 1 for a change in set-point 1. ISE21 is the 
interaction ISE of output 2 due to change in set-point 1. ISE22 is the ISE of output 2 
for a change in set-point 2, and ISE12 is the interaction ISE of output 1 due to change 
in set-point 2. 
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The constraint is choosing as the interaction overshot will less than 20% as example, 
this “20%” is choosing by the designer, in this example, if the overshot in interaction 
is bigger than 20%, then the fitness of this individual is setting to zero. 
The Pareto front plot could be drawn in graph below:  
 
Figure 2.53: the Pareto front plot for example in chapter 2.3 
 
As the Pareto front plot shows, the single objective genetic algorithm result from 
chapter 2.3: the objective1 ISE1=8.37 and the objective2 ISE2=12.71 is very closed to 
the Pareto front solution, so the single cost function genetic algorithm result is one of 
the optimal solutions and the multi-objective genetic algorithm Pareto front solutions 
have a family of Pareto front solutions. All the solutions are optimised solution.  
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The three interesting results are selected from the family of non-dominated Pareto 
front solutions which are the minimum ISE1, ISE2 and the sum of ISE are shown in 
table 2.5: 
 
Objective 1 for 
Combine ISE for 
change in set-point 1 
Objective 2 for 
Combine ISE for 
change in set-point 2 
sum of two objective 
1 7.643273237 12.20019586 19.84346909 
2 8.353239818 12.04718814 20.40042796 
3 7.705758179 12.08395408 19.78971226 
Table 2.5: the part results from the non-dominated Pareto front solutions 
 
The result for the minimum objective1 
The ISE1 value from multi-objective genetic algorithm is little smaller than the single 
cost function genetic algorithm, ISE2 and the sum of ISE from the multi-objective 
genetic algorithm are similar with single cost function genetic algorithm, the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm could provide the optimal performance in ISE1 and 
others are still good. 
As the table show above, the red marked ISE1 channel value is the lowest one, then 
the controller for this design are: 







1.1493-3.6566
7.23031.1426-
pK                                     







4.0332-5.2260
7.11342.856-
iK                                      
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And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.54: the output 1 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.55: the output 2 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
The result for the minimum objective2 
The ISE2 value from multi-objective genetic algorithm is little smaller than the single 
cost function genetic algorithm, ISE1 and the sum of ISE from the multi-objective 
genetic algorithm are similar with single cost function genetic algorithm, the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm could provide the optimal performance in ISE2 and 
others are still good. 
As the table show above, the red marked ISE2 channel value is the lowest one, then 
the controller for this design are: 







1.1019-3.2823
7.26551.6472-
pK                                     







3.9601-5.1107
7.18952.8209-
iK                                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
V1 
V1 
V2 
y2 
y1 
y1 
y2 
V2 
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And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.56: the output 1 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.57: the output 2 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
The result for the minimum sum of two objectives 
The sum of ISE value from multi-objective genetic algorithm is little smaller than the 
single cost function genetic algorithm, ISE1 and ISE2 from the multi-objective genetic 
algorithm are similar with single cost function genetic algorithm, the multi-objective 
genetic algorithm could provide the optimal performance in sum of ISE and others are 
still good. 
As the table show above, the red marked ISE1 channel value is the lowest one, then 
the controller for this design are: 







1.2328-3.6648
7.22901.5333-
pK                                     







3.9511-5.2302
7.20683.1106-
iK                                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V1 
V1 
V2 
V2 
y2 
y1 y2 
y1 
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And the output of the system is shown below: 
 
Figure 2.58: the output 1 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing 
 
Figure 2.59: the output 2 of GA design 
the full controller with the set-point 
changing
Where V1 is the set point 1; V2 is the set point 2; y1 is the output 1, y2 is the output 
2. 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, the design of decoupling controllers for square multivariable systems 
for non-minimum phase, minimum phase and functionally uncontrollable systems 
have been considered. Both single cost function genetic algorithm and multi objective 
genetic algorithm have been used when applied to the same square multivariable 
systems.  
There are a number of issues which are researched in this chapter. The main 
conclusions which can be drawn are: 
 Evolving a non-diagonal controller is more effective than evolving the tuning 
parameters associated with a decoupling controller. The system’s ISE 
performance for genetic algorithm evolve non-diagonal controller improved 
about 84% compared with genetic algorithm evolve the diagonal controller, and it 
was significant as shown in table 2.2. 
 With evolving multivariable controllers against a cost function involving the ISE 
due to set-point tracking and the ISE due to interaction, there is no direct control 
V2 
y2 
V1 
y1 
V2 
y2 
y1 
V1 
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over the amount of interaction. Like the figure 2.15 and 2.16 shows, as the system 
ISE performance improve the interaction over 50%.  
 To control the amount the interaction a weighting factor can be introduced into 
the cost function. However, the weighting factor is hard to choose to achieve an 
exact design goal. Like the figure 2.17 and 2.18 shows, if the weighting factor 
decrease, the interaction will increase. Like the figure 2.19 and 2.20 shows, if the 
weighting factor increase, the interaction will decrease.  
 In order to avoid choosing the weighting factor to control interaction a more 
effective technique is to add an interaction constraint into the cost function. This 
can control exactly the maximum level of interaction. As shown in figure 2.17, 
2.18, 2.19 and 2.20 where the weighting factor is very hard to choose, because the 
weighting factor does affect the interaction, but the amount of interaction is not 
known until the end of the design process. However, as the figure 2.23 and 2.24 
shows the constraint is easy to achieve the design goal. 
 
According to these conclusions, the recommendations are: 
 The single objective cost function genetic algorithm technique is very effective in 
designing multivariable controllers if the design trade-off weighting function are 
known. However, if a constraint is added into the genetic algorithm cost function, 
then a designed level of interaction is assured. 
 The multi objective Pareto front GA provides a set of Pareto optimal solutions for 
the system. The set of optimal solution are all focused on satisfying set point 
tracking plus interaction constraint. In the Pareto optimal solutions, the designer 
can easily select the optimal solution for a specific design requirement such that a 
trade off the in the performance between each control loop objectives can be 
achieved easily. 
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Chapter Three 
GENETIC DESIGN OF 
MULTIVARIABLE FAIL SAFE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
3.1 Introduction 
 
The fail safe multivariable control system is for non-square multivariable control 
system when the control system has more inputs than outputs.  
 
These systems have more actuators than system outputs. If one of the actuator fails, 
and there are still have enough actuators to control the system outputs, and keep the 
system outputs stable (Chakraborty, 2009). The concept this is called fail-safe control. 
 
There are two kinds of methods to design fail-safe controllers: the passive technique 
and the active technique. The passive technique is one of the simplest fail-safe forms 
which can deal with actuator failures. The design of the passive fail-safe needs an 
underlying controller to be hyper-robust (Looze et al, 1985).  Because there is a 
fixed controller to deal with both non-actuator failure and actuator failure situations, 
the system stability at both situations has to be guaranteed, but the system 
performance when an actuator fails is not guaranteed. One “passive” fail-safe control 
system design method for multivariable control system was introduced in 1988 by 
R.N.Fripp and solved the single failure fail-safe control design problems (Fripp, 1988). 
However, this design method was for single failure fail-safe control system, but was 
not guaranteed to works for multiple failures. The active design technique requires 
that each actuator have an additional sensor to detect if it has failed. If an actuator has 
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failed then a new control system can be deployed which has been specifically 
designed to take into account the actuator failure. Such techniques require additional 
sensor and switching software to fully implement the controller (Nicolaidis, 1998). 
 
The aircraft pitch roll control is the one of the classic example for fail safe control 
system design. The aircraft pitch roll control uses the elevators, inboard ailerons, 
outboard ailerons and canard to control the pitch and roll angle. The control system is 
used to control each elevators, inboard ailerons, outboard ailerons and canard angle to 
control the aircraft pitch and roll angle. If one of the elevators, ailerons or canard fails 
the results could cause the system to become unstable. Normally, the control structure 
of the aircraft pitch roll can be described like figure 3.1 (Bosworth, 2012): 
 
In this architecture, the system has four inputs: the angle of elevator, inboard ailerons, 
outboard ailerons and canard, and two system outputs: roll angle and pitch angle. 
Because there are two more actuators than the system outputs, then the system could 
should be able to cope with two actuator failures. Therefore, when looking into the 
design of aircraft roll and pitch angle control system the fail safe control theory 
becomes one of the options to consider. 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
Flight 
control 
Elevator 
Inboard 
ailerons 
Outboard 
ailerons 
Canard 
Aircraft 
system 
Roll angle 
Pitch angle 
Figure 3.1: Control architecture 
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3.1.1 Analysis 
3.1.1.1 The pseudo inverse design method: 
 
This work was original carried out by R.N.Fripp (Fripp, 1988), and it shows the 
mathematical way to prove the multivariable system should be stable in single 
actuator failure.  
The plants under consideration are governed on the continuous-time set   ,0T  
by state and output equations of the respective forms 
.
)()()( tButAxtx  ……………………………………………………………. (3.1) 
and  
)()( tCxty  ..………………………………………………………………....…. (3.2) 
where the state vector nRtx )( , the input vector mRtu )( , the output vector 
mlRty l  ,)( . Where n is the number of the state vector, m is the number of the 
input vector and p is the number of output vector. It is assumed that all the 
eigenvalues of the plant matrix nnRA   lie in the open left half-plane C , and 
thatA, B, C and n in equations (3.1) and (3.2) are unknown. However, it is assumed 
that the steady-state transfer function matrix 
mlRBCAGG   1)0(  …………………………………………………...….(3.
3) 
is known from open-loop tests where the plant transfer function matrix 
  BAsICsG n
1
)(


…………………………………………………………..….(3.4) 
And 
  mlnAt RBIeCAtH   1)( …………………………...……………….....….(3.5) 
Then 
        TTHTHTHk TTp 
1
……………………………………………..….(3.6) 
where 
   liRdiag il ,...,2,1,,...,, 21   ………...……………...….(3.7) 
and  
   1TTi GGGk  ……………………………………………………………..….(3.8) 
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where  
   liRdiag il ,...,2,1,,...,, 21   ………..……………...….(3.9) 
This design method guarantees that if a single actuator failure occurs then original 
controller will remain stable. However, there was a requirement to manually tune the 
controller to obtain a good transient response.  
 
3.1.1.2 The Genetic Algorithm design method 
 
R.N.Fripp’s design method only provides the system with stability guarantees for 
non-failure and single failure situations, but not multiple failures. Furthermore, 
optimal system performance is not guaranteed. Rather than design the controller using 
the passive technique of R.N. Fripp, genetic algorithm can be used to design and 
optimise the controller parameters.  
 
Because Genetic algorithm can design any number of parameters, the Genetic 
algorithm can design the whole controller matrix which is  
kikpk zKeKu  …………………………………………………………...….(3.10) 
Where 
m
kkk RTezz   11 …………………………………………………….….(3.11) 











pmlpm
lpp
p
kk
kk
K


1
111 ...
……………………………………………………...….(3.12) 
and  











imlim
lii
i
kk
kk
K



1
111
……………………………………………………….….(3.13) 
where pmlp kk 11 and imli kk 11 are the parameters for proportional gain integral gain 
and the derivative gain need to be chosen, and m and n are the number of system input 
and system output. Therefore, for this fail safe system, the number of inputs is greater 
than the number of outputs, then m>l, so the total number of parameters 
is mllmlm 2 . 
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This chapter is going to use the GA to find the optimal solution using a cost function. 
Therefore, the cost function is very important. The cost function selection is also a 
measure of the controlled system’s performance. These measures are used to compare 
the system’s performance between different control situation or different controller 
parameters.  
     
     






















3
2
1
232221
131211
2
1
u
u
u
sgsgsg
sgsgsg
y
y
 
Where y1 and y2 are the system outputs, u1, u2 and u3 are the system inputs, g(s) are 
the system transfer function.  
 
The cost function is the sum of all ISE under all three non-failure and single failure.  
The individual is calculated as: 
 ISEt=ΣISEi,j,k 
where  
 t is the actuator fault number, t=0 means non-actuator failure; t=1 means actuator 
1 failure, t=2 means actuator 2 failure 
 i is the actuator fault number  
 j is the set point change number  
 k is the output number 
 
There are three individual ISEi 
ISE0 = (ISE0,1,1 + ISE0,1,2 + ISE0,2,1 + ISE0,2,2); 
ISE1 = (ISE1,1,1 + ISE1,1,2 + ISE1,2,1 + ISE1,2,2); 
ISE2 = (ISE2,1,1 + ISE2,1,2 + ISE2,2,1 + ISE2,2,2); 
 
Therefore, for the single cost function GA, the cost function ISE (Integral Square of 
Error) is calculated by: 
   221100
2
ISEISEISEdte      
where i is the weight factor of each ISE. 
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The objective function for a single cost function genetic algorithm used in this chapter 
could be one of two types. The first type objective is global optimisation: this kind of 
objective is calculated by the ISE of set point tracking plus the ISE of interaction for 
all situations (Solihin et al, 2008).  In this objective, the genetic algorithm will 
design a controller which will make the total sum of all ISE minimum. The second 
type objective is worst case failure optimisation: this type of objective is calculated by 
the largest ISE of individual set point tracking plus the ISE of interaction for all the 
outputs. In this objective, the genetic algorithm will design a controller which will 
make the largest of ISE out of all ISE as small as possible. To compare those two 
objective functions, the first one will give the minimum total ISE, but maybe some of 
the individual loop ISE will have a large value; the second objective will make sure 
there are no single large ISE value for a single loop, by focusing the algorithm on 
brings the worst one down. However, this will be at the cost of a slightly higher 
overall performance cost.  
 
For the multi-objective genetic algorithm, the objectives are the Individual failure 
mode optimisation: this type of objective is a trade-off of the ISE for non-failure and 
all different failures, and multi-objective genetic algorithm will find a family solutions 
using a non-dominated Pareto front method. In this design, the multi-objective genetic 
algorithm will minimise the ISE for non-failure and failures situations simultaneously.   
 
In genetic algorithm, the parameter range is very important, because it is related to the 
genetic algorithm will finds out the optimal solution or not, or how quick the genetic 
algorithm finds out optimal solutions. Moreover, the parameter range normally is very 
hard to choose. Therefore, the parameter range movement has been included into the 
genetic algorithm program. The parameter range movement method is when the best 
individual becomes close to the upper or the lower range limit, and then the whole 
range moves up or down. Normally the “close to the upper or the lower range limit” 
means 10% of the total range size, and how much percentage is chosen by the 
designer. Normally if the ranges need to be moved, the range will move up or down 
by 20% of the total range, and how much percentage to move is chosen by the 
designer as well. After the range movement, the GA needs to re-decode and re-scale 
the parameter range again, to make sure the GA binary number and the real parameter 
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number are matched. Without adopted this technique, the parameter range is not 
guaranteed to coverage to the optimal solution.  
 
In the single cost function genetic algorithm and the multi-objective genetic algorithm, 
the interaction constrain are also included. However, the constraint should be chosen 
carefully, if the constraint is too small, the genetic algorithm design method will not 
be able to find a solution. As chapter two shows, the interaction constrain works well 
with genetic algorithm. 
 
3.2  Genetic Algorithm design of single actuator failure 
fail-safe control system design 
 
In this section, a two input one output non-square system is introduced. Because the 
system has one more inputs than outputs, so the system will still be controllable if one 
of the inputs fails. Therefore, there are three different control systems to be controlled 
in the design process: 
 Non-failure 
 Actuator 1 failure 
 Actuator 2 failure 
 
In this chapter, there are two design techniques have been used: the first one is the 
Pseudo inverse design method which is introduced by R.N.Fripp (1988), in this design 
method, genetic algorithm will be used to find the diagonal matrices to tune the 
controller. The second one is the full parameter Genetic algorithm design method, in 
this design method, the genetic algorithm is going to find all the controller parameter. 
It cannot guarantee there is one such controller to make the system stable and track in 
all conditions, but if it can find one, the genetic algorithm will optimise the design of 
the controller and will be better than the Pseudo inverse design method of Fripp.   
 
In the Pseudo inverse design method, the cost function chosen is the sum of ISE under 
non-failure situation, ISE under actuator 1 failure and ISE under actuator 2 failure. In 
the full Genetic algorithm design method, there are two cost functions: Global 
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Optimisation and Worst case failure Optimisation. The Global optimisation cost 
function is the sum of ISE under non-failure situation, ISE under actuator 1 failure 
and ISE under actuator 2 failure. The cost function is calculated as: 
ISEglobal optimisation=ISE0 + ISE1 + ISE2 
Where ISE0 is the total ISE for the system with no actuator failure, ISE1 is the total 
ISE for the system with actuator 1 failure, ISE2 is the total ISE for the system with 
actuator 2 failure. 
 
The Worst case failure Optimisation is the largest ISE from the three of the ISE under 
non-failure situation, ISE under actuator 1 failure and ISE under actuator 2 failure. 
The cost function is calculated as: 
ISEworst failure case optimisation=Max {ISE0, ISE1 and ISE2} 
Where ISE0 is the total ISE for the system with no actuator failure, ISE1 is the total 
ISE for the system with actuator 1 failure, ISE2 is the total ISE for the system with 
actuator 2 failure. 
 
In this example a two-input one-output multivariable fail-safe control system is 
considered. The open loop transfer function is given by 
  













2
1
2323 27279
81
8126
16
u
u
ssssss
y .……………….(3.14) 
And the simulation block design is show below: 
 
                      Figure 3.2 Transfer function 
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3.2.1  The Pseudo Inverse design method with Global 
Optimisation:  
 
The Pseudo Inverse design method has introduced by R.N.Fripp (1988), with this 
design method the Genetic algorithm is going to search for the two diagonal matrixes 
to optimise the controller.  
 
The cost function is chosen as ISEglobal optimisation=ISE0 + ISE1 + ISE2 
Where ISE0 is the ISE under non-failure situation, ISE1 is the ISE under actuator 1 
failure and ISE2 is the ISE under actuator 2 failure. 
 
The controller is given by 
   





11
2
1 eKeK
u
u
ip ………………………………………………….(3.15) 
Where 
   111 BBinvBK p ………………………………………………..….(3.16) 
where 
   liRdiag il ,...,2,1,,...,, 21   ………………………….(3.17
) 
and  
   GGinvGKi …………………………………………………….(3.18) 
where  
   liRdiag il ,...,2,1,,...,, 21   ………………..………..(3.19) 
And 
1B is the numerator of  SG , and G is equal to  SG when 0s   
So  
 81161 B ………………………………………………………………...….(3.20) 
and  
 32
27
81
8
16






G ……………………………………………………..….(3.21) 
Therefore 
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   111 BBinvBK p  
  1
81
16
8116
81
16



















 invK p  
1
0.011882
0.002347






pK ……………………………………………………...….(3.22) 
and  
   GGinvGKi          
  1
3
2
32
3
2













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




 invK i  
1
0.230769
0.153846






iK ………………………………………………………….(3.23) 
 
In this controller the parameter of the proportional and integral controller structures 
are fixed and there are two tuning parameters 11 and to be chosen by GA. All the two 
parameters ranges are:  
 201   
 201   
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 1000, the 
parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes the set point 
tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The 
genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the 
sampling time is 0.01. The following values were then obtained from the genetic 
algorithm: 
The two parameters are: 
3.2709671  and 1.4797651    
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Then the final PI controllers are: 
   
   
   
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u
ee
u
u
eKeK
u
u
ip
….(3.24) 
 
And the outputs are shown below: 
 
Figure 3.3: The output with non-failure 
Figure 3.4: The output with Actuator 1 
failure 
 
Figure 3.5: The output with Actuator 2 
failure 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for output 
is calculated by:  
0ISE under non-failure situation 
Output 
Output 
Output 
Set point Set point 
Set point 
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1ISE under actuator 1 failure situation 
2ISE under actuator 2 failure situation 
Then:  
The ISE of non-failure 319583268.2728490 ISE  
The ISE of actuator 1 failure 983552225.1308181 ISE  
The ISE of actuator 2 failure 68618412.6152532 ISE  
The total three ISE 018922.069totalISE  
 
3.2.2  The Genetic algorithm design method with single cost 
function full parameters Optimisation: 
 
Rather than using the genetic algorithm to optimise the diagonal tuning matrixes to 
improve the Pseudo inverse design, the genetic algorithm can design the complete 
controller. Because the genetic algorithm is a search process, it is not guarantee to 
find a solution. However, if it finds one, the solution should have close to optimal 
performance.  
 
In this design method, the cost function is chosen as ISEglobal optimisation=ISE0 + ISE1 + 
ISE2 
Where ISE0 is the ISE under non-failure situation, ISE1 is the ISE under actuator 1 
failure and ISE2 is the ISE under actuator 2 failure. 
 
And when the single objective GA has applied, the system input is: 
   





11
2
1 eKeK
u
u
ip  ……………………………………………..….(3.25) 
where 






2
1
kp
kp
K p …………………………………………………………..….(3.26) 
and  







2
1
ki
ki
K i …………………………………………………………………...….(3.27) 
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Therefore, the 1kp , 2kp , 1ki and 2ki are the four parameters to be designed. The 
parameter range are 
 25.025.01 kp  
 95.055.02 kp  
 84.015.01 ki  
 92.015.02 ki  
 
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 600, the 
parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes the set point 
tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The 
genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the 
sampling time is 0.01. The following values were then obtained from the genetic 
algorithm: 
 
The four parameters are: 







54007070.75337632
500314820.01441448
pK                                       







3237450.42193936
50863680.34266580
iK                                        
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And the single objective GA designed outputs are shown below: 
 
Figure 3.6: The output with non-failure 
 
Figure 3.7: The output with Actuator 1 
failure 
 
Figure 3.8: The output with Actuator 2 
failure 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for output 
is calculated by; 
 0ISE under non-failure situation 
 1ISE under actuator 1 failure situation 
 2ISE under actuator 2 failure situation 
Then:  
The ISE of non-failure 21900593.56332480 ISE  
The ISE of actuator 1 failure 07141995.48858361 ISE  
The ISE of actuator 2 failure 070826372.1137342 ISE  
The total three ISE 165642.561totalISE  
 
Output  
Output  
Output  
Set point 
Set point 
Set point 
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3.2.3  The genetic algorithm design method with Worst Case 
Failure Optimisation: 
 
In this design method, the cost function is chosen as ISEworst case failure optimisation=Max 
{ISE0, ISE1 and ISE2} 
Where ISE0 is the ISE under non-failure situation, ISE1 is the ISE under actuator 1 
failure and ISE2 is the ISE under actuator 2 failure. 
 
When the single objective genetic algorithm is applied, the controller is defined as: 
   





11
2
1 eKeK
u
u
ip ………………………………………………….(3.28) 
where  







2
1
kp
kp
K p …………………………………………………………………..….(3.29) 
and  







2
1
ki
ki
K i …………………………………………………………………...….(3.30) 
Therefore, the 1kp , 2kp , 1ki and 2ki are the four parameters to be designed. The 
parameter range are 
 25.025.01 kp  
 45.025.02 kp  
 54.015.01 ki  
 62.015.02 ki  
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 400, the 
parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes the set point 
tracking property plus the interaction ISE on the other loop for both channels. The 
genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the 
sampling time is 0.01. The following values were then obtained from the genetic 
algorithm: 
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The four parameters are: 







0.204563
0.041725
pK                                        







0.247633
0.356801
iK                                         
 
And the single objective GA designed outputs are shown below: 
Figure 3.9: The output with non-failure 
Figure 3.10: The output with Actuator 
1 failure 
Figure 3.11: The output with Actuator 
2 failure 
 
As the above graph shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for output 
is calculated by: 
 0ISE under non-failure situation 
 1ISE under actuator 1 failure situation 
 2ISE under actuator 2 failure situation 
Then:   
The ISE of non failure 147372153.5932590 ISE  
Output  
Output  
Output  
Set point 
Set point 
Set point 
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The ISE of actuator 1 failure 105488166.6431471 ISE  
The ISE of actuator 2 failure 924136347.368571 2 ISE  
The total three ISE 604978.667totalISE  
 
And compare those two designs, the ISE comparison graph is shown below: 
  
ISE for 
non-failure 
ISE for 
actuator 1 
failure 
ISE for 
actuator 2 
failure 
Total ISE 
GA improve pseudo inverse 
design 
268.272849  225.130819  412.615254  906.018922  
Single objective GA design 
full parameters 
Optimization 
93.5633248  95.4885836  372.113734  561.165642  
Single objective GA design 
Worst Case Failure 
Optimization 
153.593259  166.643147  347.368572  667.604978  
 
Table 3.1: the comparesion bewtween normal inverse design and single objective GA 
design 
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Figure 3.12: the comparesion 
bewtween normal inverse design and 
single objective GA design 
 
 
Figure 3.13: the comparesion 
bewtween normal inverse design and 
single objective GA design 
 
 
Figure 3.14: the comparesion 
bewtween normal inverse design and 
single objective GA design 
 
 
Figure 3.15: the comparesion 
bewtween normal inverse design and 
single objective GA design 
 
As the table and figure show above, both the single objective GA design has 
considerably improved the system performance. The global optimisation method 
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provides the smallest total ISE, but the individual ISE are larger than the worst case 
failure optimisation method. The worst case failure optimisation method ensure the 
individual ISE is at a minimum but the total ISE is larger than the global optimisation. 
 
3.3 Pareto front design of single actuator failure fail-safe 
control system design 
 
For the single objective GA the weight factor is chosen equal to one, this means the 
output with no failure and the output with failures all have same importance. However, 
in the real world each output may not be equally important, so the weight factor 
should be chosen by the designer. The weight factor chosen is a trade-off choice, if 
the situation has changed the weight factor should change as well.  
 
However, the multi objective GA can find optimal solutions for multi objective 
functions simultaneously so there is no need to choose the weight factor. Therefore, 
there is no single best parameter that needs to be found, but a set of non-dominated 
Pareto solutions need to be found. Therefore, in each generation only the 
non-dominated solutions have been kept.  
 
For the multi objective GA design, the example of 3.2 has chosen.  
The controller is given by 
   





11
2
1 eKeK
u
u
ip .………………………………………………....(3.31) 
where  







2
1
kp
kp
K p …………………………………………………………………..….(3.32) 
and  







2
1
ki
ki
K i …………………………………………………………………...….(3.33) 
Therefore, the 1kp , 2kp 1ki 2ki are the four parameters need to be designed by 
multivariable objective GA. The Pseudo inverse designed parameter is the start point 
of multivariable objective GA design.  
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By using the non-dominated Pareto front method, the ISE of non-failure, actuator 1 
failure and actuator 2 failure are optimised individually. Some of the solutions from 
the Pareto front are shown in the table: 
 
ISE for 
non-failure 
ISE for 
actuator 1 
failure 
ISE for 
actuator 2 
failure 
min x+y min √x^2+y^2 
1 95.151370  96.226528  372.617757  563.995655  396.430727  
2 96.571247  95.409124  324.713641  516.694012  351.948654  
3 100.894461  151.407560  324.523562  576.825584  372.047691  
Table 3.2: the pareto front plot of single actuator failure 
 
The multi-objective genetic algorithm with non-dominated Pareto front method tunes 
the three ISE and keeps the non-dominated Pareto front solutions. The red values in 
“ISE for non-failure”, “ISE for actuator 1 failure” and “ISE for actuator 2 failure” are 
the minimum value in each individual channel. The “sum of all ISE” channel is 
calculated by the “ISE for non-failure” plus “ISE for actuator 1 failure” plus “ISE for 
actuator 2 failure”. The red value in this channel is the minimum value. The “square 
root of sum of all squared ISE” channel is calculated by the square “ISE for 
non-failure” plus square “ISE for actuator 1 failure” plus square “ISE for actuator 2 
failure”. The red value in this channel is the minimum value. 
 
3.3.1 The minimum of “ISE for non-actuator failure” channel: 
 
Because the minimum value of sum of ISE for non-actuator failure, the GA finds the 
proportional and integral controllers as: 







0.697844
0.013839
pK                                        







0.441134
0.347291
iK                                         
And the outputs are shown below: 
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Figure 3.16:The output with 
non-failure 
Figure 3.17: The output with Actuator 
1 failure 
 
Figure 3.18 The output with Actuator 2 
failure
 
3.3.2 The minimum of “ISE for actuator 2 failure” channel:  
 
Because the ISE for actuator 2 failure is the largest ISE, this is the case of worst case 
failure optimization in the single cost function GA, then the GA finds the proportional 
and integral controllers as: 







0.556464
0.078669
pK                                        







0.139174
0.439868
iK                                         
And the outputs are shown below: 
Output 
Output 
Output 
Set point 
Set point 
Set point 
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Figure 3.19: The output with 
non-failure 
Figure 3.20: The output with Actuator 
1 failure 
 
Figure 3.21: The output with Actuator 
2 failure
 
3.3.3  The minimum of “sum of all ISE” channel “ISE for 
actuator 1 failure” channel and “square root of sum of all 
squared ISE” channel: 
 
Because the minimum value of sum of all ISE is the same as the minimum of square 
root of sum of square ISE, the GA finds the proportional and integral controllers as: 







0.719806
0.073025
pK   







0.493270
0.337844
iK   
And the outputs are shown below: 
Output 
Output 
Output 
Set point 
Set point 
Set point 
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Figure 3.22:The output with 
non-failure 
Figure 3.23: The output with Actuator 
1 failure 
 
Figure 3.24: The output with Actuator 
2 failure 
 
As the multi-objective genetic algorithm with non-dominated Pareto front method 
results shows, the multi-objective genetic algorithm can find a set of optimised 
solutions for the control system. This can be compared with the single cost function 
genetic algorithm result, the single cost function genetic algorithm with full parameter 
optimisation has similar system performance to the multi-objective genetic algorithm 
minimum sum of all ISE result. Moreover, the single cost function genetic algorithm 
with worst failure case optimisation result is not as good as multi-objective genetic 
algorithm minimum of ISE for actuator 2 failure result. This is because the single cost 
function genetic algorithm only deals with the largest cost function with worst failure 
case optimisation of this cost function. However, the multi-objective genetic 
algorithm not only optimises the worst failure case but also optimise the other cases 
simultaneously. Moreover, the multi-objective genetic algorithm also provide more 
optimised solutions for different requires, such as the best performance on 
non-actuator failure case and other different non-failure and failure combinations. 
Output 
Output 
Output 
Set point 
Set point Set point 
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Therefore, the multi-objective genetic algorithm with non-dominated Pareto front 
method is preferred.  
 
3.4 Genetic algorithm design of single actuator and multiple 
actuator failure fail-safe control system 
 
Because the pseudo inverse design method introduced by Fripp can only deal with a 
single actuator failure, but the genetic algorithm can search for solutions which can 
also deal with multiple actuator failures. The multiple actuator failures design is 
investigated.  
 
In this example a four-input two-output multivariable fail-safe control system is 
considered. The open loop transfer function is given by 
































4
3
2
1
2
1
10
8
4
2
1
3
2
4
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
u
u
u
u
ssss
ssss
y
y
……………………………….(3.34) 
 
Because the system has two more inputs than outputs, so the system can still function 
stable if one or two of actuators have failed. If all single or double actuator failure 
conditions are considered, there are eleven different control systems to be controlled 
those are: 
 Non-failure 
 Actuator 1 failure 
 Actuator 2 failure 
 Actuator 3 failure 
 Actuator 4 failure 
 Actuator 1 and 2 failure 
 Actuator 1 and 3 failure 
 Actuator 1 and 4 failure 
 Actuator 2 and 3 failure 
 Actuator 2 and 4 failure 
 Actuator 3 and 4 failure 
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In this chapter, there are two design techniques have been used: the first one is the 
Pseudo inverse design method which is introduced by R.N.Fripp (1988), in this design 
method, the genetic algorithm is going to find the diagonal tuning matrices to tune the 
controller; the second one is the full parameters genetic algorithm design method, in 
this design method, the genetic algorithm is going to find all the controller parameters. 
Tt cannot guarantee there is one such controller to make the system stable and track in 
all conditions, but the genetic algorithm can evolve an optimum solution to the design 
problem.  
 
In the Pseudo inverse design method, the cost function is chosen as the sum of ISE 
under all eleven non-failure and single failure and multiple failures. In pure Genetic 
algorithm design method, there are two cost functions: Global Optimisation and 
Worst case failure Optimisation. The Global optimisation cost function is the sum of 
all ISE under all eleven non-failure and single failure and multiple failures.  
 
The individual ISE is calculated as: 
 ISEt=ΣISEi,j,k 
where  
 t is the actuator fault number, t=0 means non-actuator failure, t=1 means actuator 
1 failure, t=2 means actuator 2 failure, t=3 means actuator 3 failure, t=4 means 
actuator 4 failure, t=12 means actuator 1 and 2 failures, t=13 means actuator 1 
and 3 failures, t=14 means actuator 1 and 4 failures, t=23 means actuator 2 and 3 
failures, t=24 means actuator 2 and 4 failures, t=34 means actuator 3 and 4 
failures 
 i is the actuator fault number  
 j is the set point change number  
 k is the output number 
 
There are eleven individual ISEi where i is the actuator fault number: 
 ISE0 = (ISE0,1,1 + ISE0,1,2 + ISE0,2,1 + ISE0,2,2); 
 ISE1 = (ISE1,1,1 + ISE1,1,2 + ISE1,2,1 + ISE1,2,2); 
 ISE2 = (ISE2,1,1 + ISE2,1,2 + ISE2,2,1 + ISE2,2,2); 
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 ISE3 = (ISE3,1,1 + ISE3,1,2 + ISE3,2,1 + ISE3,2,2); 
 ISE4 = (ISE4,1,1 + ISE4,1,2 + ISE4,2,1 + ISE4,2,2); 
 ISE12 = (ISE12,1,1 + ISE12,1,2 + ISE12,2,1 + ISE12,2,2); 
 ISE13 = (ISE13,1,1 + ISE13,1,2 + ISE13,2,1 + ISE13,2,2); 
 ISE14 = (ISE14,1,1 + ISE14,1,2 + ISE14,2,1 + ISE14,2,2); 
 ISE23 = (ISE23,1,1 + ISE23,1,2 + ISE23,2,1 + ISE23,2,2); 
 ISE24 = (ISE24,1,1 + ISE24,1,2 + ISE24,2,1 + ISE24,2,2); 
 ISE34 = (ISE34,1,1 + ISE34,1,2 + ISE34,2,1 + ISE34,2,2); 
 
The cost function is calculated as: 
ISEglobal optimisation= ISE0 + ISE1 + ISE2 + ISE3 + ISE4 + ISE12 + ISE13 + ISE14 + ISE23 + 
ISE24 + ISE34  
 
The Worst case failure Optimisation is the largest ISE from the eleven non-failure and 
single failure and multiple failures. The cost function is calculated as: 
ISEworst case failure optimisation=Max {ISE0 + ISE1 + ISE2 + ISE3 + ISE4 + ISE12 + ISE13 + 
ISE14 + ISE23 + ISE24 + ISE34} 
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And the simulation block design is show below: 
 
                      Figure 3.25 Transfer function 
 
3.4.1 The Pseudo inverse design method with full parameters 
Optimisation: 
 
This work was original carried out by R.N.Fripp (1988), and now extended to the 
multiple actuator failures.   
The plants under consideration are governed on the continuous-time set   ,0T  
by state and output equations of the respective forms 
.
)()()( tButAxtx   
and  
)()( tCxty   
where the state vector 
nRtx )( , the input vector mRtu )( , the output vector 
mlRty l  ,)( . Where n is the number of the state vector, m is the number of the 
input vector and p is the number of output vector. It is assumed that all the 
eigenvalues of the plant matrix nnRA   lie in the open left half-plane C , and 
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that A, B, C and n are unknown. However, it is assumed that the steady-state transfer 
function matrix 
mlRBCAGG   1)0(  
is known from open-loop tests where the plant transfer function matrix 
  BAsICsG n
1
)(


 
And 
  mlnAt RBIeCAtH   1)(  
Then 
          TTHTHTHk TTp
1
 
where 
   liRdiag il ,...,2,1,,...,, 21    
and  
   1TTi GGGk   
where  
   liRdiag il ,...,2,1,,...,, 21    
This design method guarantees that if a single actuator failure occurs then original 
controller will remain stable. However, there was a requirement to manually tune the 
controller to obtain a good transient response.  
 
The controller is given by 










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
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
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ip ……………………………………………….(3.35) 
where 







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

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



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


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

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

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1
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ii
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kk
kk
kk
kk
K …....(3.36) 
and 
   piRdiag ip ,...,2,1,,...,, 21                              
and  
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   piRdiag ip ,...,2,1,,...,, 21      
 
So  








8234
6421
1B ……………………………………………………...….(3.37) 
and  












10
8
2
1
32
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
G …………………………………………………….….(3.38) 
Therefore 
  








2
1
111
0
0
BBinvBK p …………………………………………..(3.39
) 




























































2
1
0
0
86
24
32
41
8234
6421
86
24
32
41
invK p ………...(3.40) 

























2
1
0
0
056515.0059655.0
021978.0087912.0
082575.010173.0
086028.008697.0
pK ………………………………….(3.41) 
and  
  








2
1
0
0
GGinvGK i …………………………………………….(3.42) 
       




























































2
1
0
0
8.085714.0
5.08.0
36667.0
21
8.05.032
85714.08.06667.01
8.085715.0
5.08.0
36667.0
21
invK i
























2
1
0
0
15501.046428.0
122.040989.0
21244.0016864.0
088831.026289.0
iK …………………………………..(3.43) 
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In this technique the pK and iK  are the proportional and integral controllers. 
The 1 , 2 , 1 and 2 are the four tuning parameters. All the four parameters ranges 
are:  
 201   
 202   
 201   
 202   
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 500, the length of 
bit is 10, the parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes 
the global optimisation which is the sum of all eleven individual ISEs. The genetic 
algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the sampling 
time is 0.1. The following values were then obtained from the genetic algorithm: 
The four parameters are: 
9569.41  , 6069.52  , 1587.61  and 7458.122   
 
Then the final PI controller are 




























































0.3168790.295707
0.123231-0.435779
0.462994-0.504258
0.482359-0.431110
6069.50
09569.4
056515.0059655.0
021978.0087912.0
082575.010173.0
086028.008697.0
0
0
056515.0059655.0
021978.0087912.0
082575.010173.0
086028.008697.0
2
1
pK
 


























































1.9756962.859386
1.5549452.524385
2.707774-0.103862
1.132226-1.619057
7458.120
01587.6
15501.046428.0
122.040989.0
21244.0016864.0
088831.026289.0
0
0
15501.046428.0
122.040989.0
21244.0016864.0
088831.026289.0
2
1
iK
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And under the Pseudo inverse design PI controller, the outputs for various 
conditions are considered: 
 
Figure 3.26: The output 
with non-failure 
 
Figure 3.27: The output 
with Actuator 1 failure 
 
 
Figure 3.28: The output 
with actuator 2 failure 
 
Figure 3.29: The output 
with actuator 3 failure 
 
Figure 3.30: The output 
with actuator 4 failure 
 
Figure 3.31: The output 
with actuator 1 and 2 
failure 
 
Figure 3.32: The output 
with actuator 1 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.33: The output 
with actuator 1 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.34: The output 
with actuator 2 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.35: The output 
with actuator 2 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.36: The output 
with actuator 3 and 4 
failure 
 
 
Set point 1 Output2 
Output1 
Set point 2 
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Then the ISE for each non-failure and failure situation is shown below: 
 
Pseudo inverse 
design ISE 
Interaction caused by 
the set point 1 change 
Interaction caused by 
the set point 2 change 
Non-failure 7.098678172 17% 19% 
Act 1 failure 8.024912371 45% 20% 
Act 2 failure 6.680891951 21% 39% 
Act 3 failure 6.427709778 25% 10% 
Act 4 failure 8.980376217 51% 43% 
Act 1 and 2 
failure 
291.4435739 70% 50% 
Act 1 and 3 
failure 
7.140127165 23% 16% 
Act 1 and 4 
failure 
21.60520139 30% 20% 
Act 2 and 3 
failure 
6.487653917 15% 21% 
Act 2 and 4 
failure 
8.397330686 33% 25% 
Act 3 and 4 
failure 
52.59184059 70% 50% 
Total ISE 424.8782962 
  
 
Table 3.3: The ISE for MIMO fail-safe control system under all situations (design 
method: Pseudo inverse) 
 
As the above table shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by the set point tracking ISE plus the interaction ISE for each 
channel. In this design, the weight factors are all equal to one.  
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As all the figures for system output and ISE table shows, the genetic algorithm could 
tune the passive design method of Fripp and provide a good system output 
performance. However, the interaction and overshot in some of the situations is very 
big. Therefore, the interaction’s overshot constraint is applied.  
 
3.4.2 The full parameter Genetic algorithm design method with 
constraint: 
 
In this section, the same four inputs two outputs example is used. However, the 
genetic algorithm design is tuning the whole controller parameters. The controller is: 





























2
1
2
1
4
3
2
1
e
e
K
e
e
K
u
u
u
u
ip …………………………………………….....(3.44) 
where  













4241
3231
2221
1211
pp
pp
pp
pp
p
kk
kk
kk
kk
K and 













4241
3231
2221
1211
ii
ii
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
kk
kk
K ……………………………..……....(3.45) 
Therefore, the parameters 11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 31pk , 32pk , 41pk , 42pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik , 22ik , 
31ik , 32ik , 41ik and 42ik are the sixteen parameters need to be searched for using the 
genetic algorithm. The parameter ranges are: 
 22.142.011 pk  
 09.099.012 pk  
 33.033.021 pk  
 51.051.122 pk  
 76.156.031 pk  
 35.045.032 pk  
 77.017.041 pk  
 98.018.042 pk  
 59.139.011 ik  
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 61.071.112 ik  
 61.051.021 ik  
 14.114.222 ik  
 47.317.231 ik  
 14.054.132 ik  
 98.188.041 ik  
 78.298.142 ik  
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 150, the length of 
bit is 10, the parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes 
the global optimisation which is the sum of all eleven individual ISEs. The genetic 
algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the sampling 
time is 0.1. However, the interaction constraint is as 70% interaction. Therefore, if the 
overshot in interaction is bigger than 70%, then this individual will be removed from 
the population. The following values were then obtained from the genetic algorithm: 
Therefore, the GA chooses the proportional and integral controllers are: 













0.4837510.379626
0.0927431.161402 
1.107765-0.017260
0.498479-0.817178
pK                                  













2.4895171.386035
0.745697-2.875684
1.543940-0.017981
1.113796-1.094133
iK                                    
So this pK and iK  are the proportional and integral controllers.  
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And under the Genetic algorithm design method with constraint and Global 
Optimisation PI controller, the outputs for various conditions are considered: 
 
Figure 3.37: The output 
with non-failure 
 
Figure 3.38: The output 
with Actuator 1 failure 
 
 
Figure 3.39: The output 
with actuator 2 failure 
 
Figure 3.40: The output 
with actuator 3 failure 
 
Figure 3.41: The output 
with actuator 4 failure 
 
Figure 3.42: The output 
with actuator 1 and 2 
failure 
 
Figure 3.43: The output 
with actuator 1 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.44: The output 
with actuator 1 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.45: The output 
with actuator 2 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.46: The output 
with actuator 2 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.47: The output 
with actuator 3 and 4 
failure 
 
 
 
Set point 1 
Output2 
Output1 
Set point 2 
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Pseudo 
inverse 
design 
Interacti
on 
constrain
t caused 
by the set 
point 1 
change 
Interacti
on 
constrain
t caused 
by the set 
point 2 
change 
GA design 
full 
paramete
r 
Interacti
on 
constrain
t caused 
by the set 
point 1 
change 
Interacti
on 
constrain
t caused 
by the set 
point 2 
change 
Non-failu
re 
7.09867
8 
17% 19% 
5.540682
89 
15% 5% 
Act 1 
failure 
8.02491
2 
45% 20% 
5.821479
00 
70% 8% 
Act 2 
failure 
6.68089
1 
21% 39% 
4.971433
95 
10% 35% 
Act 3 
failure 
6.42770
9 
25% 10% 
6.572863
70 
30% 8% 
Act 4 
failure 
8.98037
6 
51% 43% 
5.550979
59 
23% 43% 
Act 1 and 2 
failure 
291.443
5 
70% 50% 
16.76921
66 
70% 45% 
Act 1 and 3 
failure 
7.14012
7 
23% 16% 
7.967618
36 
33% 15% 
Act 1 and 4 
failure 
21.6052
0 
30% 20% 
6.274027
22 
40% 40% 
Act 2 and 3 
failure 
6.48765
3 
15% 21% 
6.358375
81 
33% 37% 
Act 2 and 4 
failure 
8.39733
0 
33% 25% 
7.003805
91 
25% 23% 
Act 3 and 4 
failure 
52.5918
4 
70% 50% 
27.02856
35 
70% 53% 
Total ISE 424.87 
  
99.85904
66   
 
Table 3.4: the ISE for MIMO fail-safe control system under all situations compared 
between Pseudo Inverse design and GA design Global Optimization 
 
As the above table shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by the set point tracking ISE plus the interaction ISE for each 
channel. In this design, the weight factors are all equal to one. 
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As the figures for the system output and ISE table shows, the genetic algorithm can 
design a controller for the system with a 70% constraint and optimise the system 
output performance under this constraint. However, the system performance will be 
slightly worse than if there was no constraint. 
 
3.4.3 The full parameter Genetic algorithm design method with 
constraint and Worst Case Failure Optimisation: 
 
In this section, the same four inputs two outputs example is used. However, the 
genetic algorithm design is tuning the whole controller parameters. The controller is: 





























2
1
2
1
4
3
2
1
e
e
K
e
e
K
u
u
u
u
ip …………………………………………….....(3.46) 
where  













4241
3231
2221
1211
pp
pp
pp
pp
p
kk
kk
kk
kk
K ………………..……………………………………………..(3.47) 
and  













4241
3231
2221
1211
ii
ii
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
kk
kk
K ……………………………………………………….……....(3.48) 
Therefore, the parameters 11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 31pk , 32pk , 41pk , 42pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik , 22ik , 
31ik , 32ik , 41ik and 42ik are the sixteen parameters need to be searched for using the 
genetic algorithm. The parameter ranges are: 
 22.142.011 pk  
 09.099.012 pk  
 33.033.021 pk  
 51.051.122 pk  
 76.156.031 pk  
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 35.045.032 pk  
 77.017.041 pk  
 98.018.042 pk  
 59.139.011 ik  
 61.071.112 ik  
 61.051.021 ik  
 14.114.222 ik  
 47.317.231 ik  
 14.054.132 ik  
 98.188.041 ik  
 78.298.142 ik  
When the single cost function GA has applied, the Max is chosen as 30, the length of 
bit is 10, the parameter range movement code is used, and the cost function minimizes 
the worst case failure optimisation which is the largest ISE from all eleven individual 
ISEs. The genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 
100, the sampling time is 0.1. However, the interaction constraint is as 70% 
interaction. Therefore, if the overshot in interaction is bigger than 70%, then this 
individual will be removed from the population. The following values were then 
obtained from the genetic algorithm: 
Therefore, the GA chooses the proportional and integral controllers are: 













0.3388440.284142
0.261772-0.600278
0.880747-0.417695-
0.594833-0.803092
pK                                  













1.304453 0.522369
0.724984-1.519614
1.179238-0.164051-
0.847911-1.006577
iK                                 
So this pK and iK  are the proportional and integral controllers.  
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And under the Genetic algorithm design method with constraint and Worst Case 
Failure Optimisation PI controller, the outputs for various conditions are considered: 
 
Figure 3.48: The output 
with non-failure 
 
Figure 3.49: The output 
with Actuator 1 failure 
 
 
Figure 3.50: The output 
with actuator 2 failure 
 
Figure 3.51: The output 
with actuator 3 failure 
 
Figure 3.52: The output 
with actuator 4 failure 
 
Figure 3.53: The output 
with actuator 1 and 2 
failure 
 
Figure 3.54: The output 
with actuator 1 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.55: The output 
with actuator 1 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.56: The output 
with actuator 2 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.57: The output 
with actuator 2 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.58: The output 
with actuator 3 and 4 
failure 
 
 
 
 
 
Set point 1 
Output2 
Output1 
Set point 2 
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Table 3.5: the ISE for MIMO fail-safe control system under all situations compared 
between Pseudo Inverse design and GA design Global Optimization and GA design 
Worst Case Failure Optimization 
 
As the above table shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by the set point tracking ISE plus the interaction ISE for each 
channel. In this design, the weight factors are all equal to one. 
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Figure 3.59: the ISE compression between Pseudo inverse design and GA design
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As the table 3.3 and figure 3.4 shows, both GA designs are much better than Pseudo 
inverse design. Both GA design have reduced the total ISE and individual ISE 
together. With the Global Optimisation genetic algorithm design, it provides the 
smallest ISE but the worst case failure ISE is not as small as the Worst Case Failure 
Optimisation genetic algorithm design. Therefore, if the worst case failure ISE is 
acceptable with Global Optimisation genetic algorithm design, then the cost function 
is chosen Global Optimisation. If the worst case failure ISE is not acceptable, then the 
cost function chosen with Worst Case Failure Optimisation, because this cost function 
will reduce the worst case failure ISE and ensure the other ISEs remain with 
acceptable limits.   
 
3.5  Pareto front design of single and multiple actuator failure 
fail-safe control systems 
 
For a single objective GA the weight factor is chosen equal to one, this means the 
output with no failure and the output with failure are same importance. However, in 
the real world each output may not be equally important, so the weighting factor can 
be introduced. The weight factor chosen is a trade-off choice, if the situation has 
changed the weight factor should change as well.  
 
However, when compared with the single objective GA, the multi objective GA deals 
with each sub-set of the optimisation simultaneously so there is no need to choose the 
weighting factor. Therefore, there is no single best set of parameter that can be found, 
but a set of Pareto solutions can be found in the parameter range. In this method, a 
family of solutions are found witch would improve one objective and at the same time 
does not make the other objectives worse. The set of Pareto optimal solution are 
called non-dominated solution, because those solutions are not dominated by other 
solutions. Therefore, in each generation only the non-dominated solutions have been 
kept.  
 
For the multi objective GA design, the example of 3.4 has chosen.  
The controller is given by 
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
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Where 

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and  

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
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K ……………………………….……………………………....(3.51) 
Therefore, the parameters 11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 31pk , 32pk , 41pk , 42pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik , 22ik , 
31ik , 32ik , 41ik and 42ik are the sixteen parameters need to be found by multi-objective 
genetic algorithm. The parameter ranges are: 
 032.158.011 pk  
 20.089.012 pk  
 65.005.121 pk  
 85.013.122 pk  
 92.116.031 pk  
 64.082.032 pk  
 67.001.041 pk  
 82.001.042 pk  
 28.172.011 ik  
 78.018.112 ik  
 40.055.021 ik  
 10.171.122 ik  
 43.404.031 ik  
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 57.090.032 ik  
 44.254.041 ik  
 87.308.042 ik  
 
The Pseudo inverse designed controller parameters are used as the start point of 
genetic algorithm design, the parameter range is plus and minus 20% of the parameter, 
the length of bit is 10, and multi-objective genetic algorithm is going to minimize the 
each individual ISE simultaneously. However, the interaction constraint is as 70% 
interaction. Therefore, if the overshot in interaction is bigger than 70%, then this 
individual will be removed from the population. The genetic algorithm was run for 
1000 generations with a population size of 1000. 
 
By using the Pareto front method, the ISE of non-failure, single actuator failure and 
multiple failures are optimised on a non-dominated Pareto front, and because there are 
11 ISE’s, this is difficult to shown in graphical form, for this reason it is shown as a 
table: 
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Table 3.60: The Pareto front solutions for MIMO fail safe control system 
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As the above table shows, the ISE (Integral Square of Error) is considered for each 
output is calculated by the set point tracking ISE plus the interaction ISE for each 
channel. 
 
As table 3.60 shows, all the results are non-dominated Pareto front solutions, the red 
number is the minimum value for the eleven different situations considered. The 
results are similar to the single cost function genetic algorithm design with Global 
Optimisation where the ISE value was 99.85. 
 
 
These results permit the design to choose a solution which could be based on certain 
actuators failing or the non-failed case. In order to demonstrate the various solutions 
from the Pareto front three solutions are reviewed:  
 ISE for non-failure 
 ISE for minimum sum of all ISE 
 ISE for actuator 3 and 4 failure 
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As the red value marked in the table, this is the minimum value of non failure, so this 
is the one of the Pareto front solution which might be chosen as a final design.  
The PI controller at this particularly Pareto front situation is: 
 













0.38800.3147
0.24230.8940
0.9460-0.0022
0.2351-0.64347
pK                                   













0.75061.1515
0.7004-3.5669
1.5607-0.0504
0.8772-0.8498
iK                                    
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And under the minimum value of square root of sum of all ISE square PI 
controller, the outputs for various conditions are considered: 
 
Figure 3.60: The output 
with non-failure 
 
Figure 3.61: The output 
with Actuator 1 failure 
 
Figure 3.62: The output 
with actuator 2 failure 
 
Figure 3.63: The output 
with actuator 3 failure 
Figure 3.64: The output 
with actuator 4 failure 
 
Figure 3.65: The output 
with actuator 1 and 2 
failure 
 
Figure 3.66: The output 
with actuator 1 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.67: The output 
with actuator 1 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.68: The output 
with actuator 2 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.69: The output 
with actuator 2 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.70: The output 
with actuator 3 and 4 
failure
Set point 1 
Output2 
Output1 
Set point 2 
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As the red value marked in the table, this is the minimum value of sum of all ISE, so 
this is the one of the Pareto front solution which might be chosen as a final design. 
The PI controller at this particularly Pareto front situation is: 
 













0.6711790.481856
0.1050450.592670
0.855651-0.028931
0.538236-0.664229
pK                                   













2.1618241.505329
0.633454-3.007867
1.678788-0.110543 
0.988822-0.825255
iK                                    
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And under the minimum value of sum of all ISE PI controller, the outputs for 
various conditions are considered: 
 
Figure 3.71: The output 
with non-failure 
 
Figure 3.72: The output 
with Actuator 1 failure 
 
Figure 3.73: The output 
with actuator 2 failure 
 
Figure 3.74: The output 
with actuator 3 failure 
Figure 3.75: The output 
with actuator 4 failure 
 
Figure 3.76: The output 
with actuator 1 and 2 
failure 
 
Figure 3.77: The output 
with actuator 1 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.78: The output 
with actuator 1 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.79: The output 
with actuator 2 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.80: The output 
with actuator 2 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.81: The output 
with actuator 3 and 4 
failure
Set point 1 
Output2 
Output1 
Set point 2 
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As the red value marked in the table, this is the minimum value of ISE for actuator 3 
and 4 failure, so this is the one of the Pareto front solution which might be chosen as a 
final design. 
 
The PI controller at this particularly Pareto front situation is: 
 













0.1669190.114809
0.0363741.063109
0.863069-0.094392-
0.772639-0.798679
pK                                   













2.1695570.891341
0.661527-2.064433
1.367356-0.061527
0.883092-1.047440
iK                                    
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And under the minimum value of ISE for actuator 3 and 4 failure PI controller, the 
outputs for various conditions are considered: 
 
Figure 3.82: The output 
with non-failure 
 
Figure 3.83: The output 
with Actuator 1 failure 
 
Figure 3.84: The output 
with actuator 2 failure 
 
Figure 3.85: The output 
with actuator 3 failure 
Figure 3.86: The output 
with actuator 4 failure 
 
Figure 3.87: The output 
with actuator 1 and 2 
failure 
 
Figure 3.88: The output 
with actuator 1 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.89: The output 
with actuator 1 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.90: The output 
with actuator 2 and 3 
failure 
 
Figure 3.91: The output 
with actuator 2 and 4 
failure 
 
Figure 3.92: The output 
with actuator 3 and 4 
failure
Set point 1 
Output2 
Output1 
Set point 2 
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3.6 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, the design of multivariable fail-safe control system under non-actuator failure, 
single actuator failure and multiple actuator failures has been considered. Both single cost 
function genetic algorithm and multi-objective genetic algorithm have been used when 
applied to the same multivariable fail-safe system. 
As the results shown in this chapter, the conclusions are: 
 The genetic algorithm approach to the design of fail-safe controller was very successful. 
The genetic algorithm can evolve the controller for fail-safe system has good system 
performance under all non-actuator failure and single actuator failure and multiple 
actuator failures. Which there is no formal design method could do. Indeed, a full set of 
fail-safe controller was evolved by the genetic algorithm and optimal controller 
performance was achieved. Like the table 3.4 shows the single cost function genetic 
algorithm could improve the system ISE performance about 99% compare with Pseudo 
inverse design.  
 Using a single cost function for the genetic algorithm resulted in a minimum cost 
performance for the overall system. However, individual cost function cannot be 
optimised. As the table 3.5 shows the sum of ISE is equal to 99.85 which is minimum 
compare with Pseudo Inverse design but the ISE for actuator 3 and 4 failure is 27 still 
larger than the rest of ISE.  
 By using a worst case cost function, the worst case can be optimised. However, the cost 
for the overall solution is not globally optimal. As the table 3.5 shows, the ISE for 
actuator 3 and 4 is 25 which is smaller compare with global optimisation, but the sum of 
ISE is 145 which is larger than the global optimisation result. 
 The multi-objective genetic algorithm was able to design a family of solutions. The 
family of solutions include the minimisation of the sum of cost function. As the table 3.6 
shows the minimum ISE in ‘sum of all ISE column’ 104 is close to the ISE 99.85 in the 
single cost function genetic algorithm design. This family of solutions present all of the 
interesting and different useable design, like the minimum ISEs in each column in table 
3.6 shows there are more than one design in one multi-objective genetic algorithm run, 
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for this reason the multi-objective genetic algorithm is used as an extremely effective 
design tool. As the table 3.6 shows the multi-objective genetic algorithm evolve a family 
of solutions. 
According to these conclusions, the recommendations are: 
 To use the Pseudo Inverse design method to design the controller parameters first; then 
use this design result as the start point for the genetic algorithm. This will guarantee the 
genetic algorithm will evolve a solution and it will have a good chance to evolve a better 
solution. 
 To use the global optimisation cost function if the designer is looking for the optimal 
total cost. To use the worst failure case optimisation cost function if the designer is 
looking for the optimise the worst failure case. 
 To use single cost function genetic algorithm if the designer knows the trade-off 
performance weighting factor in each non-actuator failure and all actuator failure 
combinations and the designer looking for a single optimal solution.  
To use the multi-objective genetic algorithm if the designer is looking for the all combination 
of trade-off performance in each non-actuator failure and all actuator failure combinations. 
Like table 3.6 shows, the designer could choose any combination of trade-off performance 
design depends on their need. 
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Chapter Four 
GENETIC DESIGN OF MULTIVARIABLE 
OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In order to guarantee set-point tracking in a multivariable control system, there needs to be at 
least as many inputs as outputs (Acikmese, 2001).  In the case where there are more outputs 
than inputs not all the outputs can be controlled simultaneously. Rather a sub-set can be 
controlled. In many systems with more outputs than inputs high output values are to avoided, 
these could be high speeds, high pressures or high temperatures. In such cases the worst 
sub-set has to be controlled. This leads to the concept of override control. In override control 
there are a number of controllers that could be used but only the controller which control the 
worst variables are used. If the worst variable changes the controller must switch to new 
worst case set.  
 
In 1971 Buckley P.S. first introduced the override control concept with feedforward control 
systems (Buckley, 1971). Since then the override control has become popular. After his 
research, lots of researchers have used override control as a tool to design switching control 
systems but there has been little published results on how to improve the theory to deal with 
the override control system for both single input multi output and multi input multi output 
systems. Moreover, most of the research has been on single input multi output override 
control system, as Buzzard W.S. only used the single input multi output override strategies 
for analog control (Buzzard, 1978). Additionally, as the override control system cannot 
control all outputs the main analysis of override control system design is around avoiding 
limit cycles. Furthermore, all the designs for override control system is for a specific 
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situations, and there are no general theory for the design of override control system. However, 
genetic algorithm can be used to design override control system.  
 
One of the classic example of override control system is jet engine control system. This type 
of system can be shown like figure 4.1: 
 
Mostly, aircraft engines are using fuel flow rate and inlet guide vanes to control engine’s 
spool speed and the engine’s burned gas temperature and the total thrust (Tudosie, 2011). 
Only two of three variables can be controlled at any time. If engine speeds and temperature 
become too high, the engine thrust is not controlled as the control system switches to control 
the two variables which are too high. 
 
The classic override control system can be drawn like figure 4.2 and 4.3 shows (Alejandro 
and Joseph, 2003): 
 
Figure 4.2: override control when loop one under control 
 
Throttle INPUT 
PARAMETER 
SETTING BLOCK 
Y1 
Ym 
CONTROLLER(S) 
Qi 
A5 
AIRCRAFT 
JET-ENGINE 
(controlled object) 
F (thrust) 
Y1 Yn 
Figure 4.1: Aircraft engine’s automatic control system 
Y1 
Yn 
 
Lowest win control: 
e1<e2, then e1 win 
e2<e1, then e2 win 
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Like the figures shown in figure 4.2, override control could switch between each loop if the 
switch condition has satisfied. The switch most commonly used switches between a PI 
controller using a ‘lowest win control’ strategy to ensure the most negative error is 
controlled.  
 
When the control system switches from one loop to another the integrator value has to be 
carefully dealt with during the switch. If it is not done correctly a bump in the output will 
occur. For this reason all override controller need a bumpless transfer mechanism.   
 
4.1.1 Absolute input and incremental input 
 
There are two Proportional-integral controller forms absolute and incremental. The absolute 
controller is given by: 
kikpk zKeKu  ………………………………………………………………………..(4.1) 
Where 
m
kkk RTezz   11 ………………………………………………………………....(4.2) 
And the incremental controller is given by: 
  kikkpkk eKeeKuu   11 …………………………………………………..…...(4.3) 
 
4.1.2 Bumpless transfer: 
 
If an incremental form of PI control is used the bumpless transfer of the integrator is avoided 
as the incremental form does not have an integrator state in the algorithm. Therefore, the 
bumpless transfer need to be carried out only with absolute form of PI controller (Peng et al, 
1996). This means when switch occur the integral value kz should be revaluated as: 
   kpkik ekukinvz  …………………………………………………………..(4.4) 
Zk=inv(ki)×(uk-kp×ek) 
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4.1.3 Genetic algorithm for override control system design 
 
This chapter is going to use the genetic algorithm to design a multivariable override control 
system using a cost function. Therefore, the cost function is very important. The cost function 
selection is also a measure of the controlled system’s performance. These measures are used 
to compare the system’s performance between different control situation or different 
controller parameters. This chapter is going to use the: Integral Squared Error (ISE).  
 
The total ISE is equal to the sum of ISE for each output, and each output ISE is equal to the 
ISE calculated by the set point tracking plus the ISE calculated by the interaction. For 
example, there is a two inputs and three output system: 
 
   
   
   




























2
1
3332
2221
1211
3
2
1
u
u
sgsg
sgsg
sgsg
y
y
y
 
 
Because this is two inputs three outputs override control system, there are three ISEs for three 
different system control situations.  
 
The individual ISE is calculated as: 
 ISEt=ΣISEi,j 
where  
 t is the control loop number, t=12 means loop 1 and 2 under control, t=13 means loop 1 
and 3 under control, t=23 means loop 2 and 3 under control 
 i is the output number  
 j is the set point change number  
 
If the system is under loop 1 and 2 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 1 and 2 under control: 
ISE12 =(ISE1,1 + ISE1,2 +ISE2,1 + ISE2,2) 
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If the system is under loop 1 and 3 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 1 and 3 under control: 
ISE13 = (ISE1,1 + ISE1,3 +ISE3,1 + ISE3,3) 
 
If the system is under loop 2 and 3 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 2 and 3 under control: 
ISE23 = (ISE2,2 + ISE2,3 +ISE3,2 + ISE3,3) 
 
Therefore, for the single cost function GA, the cost function ISE (Integral Square of Error) is 
calculated by: 
   233132121
2
ISEISEISEdte      
where i is the weight factor of each ISE. 
 
The objective function for a single cost function genetic algorithm used in this chapter could 
be one of two types. The first type of objective is global optimisation: this kind of objective is 
calculated by the ISE of set point tracking plus the ISE of interaction for all situations 
(Solihin et al, 2008). In this objective, the genetic algorithm will design a controller which 
will minimise the total sum of all the ISE. The second type objective is worst case 
optimisation: this type of objective is calculated by the largest ISE of set point tracking plus 
the ISE of interaction in all situations. In this objective, the genetic algorithm will design a 
controller which will make the largest of ISE out of all ISE as small as possible. To compare 
those two objective functions, the first one will give the minimum total ISE, but maybe some 
of the individual loop ISE will have a large value; the second objective will make sure there 
are no single large ISE value for a single loop, by focusing the algorithm on brings the worst 
one down. However, this will be at the cost of a slightly higher overall performance cost.  
 
For the multi-objective genetic algorithm, the objectives are the individual loop cost 
functions. The multi-objective genetic algorithm will find a family of solutions using a 
non-dominated Pareto front method. In this design, the multi-objective genetic algorithm will 
minimise the ISE for all loop combinations situations simultaneously.  
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In genetic algorithm, the parameter range is very important, because it is related to the 
genetic algorithm will finds out the optimal solution or not, or how quick the genetic 
algorithm finds out optimal solutions. Moreover, the parameter range normally is very hard to 
choose. Therefore, the parameter range movement has been included into the genetic 
algorithm program. The parameter range movement method is when the best individual 
becomes close to the upper or the lower range limit, and then the whole range moves up or 
down. Normally the “close to the upper or the lower range limit” means 10% of the total 
range size, and how much percentage is chosen by the designer. Normally if the ranges need 
to be moved, the range will move up or down by 20% of the total range, and how much 
percentage to move is chosen by the designer as well. After the range movement, the GA 
needs to re-decode and re-scale the parameter range again, to make sure the GA binary 
number and the real parameter number matched. Without adopted this technique, the 
parameter range is not grantee to coverage the optimal solution.  
 
4.1.4 Limit cycle in override control system 
 
In 1981, Foss A.M. has drawn attention to a major concern with override control namely that 
limit cycle can occur. Indeed the system chosen by Foss is shown below (Foss, 1981): 
 
Figure 4.3: Foss’s override control system 
 
The system Foss’s proposes shows that limit cycle could happen in certain ranges of the set 
point. He also explains that limit cycle can occur when a limit is lowered. Thus an override 
control system could exhibit good transient responses for a range of set-point changes. 
Lowest 
win 
control: 
lowest 
error 
goes 
through 
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However, for another range of set points the system could start to limit cycle. For this reason 
it is important to know the exact range which the override system will not limit cycle.   
 
Figure 4.4: Foss’s override control system without and with limit cycle when set point 
changing 
As the figure show above, when the set point are v1=-0.1 v2=10 at the beginning, there is no 
limit cycle. However, when the set point changes to v1=0.2 v2=2.7, then the system limit 
cycles. The boundary of set point over which limit cycle will not occur involves a search on 
each set point. The solution space is the same as a non-dominated Pareto front. This problem 
of detecting when a limit cycle will occur can thus be solved using a multi-objective genetic 
algorithm.  
 
4.2 Genetic design of single input multi output override control 
systems 
 
In this section, a one input two outputs override control system is introduced. This override 
control system has two controllers. The controllers will switch if the errors on the control 
loops change.  
 
In this example, there are two different control systems to be designed: 
 Loop one under control 
 Loop two under control 
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Because the override control system is focused on the lowest error, the cost function for the 
override control will be the control loops that is active. 
 
When investigating override control system the outputs will react to the controller inputs. 
Systems where one output goes positive and another goes negative for the same input are 
problematic in override situations. This is because when a limit is lowered the controlled 
output goes down, but the other output goes up and force a switching to take place which can 
in some cause result in limit cycles.  
 
The one input two outputs override control system is shown in figure 4.3 
 
Figure 4.5: One input two output override control system with negative sign in steady-state 
transfer function matrix 
 
As figure 4.3 shows, the two transfer functions are  
 
8126
16
231 


sss
sg ……………………………………………………………(4.5) 
and  
 
27279
81
232 

sss
sg ………………………………………………………..…(4.6) 
 
Because there are two error 1e and 2e , if 1e wins, the 11 eKeKu ipk  ; if 1e wins, 
the 22 eKeKu ipk  ; then the control system is updated kkk uuu  1 . So there 
are two PI controller 1pK and 1iK for loop one under control and 2pK and 2iK for loop two under 
 
Lowest win control: 
e1<e2, then e1 win 
e2<e1, then e2 win 
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control, and 1kp , 2kp , 1ki and 2ki are the four parameter need to be designed by the genetic 
algorithm.  
The parameter ranges are:  
 01968.002952.01 pK  and  1332.01998.01 iK  
 02952.001968.02 pK  and  1998.01332.02 iK   
 
The Global Optimisation cost function is calculated by adding the ISE for loop one when 
under control plus the ISE for the loop two when under control. The single cost function 
genetic algorithm is going to minimum this cost function. When the single cost function GA 
has applied, the Max is chosen as 50, the parameter range movement code is used. The 
genetic algorithm was run for 5000 generations with a population size of 100, the sampling 
time is 0.1. The following values were then obtained from the genetic algorithm: 
 
The genetic algorithm results are: 
0489.01 pK and 3310.01 iK for loop one under control. 
0472.02 pK and 319.02 iK for loop two under control 
 
The set point for loop one V1 is set at 1.0 and changes to 2 after 600 sample time. The set 
point for loop two V2 is set at 2 and changes to -2 at 600 sample time.  
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Therefore, the output of the system is as figure below shows 
 
Figure 4.6: System output of the one input two output override control system with negative 
sign in steady-state transfer function matrix 
 
The output for system  
 
8126
16
231 


sss
sg is 1y ;  
the output for system  
 
27279
81
232 

sss
sg  is 2y .  
As the figure 4.6 shows, for the first 600 seconds 1G  is under control. However, at 600 
seconds, the set point one V1 has changed from 1 to 2 and the set point two V2 has changed 
to from 2 to -2, then the system 2G is under control. In this Simulation, the override control 
system ensures one output is tracking and the other is below its set point.  
Then the ISE for the override control system are: 
1y  
2y  
v 1 
v 2 
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The ISE of loop one under control 79853421.38709861 e  
The ISE of loop two under control 5745053.765163292 e  
 
4.2.1 Limit Cycle override control system 
 
In some situations a control system can be designed which appear to be stable. However, if 
the set points are changed to other values a limit cycle will occur. For example if after 600 
seconds the set point for loop 1 is set at V1= 1.0, then a limit cycle starts. The output of the 
system is shown in figure 4.7 
 
Figure 4.7: System output of the one input two output override control system with negative 
sign in steady-state transfer function matrix 
 
1y  
2y  
1v  
2v  
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If the set point returned to V2 equal to 2.0 then the limit cycle will stop. Thus when designing 
an override control system it is also important to know what range of set point make sure the 
system remain stable and not limit cycle.  
 
4.3 Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm search for the limit cycle 
boundary for single input multi outputs override control 
systems 
 
In this section, a one input two outputs override control system is introduced. This override 
control system has two controllers. The controllers will switch if the errors on the control 
loops change.  
 
In this example, there are two different control systems to be designed: 
 Loop one under control 
 Loop two under control 
 
Once an override control system has been designed. It is important to find out the range of set 
point when it will not limit cycle. In order to determine the set point values a multi-objective 
genetic algorithm can be deployed. This is because the search involves looking at each set 
point in turn and looking for the boundary between stability and limit cycling. The 
non-dominated Pareto front approach is well suited to solve such a problem.  
 
As figure 4.17 shows, the one input two output override control system shown below. 
 
     Figure 4.8: One input two output override control system 
As figure 4.8shows, the two transfer functions are 
 
Lowest win control: 
e1<e2, then e1 wins 
e2<e1, then e2 wins 
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 
8126
16
231 


sss
sg ……………………………………………………………(4.7) 
and  
 
27279
81
232 

sss
sg ……………………………………………………..……(4.8) 
As the pervious result shows in this chapter, this system is more likely have limit cycle if the 
set point is in a specific range. Because there are two set points and the limit cycle will 
happen with the combination of reduce those two set points. The system loop will switch 
when other loop’s error become lower. So the limit cycle boundary is very hard to find. 
Therefore, it is necessary to search for the boundary of the combination of two set points such 
that the system will not limit cycle. This type of objective is a Pareto front.  
 
To find the boundary between set point V1 and set point V2 when the system will start to limit 
cycle the multi-objective genetic algorithm is deployed, the parameters used by the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm designs are the two set points V1 and V2. The parameter 
range is chosen from the set point values when the override control system has limit cycles. 
The parameter ranges are: 
 25.11 V  
 232 V  
As the multi-objective genetic algorithm is searching only the non limit cycle set point value 
will be kept in the population non-dominated solution will be given a higher fitness.. The 
controller is fixed as 
0246.01 pK and 1665.01 iK for loop two under control 
0246.02 pK and 1665.02 iK for loop one under control 
 
The length of bit is 10, and multi-objective genetic algorithm is going to search the two set 
points simultaneously. If the set points make the override control system limit cycle, then this 
individual will be removed from the population. The genetic algorithm was run for 1000 
generations with a population size of 1000. 
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The multi-objective genetic algorithm was then used, and the plot of two set points which 
ensure the override control system does not limit cycle is shown in figure 4.9 
 
Figure 4.9: set points for no limit cycle Pareto front plot 
 
The plot in figure 4.9 shows the set point boundary V1 and V2 when limit cycles will occur. 
Any combination of the two set points which are below the boundary will result in the 
override control system limit cycling.  
 
When the set points are chosen above the boundary means the override control system will 
not limit cycle, the two set point value are V1=0 andV2=0.1. The set point one V1 is equal to 
1 at start of simulates, and set point twoV2 equal to 2; when the two of system outputs are 
stable, at 200 seconds, the set point one V1 changes to 0 and set point two V2 changes to 0.1.  
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Therefore, the output of the system is as figure 4.10 shows 
 
Figure 4.10: System output of the one input two output override control system with negative 
sign in steady-state transfer function matrix 
 
As figure show above, there is no limit cycle in the override control system.  
 
However, When the set point is chosen below the boundary the override control system will 
limit cycle, the two set point value are V1 = 0 and V2= -0.5. The set point V1 = 1 at start of 
the simulation, and the set point V2 = 2. Both system outputs are stable, at 200 seconds, the 
set point is lowered such that V1 = 0 and set point V2 = -0.5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1y  
2y  
Set point 1 
Set point 2 
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Therefore, the output of the system is as figure 4.11 shows 
 
Figure 4.11: System output of the one input two output override control system with negative 
sign in steady-state transfer function matrix 
 
As figure shows in figure 4.11, there is limit cycle in the override control system. This feature 
of the multi-objective genetic algorithm to find out the boundary of limit cycling is a very 
useful result.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1y  
2y  
Set point 1 
Set point 2 
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4.4  Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm design of single input multi 
outputs override control systems 
 
In this section, a one input two outputs override control system previously introduced is 
considered. This override control system has two controllers. The controllers will switch if 
the errors on the control loops change.  
 
In this example, there are two different control systems to be designed: 
 Loop one under control 
 Loop two under control 
 
There are two ways to trade-off the performance between loops. The first technique is adding 
weighting factor on all loops. However, the value of weighting factor is very hard to choose. 
However, if the multi-objective genetic algorithm is used to search for the controllers, the use 
of weighting factors can be avoided, because the multi-objective genetic algorithm uses a 
non-dominated Pareto front method to provide a family of solutions.   
 
As figure 4.12 shows, the one input two output override control system shown below. 
 
     Figure 4.12: One input two output override control system 
As figure 4.12 shows, the two transfer functions are 
8126
16
231 


sss
G ………………………………………………………….……(4.9) 
and  
27279
81
232 

sss
G ……………………………………………………………...…(4.10) 
 
Lowest win control: 
e1<e2, then e1 win 
e2<e1, then e2 win 
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Multi-objective genetic algorithm also could design a family of controller that trade-off the 
two system loop performances. With this multi-objective genetic algorithm, the parameters to 
be found by the multi-objective genetic algorithm are the controllers for each loop under 
control. The parameter range is chosen as same as single cost function genetic algorithm 
Global Optimisation situation. The population will be selected based on the non-dominated 
Pareto front method.  
 
When using the multi-objective genetic algorithm the two cost function are ISE1 which is the 
ISE for loop 1 under control and ISE2 which is the ISE for loop 2 under control. A trade-off 
between the performance in each loop can then be made by using the data from figure 4.13 
 
Figure 4.13: Pareto front plot for the trade-off performance 
The plot shows the points for the Pareto front of the two control loop ISE’s for the override 
control system.   
ISE 1 
IS
E
 2
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4.5  Multi inputs multi outputs override control system 
 
In this section, a two inputs three outputs override control system is introduced, this override 
control system has three controllers which will switch if the errors in the control loop change.  
 
The design of multiple inputs multiple outputs override control systems is make more 
complex, because of the possibility of the system limit cycling under certain set point values. 
In this example, there are three different control systems to be designed: 
 
If e1<e3 and e2<e3, then loop one and two under control: 
 
    











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
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


2
1
12
2
1
12
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 11 ez  and 22 ez   
The cost function for the period of system is ISEloop 1 and 2 under control = ISEset-point tracking + 
ISEinteraction for both loops have same size set point changing. 
 
If e1<e2 and e3<e2, then loop one and three under control 
 
    











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




3
1
13
3
1
13
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 11 ez  and 33 ez   
The cost function for the period of system is ISEloop 1 and 3 under control = ISEset-point tracking + 
ISEinteraction for both loops have same size set point changing. 
 
If e2<e1 and e3<e1, then loop two and three under control 
 
    











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




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2
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2
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2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 22 ez  and 33 ez   
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The cost function for the period of system is ISEloop 2 and 3 under control = ISEset-point tracking + 
ISEinteraction for both loops have same size set point changing. 
 
Therefore, the cost function for the single cost function genetic algorithm is ISEsingle cost 
function= ISEloop 1 and 2 under control + ISEloop 1 and 3 under control + ISEloop 2 and 3 under control.  
 
This section is going to show that the multi-inputs multi-outputs override control system can 
sometime be stable for some set point values and limit cycle for other set point values. This is 
demonstrated through two examples. The first example the multi-inputs multi-outputs 
override control system does not have limit cycles. The second multi-inputs multi-outputs 
override control system does exhibit limit cycles.  
 
4.5.1 No limit cycle override control: 
 
The block diagram for the multi input multi output override control system is shown in figure 
4.14: 
 
Figure 4.14: Multi input multi output override control system block diagram 
 
As figure above shows, the six transfer functions are  
Lowest two win control: 
e1>e2 & e1>e3: then e2 &e3 
wins 
e2>e1 & e2>e3: then e1 &e3 
wins 
e3>e1 & e3>e2: then e1 &e2 
wins 
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133
1
231 

sss
G ……………………………………………………………….(4.11) 
8126
16
232 


sss
G …………………………………………………………..…(4.12) 
27279
81
233 

sss
G ……………………………………….………………...…(4.13) 
6116
18
234 


sss
G ……………….…………………………………………..…(4.14) 
24269
24
235 

sss
G …………………………………………………….…...…(4.15) 
and 
10178
10
236 


sss
G ……………………………………………………….……(4.16) 
 
The controllers are:  
If e1<e3 and e2<e3, then loop one and two under control: 
 
    










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where 11 ez  and 22 ez   
The cost function for the period of system is ISEloop 1 and 2 under control = ISEset-point tracking + 
ISEinteraction for both loops have same size set point changing. 
 
If e1<e2 and e3<e2, then loop one and three under control 
 
    











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


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1
13
2
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z
z
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e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 11 ez  and 33 ez   
The cost function for the period of system is ISEloop 1 and 3 under control = ISEset-point tracking + 
ISEinteraction for both loops have same size set point changing. 
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If e2<e1 and e3<e1, then loop two and three under control 
 
    







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u
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where 22 ez  and 33 ez   
The cost function for the period of system is ISEloop 2 and 3 under control = ISEset-point tracking + 
ISEinteraction for both loops have same size set point changing. 
 
The cost function for this design is ISEsingle cost function= ISEloop 1 and 2 under control + ISEloop 1 and 3 
under control + ISEloop 2 and 3 under control. 
 
The design of single cost function genetic algorithm the cost function is the sum of set point 
tracking ISE plus the interaction ISE for the loop under control. The genetic algorithm was 
run for 5000 generation with a population size of 100, the following values were obtained 
from the genetic algorithm. 
 
The PI controllers are  









0024.04376.0
4925.02635.0
12pK 








1351.02899.0
4687.00936.0
12iK  
And 







0021.09921.0
3207.00001.0
23pK 






8320.07916.1
5213.05290.0
23iK              
and 









0003.06579.0
2886.00002.0
13pK 







0933.02505.0
3521.00
13iK  
The set point one V1 = 1 at the start of the simulation, and set point two V2 = 2 and set point 
three V3 = 3. When the three of system outputs are stable, the set point two is changed to V2 
= 3 and set point three is changed to V3 = -4 and set point V1 is remain constant, and when it 
is stable again, the set point one is changed to V1=5 and set point two is changed to V2=2, set 
point three V3 is remain constant.  
Therefore, the output of the system is like the figures shows 
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Figure 4.15: Output 1 for Multi input multi 
output override control system  
 
Figure 4.16: Output 2 for Multi input multi 
output override control system 
 
Figure 4.17: Output 3 for Multi input multi 
output override control system 
 
As figure 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 shows, the multi input multi output override control system is 
tracking and stable. Up to 1000 second, the output y1 and y2 are under control. Between 1000 
and 2000 second, the output y1 and y3 are taking over control. And at the last part time period, 
the output y2 and y3 are under control.  
 
 
 
 
 
1y  
1v  
2y  
2v  
3y  
3v  
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4.5.2 Limit cycle override control: 
 
However, for the same multi-inputs multi-outputs override control system, with the same 
controllers, if the set points changes to another range the system will exhibit limit cycle. For 
example, if the set point one V1= 1 at start of the simulation, and set point two V2= 20 and 
set point three V3= 10; and then the set point one V1 is changed to V1= -100 and the set point 
two V2 is changed to V2= -14.2 and set point three V3 is kept constant, then the system will 
limit cycle. But if the set points are changed back to the initial values, the system will stop 
limit cycling.  
 
Therefore, the output of the system is like the figures shows 
 
Figure 4.19: Output 1 for Multi input multi 
output override control system  
 
Figure 4.20: Output 2 for Multi input multi 
output override control system 
 
Figure 4.21: Output 3 for Multi input multi 
output override control system
1y  
1v  
2y  2v  
3y  
3v  
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As figure 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 shows, the system at the start of the simulation is stable and 
tracking. But at the 200 to 2000 seconds the three outputs start to limit cycle. Finally it can be 
seen that all of them stop limit cycling when the set points are changed back to initial values.  
 
4.6  Genetic design of multi inputs multi outputs override control 
system 
 
The design of self-selecting multivariable controllers has been addressed by Jones A.H., 
Porter B. and Chrysanthou A (Jones, Porter and Chrysanthou, 1988). However, such 
controllers used a multivariable decoupling approach to design the controller structure, and 
the final controller had to be tuned manually. The multivariable override control system could 
be designed using genetic algorithms and this technique could design the controller by using 
an appropriate cost function for the genetic search.  
 
The total ISE is equal to the sum of ISE for each output, and each output ISE is equal to the 
ISE calculated by the set point tracking plus the ISE calculated by the interaction. For 
example, there is a two inputs and three output system: 
 
   
   
   
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Then ISE for each individual outputs will be like below: 










3231
2221
1211
ISEISE
ISEISE
ISEISE
 
 
Because this is two inputs three outputs override control system, there are three ISEs for three 
different system control situations.  
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If the system is under loop 1 and 2 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 1 and 2 under control: 
ISE1= [(ISE11 + ISE12)set point tracking + ( ISE21 + ISE22) interaction] + [(ISE11 + ISE12 )interaction + 
(ISE21 + ISE22)set point tracking] 
 
If the system is under loop 1 and 3 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 1 and 3 under control: 
ISE2= [(ISE11 + ISE12)set point tracking + ( ISE31 + ISE32) interaction] + [(ISE11 + ISE12 )interaction + 
(ISE31 + ISE32)set point tracking] 
 
If the system is under loop 2 and 3 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 2 and 3 under control: 
ISE3= [(ISE21 + ISE22)set point tracking + ( ISE31 + ISE32) interaction] + [(ISE21 + ISE22 )interaction + 
(ISE31 + ISE32)set point tracking] 
 
Therefore, for the single cost function GA, the cost function ISE (Integral Square of Error) is 
calculated by: 
   332211
2
ISEISEISEdte      
where i is the weight factor of each ISE. 
 
In this section, a two inputs three outputs override control system is introduced, this override 
control system has three controllers which will switch if the errors in the control loop change.  
 
The design of multiple inputs multiple outputs override control systems is make more 
complex, because of the possibility of the system limit cycling under certain set point values. 
In this example, there are three different control systems to be designed: 
 
If e1<e3 and e2<e3, then loop one and two under control: 
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where 11 ez  and 22 ez   
 
If e1<e2 and e3<e2, then loop one and three under control 
    
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where 11 ez  and 33 ez   
If e2<e1 and e3<e1, then loop two and three under control 
    
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where 22 ez  and 33 ez   
 
In this chapter, the controllers for the multi-inputs multi-outputs override control system will 
be designed and tuned by the single cost function genetic algorithm.  
 
The block diagram for the multi input multi output override control system is shown figure 
4.18:. 
 
Figure 4.22: Multi input multi output override control system block diagram 
 
As figure above shows, the six transfer functions are  
Lowest two win control: 
e1>e2 & e1>e3: then e2 &e3 
wins 
e2>e1 & e2>e3: then e1 &e3 
wins 
e3>e1 & e3>e2: then e1 &e2 
wins 
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And 
10178
10
236 


sss
G .………………………………………………………………...(4.22) 
 
Hence, there are three individual controllers for three different control loop combinations, the 
control loops switch when the errors in the control loop change. So the system input: 
 
If e1<e3 and e2<e3, then loop one and two under control: 
    

















2
1
12
2
1
12
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 11 ez  and 22 ez   
 
If e1<e2 and e3<e2, then loop one and three under control 
    

















3
1
13
3
1
13
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 11 ez  and 33 ez   
 
If e2<e1 and e3<e1, then loop two and three under control 
    

















3
2
23
3
2
23
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 22 ez  and 33 ez   
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where three different PI controller parameters are:  







2221
1211
1
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k 






2221
1211
1
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k  
And 







4241
3231
2
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k 






4241
3231
2
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k  
And 







6261
5251
3
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k 






6261
5251
3
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k  
and 11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 31pk , 32pk , 41pk , 42pk , 51pk , 52pk , 61pk , 62pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik , 22ik , 31ik , 32ik
, 41ik , 42ik , 51ik , 52ik , 61ik and 62ik are the parameters need be to design by genetic algorithm. 
The design of single cost function genetic algorithm the cost function is the sum of set point 
tracking ISE plus the interaction ISE for the loop under control. The genetic algorithm was 
run for 5000 generation with a population size of 100, the following values were obtained 
from the genetic algorithm. 
 
The PI controllers are:  







0.0024-0.4376-
0.4925-0.2635-
1pK 






0.1351-0.2899-
0.4687-0.0936-
1iK     
and 







0.00210.9921
0.32070.0001
2pK 






0.83201.7916
0.52160.5290
2iK     
and 







0.0003-0.6579-
0.28860.0002-
3pK 






0.09330.2505-
0.35210.0001
3iK .   
 
At the start of the simulation the set points V1 is set at V1=1 and V2=2 and V3=3. After 200 
seconds the set point V1 is changed to V1=0 with the others kept constant. At 400 seconds the 
set point V2 is changed to V2=1 with the other set points kept constant. At 600 seconds the set 
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point V2 and V3 are changed to V2=1 and V3=-2 with V1 kept constant. At 800 seconds the set 
point V1 is changed to V1=-1 with the other set points kept constant. At 1000 seconds the set 
point V3 is changed to V3=-3 with the other two kept constant. At 1200 seconds the set point 
V1 and V2 are changed to V1=13 and V2=2 with set point V3 kept constant. At 1400 seconds 
the set point V2 is changed to V2=1 with the other set points kept constant. At 1600 seconds 
the set point V3 is changed to V3=-4 with the other set points kept constant.  
 
Therefore, the output of the system is like the figures shows below: 
 
 
Figure 4.23: The output 1 and 2 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
Figure 4.24: The output 1 and 3 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
 
Figure 4.25: The output 2 and 3 for multi 
input multi output override control system  
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As figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 shows, the multi input multi output override control system is 
stable and set point tracking. First the output y1 and y2 are under control. Then set point 
change in both outputs and then switch to output y1 and y3 under control. Then set point 
change in both outputs and then switch to output y2 and y3 under control. Then set point 
change in both outputs.   
 
In this section, the cost function is the sum of the set point tracking ISE and the interaction 
ISE of the loops under control. The weight factors are all equal to 1. To use the single cost 
function genetic algorithm to design the multi-inputs multi-outputs override control system 
will provide the controllers with good system performance.  
 
The ISE of genetic algorithm design override control system 
The ISE1 for loop 1 and 2 under control 49397821.75410131 ISE  
The ISE2 for loop 1 and 3 under control 60519618.62130172 ISE   
The ISE3 for loop 2 and 3 under control 66569117.02897003 ISE   
The sum of all three 76486557.4043731ISE   
 
4.7  Multi-objective Genetic algorithm search for the limit cycle 
boundary for multi inputs multi outputs override control 
systems 
 
In this section, the two inputs three outputs override control system is previously used in 
considered. This override control system has three controllers which will switch if the errors 
in the control loop change.  
 
The design of multiple inputs multiple outputs override control systems is made more 
complex, because of the possibility of the system limit cycling under certain set point values.  
So in this example, the three controllers are fixed and the parameters searched for by 
multi-objective genetic algorithm are the three set points when the system begins to limit 
cycle. As there are a family of set points and not just a single point, the multi-objective 
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genetic algorithm can search for the non-dominated Pareto front solution for V1, V2 and V3 
for the multivariable override control system has no limit cycle. 
 Set point V1 for the loop one 
 Set point V2 for the loop two 
 Set point V3 for the loop three 
 
In this section, the multi-objective genetic algorithm is used to determine boundary between 
the family set points that make the multi-inputs multi-outputs override control system limit 
cycle or not under the fixed controllers. All the set points values are selected by the 
non-dominated Pareto front method. 
 
The block diagram for the multi input multi output override control system is shown in figure 
4.22: 
 
Figure 4.26: Multi input multi output override control system block diagram 
 
As figure above shows, the six transfer functions are  
133
1
231 

sss
G ………………………………………………………………….…(4.23) 
8126
16
232 


sss
G ………………………………………………………………..…(4.24) 
Lowest two win control: 
e1>e2 & e1>e3: then e2 &e3 
wins 
e2>e1 & e2>e3: then e1 &e3 
wins 
e3>e1 & e3>e2: then e1 &e2 
wins 
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27279
81
233 


sss
G ………………………………………………………….…(4.25) 
6116
18
234 


sss
G …………………………………………………………...…(4.26) 
24269
24
235 

sss
G ……………………………………………………………...…(4.27) 
And 
10178
10
236 


sss
G …………………………………………………………………(4.28) 
 
The multi-objective genetic algorithm was used to determine the Pareto front which defines 
where the system will limit cycle or not. When the multi-objective genetic algorithm has 
applied, the number of population is 1000, the Pareto front population size is 250, the 
parameters range V1=[20 30], V2=[95 110] and V3=[15 30], the genetic algorithm run for 
1000 generations.  
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The family of solutions which emerge from the genetic algorithm solutions are shown in 
figure 4.24: 
 
Figure 4.27: Multi input multi output override control system  
The results from the Pareto front are in a 3 dimensional spaces and relate a surface in the 
set-point space V1, V2 and V3. Value of V1, V2 and V3 chosen below this boundary will result 
in the system limit cycle. However, value of V1, V2 and V3 chosen above the boundary will 
result in the system not limit cycling. 
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4.8  Multi-objective Genetic algorithm design of multi input multi 
output override control systems 
 
In this section, the two inputs three outputs override control system previously used is 
considered, this override control system has three controllers which will switch if the errors 
in the control loop change.  
 
The design of multiple inputs multiple outputs override control systems is make more 
complex, because of the possibility that the system mat limit cycle under certain set point 
values.  
 
The total ISE is equal to the sum of ISE for each output, and each output ISE is equal to the 
ISE calculated by the set point tracking plus the ISE calculated by the interaction. For 
example, there is a two inputs and three output system: 
 
   
   
   




























2
1
3332
2221
1211
3
2
1
u
u
sgsg
sgsg
sgsg
y
y
y
 
 
Then ISE for each individual outputs will be like below: 










3231
2221
1211
ISEISE
ISEISE
ISEISE
 
 
Because this is two inputs three outputs override control system, there are three ISEs for three 
different system control situations.  
 
If the system is under loop 1 and 2 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 1 and 2 under control: 
ISE1= [(ISE11 + ISE12)set point tracking + ( ISE21 + ISE22) interaction] + [(ISE11 + ISE12 )interaction + 
(ISE21 + ISE22)set point tracking] 
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If the system is under loop 1 and 3 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 1 and 3 under control: 
ISE2= [(ISE11 + ISE12)set point tracking + ( ISE31 + ISE32) interaction] + [(ISE11 + ISE12 )interaction + 
(ISE31 + ISE32)set point tracking] 
 
If the system is under loop 2 and 3 control, the total ISE for the override control system when 
loop 2 and 3 under control: 
ISE3= [(ISE21 + ISE22)set point tracking + ( ISE31 + ISE32) interaction] + [(ISE21 + ISE22 )interaction + 
(ISE31 + ISE32)set point tracking] 
 
Therefore, for the single cost function GA, the cost function ISE (Integral Square of Error) is 
calculated by: 
   332211
2
ISEISEISEdte      
where i is the weight factor of each ISE. 
 
In this example, there are three different control systems to be designed: 
If e1<e3 and e2<e3, then loop one and two under control: 
    

















2
1
12
2
1
12
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 11 ez  and 22 ez   
 
If e1<e2 and e3<e2, then loop one and three under control 
    

















3
1
13
3
1
13
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
where 11 ez  and 33 ez   
 
If e2<e1 and e3<e1, then loop two and three under control 
    

















3
2
23
3
2
23
2
1
z
z
k
e
e
k
u
u
ip  
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where 22 ez  and 33 ez   
 
where three different PI controller parameters are:  







2221
1211
1
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k 






2221
1211
1
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k  
And 







4241
3231
2
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k 






4241
3231
2
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k  
And 







6261
5251
3
pp
pp
p kk
kk
k 






6261
5251
3
ii
ii
i
kk
kk
k  
and 11pk , 12pk , 21pk , 22pk , 31pk , 32pk , 41pk , 42pk , 51pk , 52pk , 61pk , 62pk , 11ik , 12ik , 21ik , 22ik , 31ik , 32ik
, 41ik , 42ik , 51ik , 52ik , 61ik and 62ik are the parameters need be to design by genetic algorithm. 
 
In this section, the controllers for the multi-inputs multi-outputs override control system will 
be designed by the multi-objective genetic algorithm. Because there are three different 
control systems, then there are three trade-off ISE in this design method: the ISE for the loop 
one and two under control, the ISE for the loop one and three under control and the ISE for 
the loop two and three under control. 
 
The block diagram for the multi input multi output override control system can be designed 
like figure 4.19 shows: 
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Figure 4.28: Multi input multi output override control system block diagram 
As figure 4.24 shows, the six transfer functions are  
133
1
231 

sss
G ………………………………………………………………….…(4.29) 
8126
16
232 


sss
G ………………………………………………………………..…(4.30) 
27279
81
233 

sss
G ……………………...………………………………….…(4.31) 
6116
18
234 


sss
G …………………………………………………………...…(4.32) 
24269
24
235 

sss
G ……………………………………………………………...…(4.33) 
and 
10178
10
236 


sss
G …………………………………………………………………(4.34) 
 
In the Pareto optimization method, the multivariable objective GA is searching for three 
multivariable PI controllers which minimum the cost function. In this multi-objective design, 
the simulation is running with fixed set points changes and all of the set-points are changed 
such that all three control loops are active during the simulation. This ensures that the three 
cost functions can be evaluated correctly. The three performance cost function are ISE1 for 
Lowest two win control: 
e1>e2 & e1>e3: then e2 &e3 
wins 
e2>e1 & e2>e3: then e1 &e3 
wins 
e3>e1 & e3>e2: then e1 &e2 
wins 
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the loop 1 and 2 under control, ISE2 for the loop 1 and 3 under control, ISE3 for the loop 2 
and 3 under control. The multi-objective genetic algorithm will provide a family of 
non-dominate Pareto front solutions are with each controller being individual optimised. 
 
By using the Pareto front method, the ISE for loop 1 and 2 under control, loop 1 and 3 under 
control and loop 2 and 3 under control are optimised on a non-dominated Pareto front method. 
In order to demonstrate the solutions that is produced. Four specific non-dominated Pareto 
front solutions are reviewed, they are the minimum value for ISE1 for loop 1 and 2 under 
control, the minimum value for ISE2 for loop 1 and 3 under control, the minimum value for 
ISE3 for loop 2 and 3 under control and the minimum value for sum of all ISE:  
  ISE1 ISE2 ISE3 sum of ISE 
1 22.41792725 22.54515627 17.753888 62.71697152 
2 23.71336706 18.58923116 18.00910795 60.31170617 
3 22.51944439 19.30182201 17.15953263 58.98079904 
Table 4.1: the Pareto front solutions of three ISE 
 
Minimum value for loop 1 and 2 under control 
As the result shows in table 4.1, ISE1, ISE2, ISE3 and sum of ISE results compare with the 
result in section 4.6: 
The ISE1 for loop 1 and 2 under control ISE1=21.75 
The ISE2 for loop 1 and 3 under control ISE2=18.62  
The ISE3 for loop 2 and 3 under control ISE3=17.03  
The sum of all three ISE=57.40 
Only the ISE1 value is similar with the section 4.6 result, other ISE are all larger. This means 
the ISE for loop 1 and 2 under control might cannot optimise any future.  
 
As table 4.1 shows above, the red marked sum of three ISE is the lowest one, then the 
controllers for this design are:  







0.06240.3858-
0.5121-0.3142-
12pK 






0.1799-0.2614-
0.4531-0.0870-
12iK  
And 
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






0.01920.9794
0.39230.0652-
23pK 






0.83931.8427
0.49230.5437
23iK              
and 







0.0668-0.7469-
0.35790.0646
13pK 






0.09370.2939-
0.35120.0671
13iK . 
 
Therefore, the output of the system is like the figures shows below: 
 
 
Figure 4.29: The output 1 and 2 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
Figure 4.30: The output 1 and 3 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
 
Figure 4.31: The output 2 and 3 for multi 
input multi output override control system  
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Minimum value for loop 1 and 3 under control 
As the result shows in table 4.1, ISE1, ISE2, ISE3 and sum of ISE results compare with the 
results in section 4.6: 
The ISE1 for loop 1 and 2 under control ISE1=21.75 
The ISE2 for loop 1 and 3 under control ISE2=18.62  
The ISE3 for loop 2 and 3 under control ISE3=17.03  
The sum of all three ISE=57.40 
The ISE2 value is smaller than the section 4.6 result. Other ISE is a little larger than the 
section 4.6 result. This shows multi-objective genetic algorithm could optimise this channel 
better. 
 
As table 4.1 shows, the red marked sum of three ISE is the lowest one, then the controllers 
for this design are:  







0.0453-0.5016-
0.4140-0.3208-
12pK 






0.0505-0.3003-
0.5344-0.0061-
12iK  
And 







0.03190.9094
0.22850.0832
23pK 






0.85571.8128
0.53100.5152
23iK              
and 







0.0394-0.7373-
0.25290.0788-
13pK 






0.05010.2369-
0.35940.0083-
13iK . 
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Therefore, the output of the system is like the figures shows below: 
 
 
Figure 4.32: The output 1 and 2 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
Figure 4.33: The output 1 and 3 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
 
Figure 4.34: The output 2 and 3 for multi 
input multi output override control system  
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Minimum value for loop 2 and 3 under control 
As the result shows in table 4.1, ISE1, ISE2, ISE3 and sum of ISE results compare with the 
results in section 4.6: 
The ISE1 for loop 1 and 2 under control ISE1=21.75 
The ISE2 for loop 1 and 3 under control ISE2=18.62  
The ISE3 for loop 2 and 3 under control ISE3=17.03  
The sum of all three ISE=57.40 
The ISE3 value is very similar with the section 4.6 result. Other ISE is a little larger than the 
section 4.6 result. This shows multi-objective genetic algorithm might not able to improve 
this channel any further. 
 
As table shows above, the red marked sum of three ISE is the lowest one, then the controllers 
for this design are:  







0.07250.5272-
0.4812-0.2935-
12pK 






0.2292-0.2114-
0.5397-0.1445-
12iK  
And 







0.0652-1.0183
0.27130.0369
23pK 






0.85571.6917
0.47140.5222
23iK              
and 







0.0011-0.6924-
0.23140.0949
13pK 






0.05990.2789-
0.40980.0634
13iK . 
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Therefore, the output of the system is like the figures shows below: 
 
 
Figure 4.35: The output 1 and 2 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
Figure 4.36: The output 1 and 3 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
 
Figure 4.37: The output 2 and 3 for multi 
input multi output override control system  
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Minimum value for sum of ISE: 
As the result shows in table 4.1, ISE1, ISE2, ISE3 and sum of ISE results compare with the 
results in section 4.6: 
The ISE1 for loop 1 and 2 under control ISE1=21.75 
The ISE2 for loop 1 and 3 under control ISE2=18.62  
The ISE3 for loop 2 and 3 under control ISE3=17.03  
The sum of all three ISE=57.40 
The sum of ISE value is very similar with the section 4.6 result. Other ISE is a little larger 
than the section 4.6 result. This shows multi-objective genetic algorithm might not able to 
improve this channel any further. 
 
As table shows above, the red marked sum of three ISE is the lowest one, then the controllers 
for this design are:  







0.06240.3858-
0.5121-0.3142-
12pK 






0.1799-0.2614-
0.4531-0.0870-
12iK  
And 







0.01920.9794
0.39230.0652-
23pK 






0.83931.8427
0.49230.5437
23iK              
and 







0.0668-0.7469-
0.35790.0646
13pK 






0.09370.2939-
0.35120.0671
13iK . 
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Therefore, the output of the system is like the figures shows below: 
 
 
Figure 4.38: The output 1 and 2 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
Figure 4.39: The output 1 and 3 under 
control for multi input multi output 
override control system 
 
Figure 4.40: The output 2 and 3 for multi 
input multi output override control system  
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4.9 Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, the both single cost function genetic algorithm and multi-objective genetic 
algorithm are used to design both single input multi-output and multi-input multi-output 
override control system. Moreover, the multi-objective genetic algorithm has been used to 
find out the set point change boundary which will makes the override control system limit 
cycle. 
The design and optimisation of multivariable override control system has recovered little 
attention as a research topic.  
In this thesis: 
 Genetic algorithm has been shown to be an ideal tool for both the design and 
optimisation of multivariable override controllers. As figure 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 shows, 
whichever outputs are selected to be controlled, the corresponding set-point tracking is 
good. 
 There is an advantage in design the multivariable override controller using a 
multi-objective genetic algorithm as this can individually optimise the combination of 
outputs that be controlled in one run of the genetic algorithm. As table 4.1 shows the 
family of Pareto front solutions are evolved. Those design include all combination of 
outputs are selected to be controlled and all optimal. The designer could choose any 
design which satisfy their need.  
 The issue of where a multivariable override control system limit cycles is clearly very 
important. The multi-objective genetic algorithm has been shown to be an ideal tool to 
accurately define the set-point boundary beyond which the override control system will 
limit cycle (see example in figure 4.27). 
According to these conclusions, the recommendations are: 
 To use the genetic algorithm to evolve the controllers for the override control system to 
ensure the system has good performance whichever outputs are selected to be controlled, 
the corresponding set-point tracking is good. 
 To use single cost function genetic algorithm if the designer knows the trade-off 
performance weighting factor in each control groups and the designer looking for a 
single optimal solution.  
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 To use the multi-objective genetic algorithm if the designer is looking for the all 
combination of trade-off performance whichever outputs are selected to be controlled. 
 To use the multi-objective genetic algorithm to find out the set point boundary beyond 
which the override control system will limit cycle. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSION 
5.1 Overview 
In this thesis the design and tuning of multivariable control system has been addressed. There 
are two main types of system: the first one is number of inputs is equal to the number of 
outputs which is defined as the square multivariable control systems, the second one is where 
the number of inputs is not equal to the number of outputs. They are called non-square 
multivariable control systems. Non-square multivariable control system has two types, firstly 
the systems which have more inputs than outputs and secondly systems which have more 
outputs than inputs. In the case of more inputs than outputs, the design involves fail-safe 
control. In the case of more outputs than inputs, the design involves an override control 
system. 
 
Because of the nature of the multivariable control system design problem, where there are a 
group of optimisation objectives associate with each set point tracking loop and interactions. 
A single cost function can result in an optimal solution, but this optimal solution can contain 
poor performance in a sub-set of control loops. In order to avoid this issue, multi-objective 
genetic algorithm has been adopted to solve the multivariable control system design problem. 
The multi-objective genetic algorithm design procedure results in all the individual control 
loops simultaneously to be optimised. Therefore, with multi-objective genetic algorithm the 
design procedure will provide the optimal individual control loop objectives and optimal the 
global objectives. 
 
There are only limited techniques of design procedures for multivariable control system 
design for system which there are more inputs than outputs. One of the main design method 
was introduced by R.N.Fripp(1988) who developed a fail-safe design procedure for single 
failure situation. In this thesis the genetic design of fail-safe controller for multiple failures 
has been addressed and in the case where solutions exist the genetic algorithm has been used 
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to design and tune optimal fail-safe controllers. In addition the multi-objective genetic 
algorithm has been applied to the fail-safe multivariable control system problems, the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm design procedure individually optimise the different failure 
situations and provide a family of solutions involving individual loops, and any individual 
loop solution can be chosen. 
 
There has only been a limited amount of work done on override control system design for 
multi-inputs and multi-outputs system. The design of override control was introduced by 
Alejandro A.L. and Joseph A.M. Furthermore, no design method has been proposed whilst 
can optimize the controllers. In this thesis the genetic algorithm has been used to design and 
optimal such override controller for multivariable systems. In addition, the multi-objective 
genetic algorithm has also been used to tune each controller configuration to be individually 
optimal. Due to the non-linear behavior of override control system, limit cycle can easily take 
place if the set points are changed from the original design situations. An important task of 
design override control system is to find out range of the set points which the override control 
system will not limit cycle. In this thesis the multi-objective genetic algorithm has been used 
to find the range of set points which no limit cycle can take place. This boundary of set points 
is the boundary of the override control system which will be stable or limit cycle. 
 
Computational methods for the design of multivariable control system have been developed 
in this thesis. The design methods can be used to design high performance stable controller 
for both multivariable square control system and multivariable non-square control system. In 
addition, the use multi-objective Genetic Algorithm to optimised and design the controllers 
has been presented and it has been shown be able to design very effective multivariable 
control system which can look at each loop individually without using any weighting factors. 
The following sections summarise the achievements under the three main headings. 
 
5.2 Square multivariable control system 
In the case of square multivariable control system design the decoupling design has been 
introduced by many researchers. This classic decoupling design only provides the system 
with stability and set point tracking, but those controllers have a set of tuning parameters that 
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have to be chosen by on-line tuning method. The tuning of such controllers has been carried 
out by using the single objective GA method. In the genetic algorithm tuning method, each 
set point tracking ISE and interaction ISE is one individual optimisation objective. If the 
designer needs to weight one of the outputs more than other this means the more important 
output needs better performance than the others. In this situation the single objective GA has 
to introduce weighting factor in front of each ISE in the cost function. However, the single 
objective GA only can deal with one final cost function, even with the weighting factors it 
cannot deal with more than one objective. In this thesis, there are two type of cost function 
have been used to optimised in the square multivariable control system: the first cost function 
is a Global optimisation, and the second type is called worst case optimisation. The Global 
optimisation cost function is calculated by adding all objective cost functions together with 
weighting factors; The Global optimisation cost function will provide the minimum sum of 
ISE for all objectives, but some of the individual ISE might have poor system output response, 
but this algorithm can only reduce the poor individual ISE by increasing the weighting factor. 
Alternately, the worst case optimisation cost function is the largest cost from the all 
individual objective cost. the worst case optimisation cost function cannot provide the 
minimum sum of ISE for all objectives compared with Global optimisation cost function, but 
will focused on the worst ISE objective only and reduced it. This cost function will result in 
the worst set point tracking ISE and interaction ISE smaller. However, the single cost 
function genetic algorithm cannot combine the minimum sum of ISE and optimal individual 
ISE together, because it cannot improve individual objectives simultaneously. In this thesis, 
the multi-objective genetic algorithm has been used to address this problem. The 
multi-objective genetic algorithm uses the non-dominated Pareto front method to find out a 
family of Pareto solutions. And those set of solutions is going to optimise all individual cost 
simultaneously.  
The final conclusion for genetic design of square system are: 
 Evolving a non-diagonal controller is more effective than evolving the tuning parameters 
associated with a decoupling controller. The system’s ISE performance for genetic 
algorithm evolve non-diagonal controller improved a lot compared with genetic 
algorithm evolve the diagonal controller.  
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 To control the amount the interaction a weighting factor can be introduced into the cost 
function. However, the weighting factor is hard to choose to archive an exact design goal. 
In order to avoid choosing the weighting factor to control interaction a more effective 
technique is to add an interaction constraint into the cost function. This can control 
exactly the maximum level of interaction.  
The limitations are: 
 The single objective cost function genetic algorithm technique is very effect in designing 
multivariable controllers if the design trade-off weighting function are known. 
 The multi-objective cost function genetic algorithm is very effect at generating a family 
of optimal solutions which present system performance in individual channels to be 
taken into account. However, the multi-objective genetic algorithm need much more time 
to converge.  
 
5.3 Fail-safe multivariable control system 
 
In the case of multivariable control system where the number of inputs is greater than the 
number of outputs, this type of system is defined as a fail-safe control system. In this case 
Genetic Algorithm have been introduced to design and optimize the performance of the 
fail-safe multivariable controller. The original fail-safe control system with single actuator 
failure situation design method was introduced by R.N.Fripp (1988), his method is the called 
pseudo inverse design method. This design method only provides one controller that makes 
the control system into fail-safe system which is stable and exhibits set point tracking for an 
un-failed situation or any single actuator failure situation, but the system performance might 
be poor. In this thesis, the single cost function genetic algorithm with global optimisation cost 
function has been introduced to design and tune the diagonal matrixes parameters described 
in R.N.Fripp design to improve the system performance. Rather than tune the diagonal 
matrixes, the single cost function genetic algorithm could also complete design and tune the 
controller straight away with this design technique the speed of response and system 
performance can be improved. In the genetic algorithm design method, each output ISE is 
one individual objective. For single cost function genetic algorithm, there are two type of cost 
function have been used in the fail safe multivariable control system design. The first type of 
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cost function is called Global optimisation, the second one called Worst case failure 
optimisation. The Global optimisation cost function is calculated by adding all objective cost 
together with weight factor; The Global optimisation cost function will provide the minimum 
sum of ISE for all objectives, but some of the individual ISE might have a poor transmit 
response; alternately, the Worst case failure optimisation cost function is the largest cost from 
the all individual objective costs. The worst case failure optimisation cost function cannot 
provide the minimum sum of ISE for all objectives compared with Global optimisation cost 
function, but will focused on the worst ISE objective only and reduced it. This cost function 
will results in a smaller worst case ISE and more equal ISE values across all the objectives. 
However, the single cost function genetic algorithm cannot combine the minimum sum of 
ISE and optimal individual ISE together, because it cannot improve individual objectives 
simultaneously. As the results shows in chapter three, Genetic algorithm design method is 
much better than the Pseudo Inverse design which introduced by R.N.Fripp. Additionally, 
there is no formal design method for multiple failures in fail-safe multivariable control 
system, but if a solution exists the controllers can be found with the genetic algorithm 
technique. The genetic algorithm is used in a similar way as single failure case, but in this 
case it is choosing all the controller parameters and looking at each failure case including 
multiple failures, and results shows the speed of response and system performance has 
improved. The single cost function genetic algorithm cannot improve all objectives 
simultaneously but multi-objective genetic algorithm can. The multi-objective genetic 
algorithm with non-dominated Pareto front design method has been introduced. The results 
are even better than the single cost function genetic algorithm solutions. Because the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm with non-dominated Pareto front design technique is going 
to optimise the all objectives simultaneously, and provide a family of solutions. The specific 
solution could be chosen from the family of solutions which could satisfy the designer needs. 
For example, if the specific channel needs to be minimised, then the controller combined with 
this minimum ISE values in this channel should be selected. Moreover, if sum of the each 
individual ISE together and select the minimum value in this new channel, it is the optimal 
global situation.   
The contributions for genetic design for fail-safe system are:  
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 The genetic algorithm approach to the design of fail-safe controller was very successful. 
The genetic algorithm can evolve the controller for fail-safe system has good system 
performance under all non-actuator failure and single actuator failure and multiple 
actuator failures. Which there is no formal design method could do. Indeed, a full set of 
fail-safe controller was evolved by the genetic algorithm and optimal controller 
performance was achieved.  
 The multi-objective genetic algorithm was able to design a family of solutions. The 
family of solutions include the minimisation of the sum of cost function. This family of 
solutions present all of the interesting and different useable design, for this reason the 
multi-objective genetic algorithm is used as an extremely effective design tool.  
The limitations are: 
 The genetic algorithm cannot guarantee to evolve a solution.  
 To use the global optimisation cost function if the designer is looking for the optimal 
total cost. To use the worst failure case optimisation cost function if the designer is 
looking for the optimise the worst failure case. 
 To use the single cost function genetic algorithm if the designer knows the trade-off 
performance weighting factor in each non-actuator failure and all actuator failure 
combinations and the designer looking for a single optimal solution.  
 To use the multi-objective genetic algorithm if the designer is looking for the all 
combination of trade-off performance in each non-actuator failure and all actuator failure 
combinations. However, multi-objective genetic algorithm need much more time to 
converge.  
 
5.4 Override multivariable control system 
 
For the case of multivariable control system where the number of outputs is greater than the 
number of inputs, this kind of system is defined as override control system. because the 
number of inputs is less than the number of outputs, not all the outputs can be under control. 
This means the override control will control the worst output which is normally defined as 
the output above its set point or the output which has the most negative error. Since 1971 
Buckley P.S. has first introduced the override control with feed forward control systems, this 
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override control has become popular. After his research, lots of researchers used override 
control as a main tool to design the control systems but have not improved the theory for 
either single input multi outputs or multi inputs multi outputs override control system. 
However, most researchers have focused on single input multi output override control system, 
as Buzzard W.S. In addition, as the override control system cannot control all outputs, the 
main analysis of override control system design has focused on avoiding limit cycles.  
 
Because there is no formal design method for override control system and genetic algorithm 
method could be used. However, single input multiple outputs override control system will 
control the largest negative error, which is the worst case, so there is only one cost function in 
genetic algorithm design method for this kind of override control system. In this thesis the 
single cost function genetic algorithm has used to design and tune the controller parameters, 
the cost function is calculated by the ISE which the loop under control. With this design 
method, the override control system will be stable, track and optimised the system output 
performance, and ensure there is not limit cycling. Moreover, the multiple inputs multiple 
outputs override control system have more than one inputs, the cost function is calculating by 
the set point tracking ISE and interaction ISE. Therefore, there are two type of cost function 
have been used to optimised in the multivariable override control system: the first cost 
function is a Global optimisation, and the second type is called worst case optimisation. The 
Global optimisation cost function is calculated by adding all under controlled objective cost 
functions together with weighting factors; The Global optimisation cost function will provide 
the minimum sum of ISE for all controlled objectives, but some of the individual ISE might 
have poor system output response, but this algorithm can only reduce the poor individual ISE 
by increasing the weighting factor; alternately, the worst case optimisation cost function is 
the largest cost from the all individual controlled objective cost. the worst case optimisation 
cost function cannot provide the minimum sum of ISE for all controlled objectives compared 
with Global optimisation cost function, but will focused on the worst ISE objective only and 
reduced it, this cost function will result in the worst set point tracking ISE and interaction ISE 
smaller. However, the single cost function genetic algorithm cannot combine the minimum 
sum of ISE and optimal individual ISE together, because it cannot improve individual 
objectives simultaneously. In this thesis, the multi-objective genetic algorithm has been used 
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to address this problem. The multi-objective genetic algorithm uses the non-dominated Pareto 
front method to find a family of Pareto solutions. The set of solutions is going to optimise all 
individual cost simultaneously. As result shows in chapter four, there are lots of Pareto front 
solutions, and the designer can choose the specific results which satisfy their need. The 
designer could choose the optimal solution in each individual channel or the sum of all 
channels. Like the results shows in chapter four, the controller for the minimum sum of all 
individual ISE provides good system performance. Moreover, the controller for the minimum 
ISE from the worst ISE of all individual ISE provides the smallest ISE in this channel and the 
sum of all individual ISE still smaller than the single cost function genetic algorithm worst 
case optimisation.  
 
The override control system has a non-linear switch in the control loops, this can lead to limit 
cycle. For both single input multi outputs and multi inputs multi outputs override control 
system, as chapter four shows, the override control system may limit cycle or not limit cycle, 
and this is related to the set points. It is hard to analyse when the override control system will 
limit cycle. In this thesis the multi-objective Genetic algorithm method has been shown to be 
able to find the boundary of when the set points of the override control system could not limit 
cycle in a specific controller. These boundaries are easily found by using a multi-objective 
genetic algorithm.  
The contributions for genetic design for override system are: 
 Genetic algorithm has been shown to be an ideal tool for both the design and 
optimisation of multivariable override controllers, whichever outputs are selected to be 
controlled, the corresponding set-point tracking is good.  
 There is an advantage in design the multivariable override controller using a 
multi-objective genetic algorithm as this can individually optimise the combination of 
outputs that be controlled in one run of the genetic algorithm. The designer could choose 
any designs which satisfy their need. 
 The issue of where a multivariable override control system limit cycles is clearly very 
important. The multi-objective genetic algorithm has been shown to be an ideal tool to 
accurately define the set-point boundary beyond which the override control system will 
limit cycle.  
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The limitations are: 
 To use single cost function genetic algorithm if the designer knows the trade-off 
performance weighting factor in each control groups and the designer looking for a 
single optimal solution.  
 To use the multi-objective genetic algorithm if the designer is looking for the all 
combination of trade-off performance whichever outputs are selected to be controlled. 
However, multi-objective genetic algorithm need much more time to converge.  
 To use the multi-objective genetic algorithm to find out the set point boundary beyond 
which the override control system will limit cycle. 
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FURTHER WORK 
In this thesis it has been shown that genetic algorithm can be used to design fail safe 
multivariable control system. However, this design procedure is going to tuning one fixed 
controller to deal with all non-failure and failure situations. However, if the specific actuator 
failure could be detected, then to use the pre-designed controllers to deal with the specific 
failure situation and this will provide even better output performance. To implement this 
technique requires a fault detection method. Fault detection can be done in a variety of ways 
but one popular method is to carry out real-time modelling of the system dynamics. Genetic 
algorithm have been used successfully to identify system dynamic off-line. One research 
direction could to be investigating that to improve the genetic algorithm off-line system 
identification into on-line system identification.   
 
For multivariable override control system, the limit cycle is take place because of the 
nonlinearity. Therefore, it may be possible to use the describing function. The describing 
function method required coverage this switching mechanism into a non-linear function. 
Then it may be possible to apply describing function method to analysis the override control 
system design problem.   
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